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The case conceming the Aerial Incident of 3 July 1988 (Islamic Republic of 
Iran V. United States of America), entered on the Court's General List on 
17 May 1989 under Number 79, was removed from the List by an Order of the 
Court of 22 February 1996, following discontinuance by agreement of the Par- 
ties (Aerial Incident of 3 July 1988 (Islamic Republic of Iran V. United States of 
America), 1. C l  Reports 1996, p. 9). 

The pleadings in the case are being published in the following order: 

Volume 1. Application instituting proceedings of the Islamic Republic of Iran; 
Memorial of the Islamic Republic of Iran. 

Volume II. Preliminary objections of the United States of America; Observa- 
tions and submissions of the Islamic Republic of Iran on the preliminary 
objections; Observations of the International Civil Aviation Organization; 
selection of correspondence; SettIement Agreement. 

Regarding the reproduction of case files, the Court has decided that hence- 
forth, irrespective of the stage at which a case has terminated, publication should 
be confined to the wntten proceedings and oral arguments in the case, together 
with those documents, annexes and correspondence considered essential to illus- 
trate its decision. The Court has also specifically requested that, whenever tech- 
nical1y feasible, the volumes should consist of facsimile versions of the docu- 
ments submitted to it, in the form in which they were produced by the parties. 

Accordingly, certain documents reproduced in the present volume have been 
photographed from their original presentation. 

For ease of use, in addition to the normal continuous pagination, wherever 
necessary this volume also contains, between square brackets on the inner 
margin of the pages, the original pagination of the documents reproduced. It is 
to this pagination within square brackets that one should refer for al1 cross- 
references within the texts thus published. 

Neither the typography nor the presentation may be used for the purpose of 
interpreting the texts reproduced. 

The Hague, 2000. 

L'affaire de l'lncidenl aérien du 3 juiflet 1988 (République islamique d'Iran 
c. Efafs-Unis d'Amérique), inscrite au rôle général de la Cour sous le numéro 79 
le 17 mai 1989, en a été rayée par ordonnance de la Cour du 22 février 1996 à 
la suite du désistement par accord des Parties (Incident aérien du 3 juillet 1988 
(République islurnique d'Iran c Efafs-Unis d'Amérique), C I . 1  Recueil 1996, 
P 9). 

Les piéces de procédure écrite relatives à cette affaire sont publiées dans 
l'ordre suivant : 

Volume 1. Requête introductive d'instance de la République islamique d'Iran; 
mémoire de la République islamique d'Iran. 



Volume II. Exceptions préliminaires des Etats-Unis d'Amérique; observations et 
conclusions de la République islamique d'Iran sur 1es exceptions prélimi- 
naires ; observations de l'organisation de l'aviation civile internationale ; choix 
de correspondance; arrangement amiable. 

Au sujet de la reproduction des dossiers, la Cour a décidé que dorénavant, 
quel que soit le stade auquel aura pris fin une affaire, ne devront être retenus à 
fin de publication que les pièces de procédure écrite et les comptes rendus des 
audiences publiques, ainsi que les seuls documents, annexes et correspondance 
considérés comme essentiels à l'illustration de la décision qu'elle aura prise. En 
outre, la Cour a demandé expressément que, chaque fois que les moyens tech- 
niques le permettraient, les volumes soient composés de facsimilés des pièces 
déposées devant elle, en l'état ou elles ont été produites par les Parties. 

De ce fait, certaines des pièces reproduites dans la présente édition ont été 
photographiées d'après leur présentation originale. 

En vue de faciliter l'utilisation de l'ouvrage, outre sa pagination continue habi- 
tuelle, le présent volume comporte, en tant que de besoin, entre crochets sur le 
bord intérieur des pages, l'indication de la pagination originale des pièces repro- 
duites. C'est à ces références entre crochets qu'il faudra se reporter lors de tout 
renvoi se trouvant dans les textes ainsi publiés. 

Ni la typographie ni la présentation ne sauraient être utilisées aux fins de l'in- 
terprétation des textes reproduits. 

La Haye, 2000. 
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PRELIMINARY OBJECTIONS SUBMITTED BY 
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

EXCEPTIONS PRÉLIMCNAIRES PRÉSENTÉES 
PAR LES ÉTATS-UNIS D'AMÉRIQUE 



,INTRODUCTION AND SIJMMBBX 

On 17 May 1989, the Government of Iran filed an Application 

with this Court instituting the present case against the United 

States. Iran stated that "[tlhis dispute arises from the 

destruction of an Iranian aircraft, Iran Air Airbus A-300B ,  

flight 655 and the killing of its 290 passengers and crew by 

two surface-to-air missiles launched £rom the U.S.S. Vincennes, 

a guided-missile cruiser on duty with the United States Persian 

Gulf/Middle East Force in the Iranian airspace over the Islamic 

Republic's territorial w a t e r s  in the Persian Gulf on 3 July 

1988." This incident occurred in the midst o f  an armed 

engagement between U . S .  and Iranian forces, in the context of a 

long series of attacks on U.S. and other vessels in the Gulf. 

In its Application, the Government of Iran sought relief 

frorn this Court on the basis of Article 84 of the Convention on 

International Civil Aviation of 1944 (hereinafter the "Chicago 

Convention") and Article 14 of the Convention for the 

Suppression of Unlawful Acts Against the Safety of Civil 

Aviation of 1971 (hereinafter the *Montreal Convention"). 

On 12 June 1990, the Court ordered that the Government of 

Iran file its Mernorial by 24 July 1990, and that the United 

States file its Counter-Mernorial by 4 March 1991. In 
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accordance with this Order and with the Court's Order of 

13 December 1989, the United States submits the following 

prelirninary objections to the jurisdiction of the Court to 

entertain the claims filed by Iran. 

Xn this case, Iran is, under Article 36(1) of the Statute 

of the Court, invoking three titles of jurisdiction provided 

for in conventions to which the United States and Ican are 

Party. They are Article 84 of the Chicago Convention, Article 

14(1) of the Montreal Convention, and Article XXI(2) of the 

1955 Treaty of Arnity between Iran and the United States 

(heceinafter the "Treaty of Amity"). Each of these provisions 

confers on the Court jurisdiction to decide disputes relating 

to the interpretation and application of the subject convention 

once certain conditions are satisfied. It ia the contention of 

the United States that in no case are the applicable conditions 

satisfied and that the Court has no jurisdiction under any of 

these conventions. The United States accordingly is requesting 

that the Court address the issue of jurisdiction first, in 

accordance with Article 79 of the Rules of the Court. 

In its Application, Iran invoked Article 84 of the Chicago 

Convention, "in order to appeal from the decision rendered on 

17 March 1989 by the Council of the International Civil 

Aviation Organization"; and Article 14 of the Montreal 
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Convention. fourteen months later, in its Mernorial, Iran 

invoked for the first time Article XXI of the Treaty of A m i t y .  

None of these conventions, placed in the context of the Eacts 

of this case, provides a basis for the jurisdiction of t h i s  

Court as alleged by Iran. 

With respect to the Chicago Convention, the International 

Civil Aviation Organization (hereinafter "ICAO") Resolution of 

17 March 1989 was not a "decision" of the ICAO Council within 

the meaning of Article 84 of the Chicago Convention. Iran 

never asked for a decision of the Council under Article 84 and 

the Council never rendered a decision under that Article. The 

proceedings that led to the ICAO Resolution, as well as the 

form and substance of the Resolution itself, clearly show that 

the Council was not acting under Article 84 when it adopted its 

Resolution, but rather under an entirely separate procedure 

from which there is no appeal to the Court. Iran's attempt to 

by-pass the established ICAO procedures for resolution OC 

disputes threatens the institutiona1,integrity and effective 

operation of ICAO. 

The Montreal Convention also provides no basis for the 

Court's jurisdiction. Iran has failed to satisfy the 

prerequisites for the Court's jurisdiction under the Montreal 

Convention by not having sought to resolve this dispute through 
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negotiations prior to Éiling suit in the Court, and by Eailing 

to comply with the Convention's clear requirernents for the 

prior exhaustion of arbitration procedures. Furtherrnore, 

Iran's claim has absolutely no connection to the Montreal 

Convention and is clearly outside its scope. The terrns and 

history of that Convention, as well as the subsequent practice 

of the parties, make clear that it does not apply to acts of 

States: against civil aircraft -- particularly acts committed by 
the armed forces of States. The actions of the United States 

upon which Iran relies to sustain its claim are governed by the 

laws of armed conflict and not the Montreal Convention. 

With respect to the Treaty of Amity, Iran is asserting this 

Treaty in bad faith, given Iran's past inconsistent assertions 

and conduct under the Treaty. The United States contends that 

the Court does not have jurisdiction because Iran failed to 

assert this Treaty as a basis of jurisdiction in its 

Application and is now seeking to transform the dispute as set 

Eorth in its Application into another dispute which i s  wholly 

different in character. Further, the Treaty of Amity has no 

connection to the dispute that is the subject of Iran's 

Application. Finally, Iran may not invoke the compromissory 

clause of the Treaty of Amity because Iran has made no effort 

to resolve that dispute by diplomacy, as is required by the 
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Treaty of Amity. Nor has Iran pursued the United States' 

efforts to make compensation for the incident. 

In its Memorial, Iran also asserted that the United States 

has violated the United Nations Charter and various other 

conventions and principles of international law. The Court 

must disregard these allegations, since the Court has 

jurisdiction over none of them. 

In effect, Iran has deliberately avoided normal diplomatic 

practice and disregarded the procedures for resolution of 

disputes pravided in the conventions it cites. Iran has 

instead brought to this Court questions over which the Court 

has no jurisdiction, and for which there is no adequate record 

nor reasonable basis for judicial resolution. AEter trying and 

faillng to obtain condemnation of the United States in ICA0 

under procedures which do not contemplate Eurther review, Iran 

has -- after the fact -- wholly recast the nature of its 
complaint in an attempt to recoup its fortunes in this Court. 

As a result of Iran's actions, the United States ha3 been 

unable to proceed with the payment of compensation to the 

Iranian families of the victims of this tragic incident. The 

Court has the authority under Article 79 of the Rules of the 

Court to act on these preliminary objections; it is submitted 

that the Court should do so by rejecting Iran's improper 

invocation of the Court's jurisdiction. 
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The United States reserves its right to object to any other 

issue of the Court's jurisdiction o v e r ,  or the admissibility 

of, Iran's claims that arise in the course of these 

proceedings, as well as the right under Article 80 of the R u l e s  

of the Court to present counter-claims in the event the Court 

determines that it has jurisdiction in this matter. 



PART 1 
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The Application and Memorial filed by Iran in this case are 

based on an incident that occurred on 3 July 1988, in the Gulf 

near the Coast of Iran involving Iranian gunboats, U.S. naval 

vessels, and Iran Air Flight 6 5 5 .  In considering the 

jurisdiction of this Court, many of the factual assertions made 

by Iran need not be addressed at this time by the Court. It 

is, however, important for the Court to appreciate that this 

incident occurred in the midst of an armed engagement between 

U . S .  and Iranian forces, in the context of a long series of 

attacks on U.S. and other vessels in the Gulf. The incident of 

Iran Air Flight 655 cannot be separated from the events t h a t  

preceded it and from the hostile environment that existed on 3 

July 1988, due to the actions of Iran's own military and 

paramilitary forces. The report of investigation of the 

International Civil Aviation Organization (hereinafter "ICAO") 

Eound that: 

"As a result of difficulties experienced by international 
shipping in the Gulf, naval forces of several States 
entered the area to provide a protective presence and 
safeguard the freedom of navigation. The extent and 
intensity of hostile activities varied considerably from 
tirne to time. The incident on 17 May 1987 in which the USS 
Stark was severely damaged by two air-launched Exocet 
missiles was of particular relevance in thf chain of events 
leading to the destruction of flight IR655 ." 

l"~estruction of Iran Air Airbus A300 in t h e  Vicinity of 
Qeshm Island, Islamic Republic of Iran on 3 July 1988: Report 
of ICAO Fact-Finding Investigation, November 1 9 1 3 8 " ~  ICAO Doc. 
C-WP/8708, restricted, Appendix. para. 2.1.1 (Exhibit 9) 
(hereinafter referred to as "ICAO Reportn). 
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For more than four years prior to 3 July 1988, Iran had 

repeatedly attacked rnerchant shipping in the Gulf as a part of 

its conduct of the Iran-Iraq war, which had been actively waged 

since Septernber 1980. Several U . S .  merchant ships, as well a s  

several hundred marchant ships from other States, were attacked 

and damaged by Iranian naval vessels, aircraft, mines, and 

missiles during this period. These ships, which were on the 

high seas travelling to and €rom non-Iraqi ports, were almost 

never stopped and searched by Iran to determine whether they 

were trading with Iraq or carrying contraband destined for 

Iraq. 

On 3 July 1988, U.S. naval vessels, after seeking to assist 

a merchant vessel, found themselves forced to take action in 

self-defense as a result of an unprovoked attack by Iranian 

gunboats. In the midst of this surface engagement, an 

unidentified airctaft departed from the Iranian joint 

military/civilian airfield compfex near Bandar Abbas and set a 

course which would take it directly over the USS V i n c e m .  

The Comanding OfCicer of the USS V- was aware that Iran 

recently had rnoved sophisticated, high performance Iranian F-14 

fighter aircraft to the airfield at Bandar Abbas; indeed, Iran 

had recently operated these fighter aircraft from Bandar Abbas 

on several occasions in the vicinity of the incident of 3 July 

1988. On that date, the rapidly approaching unidentified 
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aircraft failed to respond to repeated warnings and directions 

to turn away which were broadcast on both military and civilian 

air distress frequencies. Instead, the aircraft continued to 

close to within ten nautical miles of the ship (well within the 

range of the Maverick missiles that had been employed by the 

Iranian Air Force to attack shipping in this area). At this 

point, the Commanding Officer of the USS Vincennes determined 

that he could no longer withhold his fire and still adequately 

ensure the defense of his ship against the approaching 

aircraft. Consequently, and as a matter of necessity. he 

responded by firing two missiles that downed the aircraft less 

than eight nautical miles from the U.S. naval vessels. The 

subsequent ICAO Investigation Report concluded in paragraph 

3.2.1 that "[tlhe aircraft was perceived as a military aircraft 

with hostile intentions and was destroyed by two surface-to-air 

missiles." 

Only afterwards d i d  it hecome clear that the approaching 

aircraft was a civilian airliner, which Iranian authorities had 

permitted to take off and fly directly towards the U.S. vessels 

while they were involved in a surface engagement with Iranian 

gunboats. The United States imediately expressed its deep 

regret over the incident and cooperated Eully with the team 

established by the ICAO Council to investigate the 

circumstances of the incident. Before the United Nations 
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Security Council and the I C A O  Council and in communications to 

each State having nationals aboard the Elight (including Iran), 

the United States offered to pay compensation to the Eamilies 

of the victims. While some families of the victims initially 

chose t a  pursue legal remedies in U . S .  courts, in due course 

this compensation offer was accepted by many of the families 

and payrnents were made. Of the States involved, only Iran has 

rejected the U.S. offer and has prevented its nationals Erom 

açcepting payment. 

A l 1  these events are important in understanding why U.S. 

naval vessels came to be off the caast of Iran in 1988; why on 

3 July  of that year the USS Vincenns feared an imminent attack 

from Iranian aircraft and reacted accordingly; how the United 

States thereafter worked on its own and within the United 

Nations and ICAO, the competent specialized agency. to 

understand why this incident occurred; and how the United 

States made efforts to provide compensation for the incident. 
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CHAPTER 1 

IRANIAN ATTACKS ON MERCHANT SHIPPING DURING THE IRAN-IRAQ WAR 
TNREATENED THE FREEDOM OF NAVIGATION AND PROMPTED THE 
DEPLOYMENT OF MILITARY FORCES BY VARIOUS NATIONS TO THE GULF. 

It is well known that in late 1980, armed hostilities broke 

out between Iran and Iraq, leading to extensive fighting 

between those two countries for eight years. The war between 

Iran and Iraq extended into the Gulf in March of 1984 when Iraq 

initiated attacks on tankers using Iran's oil terminal at Kharg 

Island. Lacking comparable Iraqi targets whieh could be easily 

attacked, Iran chose to retaliate by attacking on the high s e a s  

ships calling at non-Iraqi Arab ports in the Gulf. These 

Iranian attacks on merchant vessels in the Gulf became 

extensive in 1987 and continued until the incident oE 3 July 

1988 and thereafter. The United States submits as Annex 1 to 

this pleading a description of many of the incidents of 

unprovoked Iranian attacks on merchant vessels during 1 9 8 7 - 8 8 .  
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to protect its interests and those of other friendly States, 

especially because of an Iranian threat to close the Strait of  

Horrnuz and the likelihood that U.S. ships might be attacked in 

the ~ulfl. 

In particular, the United States deployed warships to the 

Gulf to help protect rnerchant ships flying U.S. and other flags 

that were not engaged in carrying contraband for either of the 

two belligerents. Many other States als0 deployed warships to 

the Gulf for this purpose, including the United Kingdom, 

France, the Netherlands, Italy, Belgiurn, and the US SR^. 

1w "U.S. Policy in the Persian Gulf", Special Report No. 
166, U.S. Dep't of State, pp. 3-4 (July 19871, Exhibit 36; s.ee 

P. DeForth, "U .S .  Naval Presence in the Persian Gulf: The 
Mideast Force Since World War II", P a v a i  War Colle~e Review, p .  
28 (Summer 1975). Exhibit 37. 

2h "Iran Fires Missile at Kuwaitn 5 
Sep. 1987, p .  A-1 (hereinafter "Wash&!?"~:~~hP~:~ding 2 
Ships to Hunt Mines in Gulf", pew Y-, 8 Sep. 1987, p. 
A-3 (hereinafter "N.Y. wu); "Perez de Cuellar's Gulf Trip 
Ends in Apparent Failure", Wash. Post, 16 Sep. 1987, p. A-1; 
"Reagan Accepts Plan to Escort Tankers", M.&-, 30 May 
1987, p. A-1; "Baker Hints at U.S. Action if Iran Deploys Gulf 
Missiles*, N.Y. m. 8 June 1987, p. A-8; " U . S .  Poliey in the 
Persian Gulf," pe. d., Exhibit 36, pp. 5-7. In April 1987. 
Kuwait signed an agreement with the Soviet Union t o  lease 
Soviet tankers to Kuwait; by May 1987 the Eirst of three Soviet 
ships leased to Kuwait began operating in the Gulf. with a 
Soviet frigate and two rninesweepers as escorts.,"Iraqi Missile 
Hits U.S. Navy Frigate in Persian Gulf", N.Y. Tl-, 18 May 
1987, p. A-1;  "~reernptive U.S. Strike on Iran Missiles 
Debated", Wash. Pest, 5 June 1987, p. A-1. For copies of al1 
newspaper articles referred to in this Part, see ~xhibit 35. 
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Many o f  Iran's indiscriminate attacks on rnerchant vessels 

were conducted by small gunboats of Boghammar manufacture. 

These gunboats were typically equipped with machine guns, 

rocket launchers (including rocket-propelled grenades), and 

srnall arrnsl. U.S.-owned vessels were arnong those attacked by 

Iranian gunboats. For example, on 9 July  1987, an  rania an 

gunboat attacked the U.S.-owned Liberian-flagged tanker Peconk 

off Kuwait, while on 6 November 1987, Iranian gunboats attacked 

the U. S. -owned Panamanian-f lagged Grand w m 2 .  On 

16 November 1987, Xranian gunboats attacked the U.S.-owned, 

Bahamian-flagged &?,O FreeDOrt and attacked the U.S.-owned 

Liberian-flagged near the Strait of ~orrnuz~. 

O.S. military forces took an active role in responding to 

requests for help from U.S. vessels and Érom other vessels in 

distress when attacked by Iranian military and paramilitary 

gunboats. On 12 December 1987, a helicopter £rom the destroyer 

~ I C A O  Report, para. 1.16.1.2. 

34a~unboats Attack U. S. Tanker", Foreian Broadcast 
mation Service, 16 Nov. 1987, p. 23 (hereinafter "U"); 

"Lloyds Reports Liberian Tanker Attacked by Iran", EUS, 
17 Nov. 1987, p. 20; Exhibit 32, S/16877/Add. 5 ,  p. 15. 
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USS W n d l x  rescued 11 seamen £rom the burning Cypriot-flagged 

tanker, the Pivot, off Dubai following an attack by an Iranian 

frigatel. On 25 December 1987, a U.S. Navy helicopter rescued 

11 seamen and a British Navy helicopter rescued nine seamen 

from a burning South Korean freighter, the w d a i - 7 ,  after i t  

had been attacked by Iranian srnall boats 25 miles north of 

Shar j a h 2 .  

This assistance sometimes brought U.S. military Forces into 

hostile contact with the Iranian gunboats, which would attack 

the U . S .  forces. For instance, on 8 October 1987, three 

Iranian gunboats about 15 miles southwest of Farsi Island fired 

upon U.S. helicopters. Three U.S. helicopters returned fire, 

sinking al1 three of the Iranian boats3. Several other 

~"u.s. Navy Rescues Tanker Crew in Gulf", N.Y. T h e z ,  13 
Dec. 1987, p. L-3; Exhibit 32, S/16877/Add.5, p.17. 

2"~loyds Cited on Attack on S. Korean Ship", EUS, 28 Dec 
. 1987, p. 27; Exhibit 32, S/16877/Add.5, p.18. 

3~etter dated 9 Oct. 1987 from the Permanent Representative 
of the U.S. to the U.N. Addressed to the President of the 
Security Council, U.N. Doc, S/19194 (Exhibit 33); Letter dated 
10 Oet. 1987 Erom President Reagan to the President Pro Tempore 
of the Senate and the Speaker of the nouse, Weekly Compil. of 
Pres. Docs., p. 1159 (1987) (Exhibit 33); "U.S. Helicopters 
Sink 3 Iranian Gunboats in Persian Gulf", W d p O S t ,  9 Oct. 
1987, p. A-l; "U.S. Gulf Forces Said to Seek More Powers", 
W d .  Post, 13 Oct. 1987, p .  A-1. 
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nations also were forced to take steps to protect their 

shipping . 

In addition to gunboats, Iran used naval mines, missiles 

and aircraft to attack shipping in the Gulf. On 24 July 1987, 

the S.S. Bridseton, a U.S.-reflagged ~uwaiti tanker under U . S .  

rnilitary escort into the Gulf, hit a mine about 18 miles West 

of the Iranian island of Farsi, causing extensive damage to the 

ship'. Consequently, the United States ordered U. S. Navy 

minesweeping helicopters to the ~ u l f  '. Other nations 

dispatched minesweeping units as we113. At tirnes Iran denied 

l"~fter the B l a s t ,  Journey Continues", N,Y.fimes, 2 5  Yuly 
1987, p. 5; Exhibit 32, S/16877/Add.5, p . 9 .  

'"u.s. A c t s  to Bolster Gulf Mine Defenses on Several 
Frontsn W , 4 Aug. 1987, p. 1 (hereinafter 
&~F:'~:"~~eiicopters Arrive for Mission to 
Sweep the Gulf", A . Y .  T i r n a ,  17 Aug. 1987,  p. A-1; "U.S. Orders 
8 Old Minesweepers to the Gulf", frLl-Tisru, 20 Aug. 1987, p. 
A - 1 .  

3 ~ e e  Annex 1. 
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that i t  was the source of these mines. Nevertheless, in a 

Tehran radio dispatch on 20 August 1987, Iran admitted that it 

had mined the Persian Gulf, purportedly to "protect" its 

coastlinel. 

Iran constructed missile sites and launched Silkworm 

missiles primarily £rom the Faw Peninsula in 1987, damaging 

Kuwaiti shipping facilities and merchant ships off Kuwait, 

including the U.S.-flagged tanker Sea Isle citvZ. Iran also 

inflicted considerable damage on shipping in the Gulf with 

attacks by Iranian aircraft, usually fighter aircraft using 

Maverick missiles and "iron" or gravity bombs3. On 2 February 

1988, £ ive  months before the incident of 3 July 1988, two 

Iranian F-4s launched two Maverick missiles at the Liberian 

tanker Petrobulk Pilot about 30 nautical miles south-southwest 

l"1ran Says it Mines the Gulf", &a&pOSt ,  21 Aug. 1987, 
P. A-1 ,  

2- Annex 1. 

3~averick missiles can be launched £rom ranges of 0.5 to 13 
nautical miles and are television guided. The launching 
aircraft must be able to keep visual track CIE the target, but 
does not have  to scan the target with radar. "Forma1 
Investigation into the Circumstances Surrounding the ~owning Of 
Iran Air Flight 655 on 3 July 1988" (hereinafter " I C A 0  Report, 
Appendix E"), p. E-12. 
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of the area where the incident of 3 July 1988 took placeL. A 

few à a y s  l a t e r ,  on 12 February 1988, an Iranian helicopter 

attacked the Danish vesse1 Karama m. 
This state of tension and conflict continued through the 

spring and into the summer of 1988. On 14 April 1968, the USS 

Samuel B. Roberts was struck by naval mines laid by Iranian 

gunboats in shipping channels, e a s t  of Bahtain, causing 

extensive damage t o  the vesse1 and injuring ten crewmen, some 

seciously2. In response to this unlawful use of force and as a 

proportionate measure to deter further Iranian attacks on 

merchant vessels, on 18 April 1988, United States 

'"1ran Tries Aerial Attack on Cargo Ship in Gulf", 
e Ho-, 3 Feb. 1988. p. 2. Military forces 

in the Gulf knew that Iranian F-14s could be configured to drap 
iron-bornhs on naval vessels if they could approach within two 
nautical miles.of the target. I C A 0  Report, Appendix E, p. E-12. 

2 w ~ 1 a s t  Damages U.S. Frigate in Gulf", N.Y. Times, 15 Apt. 
1988. A-21. The mine exploded on the port side of the keel by 
the engine room, opening a hole 30 by 23 Eeet. Extensive 
damage occurred from the explosion and subsequent Eire and 

iew Proceediw, flooding. R. O'Rourke, "Gulf Ops," Naval Rev 
p. 44 (1989) (Exhibit 38). Several mines were subsequently 
found in the Central Gulf. "U.S. Finds 2 Mines Where Ship was  
Damaged", N.Y .  T b ,  16 Apr. 1988, p. 32; "U.S. Warship 
Damaged by Gulf Blast", m, Post, 15 Apr. 1988, p. A-21. 
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military forces used force to inflict damage upon oil platforms 

where Iranian military command and control facilities were 

located and from which Iranian gunboats were deployed to attack 

shipping and to lay naval mines. Before doing so, the United 

S t a t e s  directed the evacuation of personnel on the platforms. 

In retaliation, Iranian fighter aircraft were deployed Erom the 

airport near Bandar Abbas (the same airport from which Iran Air 

Flight 655 would depart) to join Iranian frigates and small 

boats frorn Abu Musa Island and Qeshm Island in attacks on 

U.S.-owned or associated oil rigs, platforms and jack-up rigs. 

During the engagement with U.S. forces protecting these rigs 

and platforms, two Iranian fcigates and one missile patrol boat 

were sunk or severely darnaged. One of the Iranian F-4s that 

scrambled fcom Bandar Abbas during this incident failed to 

respond to repeated U.S. warnings; when it continued to close 

on U . S .  vessels, the USS launched missiles, damaging 

the aircraft. Much of this activitg took place just to the 

south of the area  where the incident o f  3 July 1988 occurredl. 

l~etter dated 18 Apr. 1988 from the Acting Permanent 
Representative of the U.S. to the U.N. Addressed to the 
President of the Security Council, U.N. Doc. Wl.9791 (Exhibit 
34); ICA0 Report, Appendix E, pp. E-11 - E-12; W. P Q S ~ ,  23 
Apr. I988. 
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in the month preceding the incident of 3 July 1988, Iranian 

F-14s were transferred to Bandar Abbas, which was perceived by 

the United States as a significant upgrade in Iranian offensive 

air capability at that airport'. In the three-day period prior 

to the incident, there was heightened air and naval activity in 

the Gulf, ineluding over-water flights by Iranian F-14s in the 

vicinity of U.S. n a v a l  vessels. U . S .  forces in the Gulf were 

alerted to the probability of significant Iranian rnilitary 

activity against marchant shipping or U.S. military vessels in 

retaliation for recent Iraqi rnilitary successes in the land 

war; it was expected that such retaliation could corne over the 

weekend of 4 July, the day the United States celebrates its 

independence. 

On 2 July and into 3 July 1988, Iranian small boats 

positioned themselves at the western approaches to the Strait 

oE Hormuz £rom which they routinely challenged and 

.indiscrirninately attacked merchant vessels2. On 2 July 1988, 

~ I C A O  Report, Appendix E,  p p .  E-6 ,  E-13. 

2~~~~ Report, Appendix E, PP. E-6 ,  E-7. 
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the Danish vesse1 Brama Maersk, outbound £rom Saudi Arabia, 

was repeatedly attacked by Iranian small boats. The 

Xarama Maersk issued a "mayday" distress cal1 requesting 

assistance. The USS E l m e r  Montaornerv responded and observed 

several Iranian small boats to Eire rockets at the Danish 

ship. When the USS Elmer Montaornerv fired a warning shot at 

the srnall boats, the Iranian boats retiredl. 

~ I CAO Report, Appendix E, p. E-7; "U.S.  Warship Fires 
Warning at Iranian Boat", Wash* P o s t ,  3 July 1988, p. A - 2 5 .  
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CHAPTER I I  

ON 3 JULY 1988, IRANIAN GUNBOATS AND U.S. NAVAL VESSELS WERE 
ENGAGED IN COMBAT WHEN AN UNIDENTIFIED IRANIAN AIRCRAFT RAPIDLY 
APPROACHED THE U.S. VESSELS AND, UPON FAILURE TO RESPOND TO 
REPEATED RADIO WARNINGS, WAS SHOT DOWN. 

On 3 July 1988, the USS was on patrol in 

the northern portion of the Strait of Horrnuz outside the 

territorial waters of lranl. At approximately 3 UTC, the USS 

w r  b ~ o m e r Y  detected seven small Iranian gunboats with 

manned machine gun mounts and rocket launchers approaching a 

Pakistani merchant vessel. Shortly thereafter, the USS el me^ 

Montaomerr detected a total of 13 Iranian gunboats breaking 

into three groups, one of which took a position off the USS 

w r  Montaomerv's port quarter. The USS 

l ~ l l  U.S. naval vessels prior to the engagement with 
Iranian small boats were in international, not Iranian waters. 
The ICAO investigation deterrnined that at 6:10 a.m. the 
position of the three U.S. ships was as follows: 

USS Vincennes 26 26 N, 056 02 E 
USS Elmer 5 nautical miles northwest of 

the USS Vincennes 
USS 10 nautical miles northeast of 

t h e  USS 

I C A O  Report, Appenàix A ,  p. A-1. These positions are a l 1  
outside of Iranian territorial waters. 
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could hear the gunboats over communications channels 

challenging merchant ships in the area and shortly thereafter 

heard explosions to the northl. 

The USS was directed to proceea north to the 

vieinity of the USS Elmer M m  to investigate2. A  USS 

Vincennes helicopter, designated "Ocean Lord 25," was vectored 

to the north t8 investigate and to monitor the Iranian small 

boat activity. At 6:15 UTC, Ocean Lord 25, while operating in 

international airspace, was fired upon by small boats3. The 

USS Vincenne~ then took tactical eommanà of the US5 

Montaomerv and both ships proceeded to close the position of 

the helicopter and the small boats a t  high speed. At the same 

'ICAO Report, Appendix E, pp. E-7, E-26. Throughout this 
Mernorial, t h e  United States l i s t s  tirne as  Co-ordinated 
Universal Tirne (UTC), as was done by the I C A 0  investigation 
team. 

2~~~~ Report, ~ppendix E, p. E-26. 

3~~~~ Report, Appendix A, p. A-1. At no t ime was the  
helicopter in Iranian interna1 waters. The helicopter was in 
international airspace approxirnately four nautical miles from 
Iranian territorial waters. 
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time, the US5 Vincennes w a s  tracking and communicating with an 

Iranian P-3 military surveillance aircraft, which had ciosed 

£rom about 60 to about 40 nautical miles1. 

As the US5 vincennes and USS U r  Montaomxy approached 

the small boats, two groups of them were observed turning 

towards the USS Vincennes and USS W r  Mon- and 

commencing high-speed attaek runs, which prior experience in 

the Gulf had shown to be quite dangerous methods of attack2. 

This closing action was interpreted as a demonstration of 

hostile intent to attack the U . S .  vessels. The Commanding 

Officer of the USS Vincennes then requested and was granted 

l ~ h e  USS Vincennes' command and control system is not 
capable of differentiating between different aircraft without 
an identification signal £rom the aircraft. When the USS 
V ! J  challenged the Iranian P-3 at 6 : 4 8 : 2 5  UTC (ICAO 
Report, Appendix 8 ,  p ,  8-17), the USS Vince- had already 
been monitoring and communicating with the P-3 for a period of 
time (ICA0 Report, Appendix A,  p. A - 1 ) .  Although the United 
States had an Airborne Warning and Contcol (AWAC) aircraft 
airborne at the time of the incident, it provided no link 
information; its radar is unable to provide coverage of the 
entire Persian Gulf area, which at that time included the area 
in which this incident occurred. ICAO Report, Appendix E. 
p .  E-26, 

2 1 ~ ~ 0  Report, Appendix E, pp. E-27-E-29; U I C A 0  Report. 
Appendix A, p .  A-2; N. Friedman, "The Vincennes Incident". 
Naval Revi~w P r o c e e w ,  p. 74 (1989) (Exhibit 39). 



permission by his immediate superior (the Commander, U.S. Joint 

Task Force Middle East) to engage the srnall boats with pnfirel. 

At approximately 6 : 4 3  UTC, the US5 Vincennes and USS 

P 1 M ~ y  opened fire on the two closing groups of Iranian 

small boats, including the group of small boats that had fired 

upon Oceah Lord ~ 5 ~ .  The surface boats opened Eire on the two 

U.S. warships. ~lthough both u . S .  and Iranian vessels were in 

international waters at the commencement of this engagement, 

during the 17-minute engagement it became neeessary for the USS 

-, in defending itself, to maneuver into waters claimed 

by Iran as territorial waters3. 

'ICAO Report, Appendix A, p. A-2; ICA0 Report. Appendix E, 
p. E-27. 

2~~~~ Report, Appendix E, p. E-27. 

3 ~ t  the time the US5 V_incennes fired its surface-to-air 
missiles (6:54 UTC}, it was located at 26 30 47 N, 056 00 57 
E. I C A 0  Report, para. 2.11.7. Since the USS Vin<=ennes was 
under armed attack by Iranian small boats, it was cleacly 
entitled to maneuver as necessary (including entry into Iranian 
territorial waters) as a rnatter of self-defense. Moreover, 
under the Treaty of Amity between the United States and Iran 
(Exhibit a ) ,  Article X ,  paras. 5 and 6, a 0 . 5 .  warship in 
distress is permitted to enter territorial waters claimed by 
Iran. 
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This surEace engagement remained active from the 'cime Iran 

Air Flight 655 took off €rom Bandar Abbas through the downing 

of Iran Air Flight 655. The crew of the USS Vincenoes were a t  

battle stations as Iranian gunfire was heard to ricochet off 

the USS V i n c e n n e s '  starboard bow. (The post-action analysis 

indicated that shrapnel and/or spent bullets appeared to have 

hit the USS Vincennes and damaged the protective coating behind 

the forward missile launcher)'. During the engagement, the USS 

experienced a "Eoul bore" or faulty discharge in the 

forward gun of i t s  two guns capable of engaging surface 

targets. Consequently the Commanding Officer of the USS 

Vincennes ordered a full rudder at 30 knots to turn the ship 

around and bring the aft gun to bear in defending the U S S  

Vincennes from the attacking gunhoats. This caused the ship to 

list at a 30-degree angle, causing books, publications, and 

loose equipment to f a 1 1  frorn desks and consoles in the USS 

men ne^' Combat Information Center ( c I c ) ~ .  

'ICAO Report, Appendix E, p. E-28. 

2~~~~ Report, Appendix A ,  p. A-7; Exhibit 9. Appendix E. 
PP, E-9 ,  E-28. 
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Iran Air Flight 655 was scheduled t o  take off Erom Bandar 

Abbas International Airport at 6:20 UTC en route to Dubai 

Airport in the United Arab Emirates. Bandar Abbas is a joint 

military/civilian airport located 4.5 miles northeast of the 

town of Bandar Abbas. The flight did not leave on time, but 

left almost a half-hour (27 minutes) late. Such flights 

normally push away from the gate close to the scheduled 

departure timel. 

The unidentified aircraft (later identified as Iran Air 

Flight 655) was immediately detected by the USS Vincennes and 

the USS Si-, at a range of 47  nautical miles and closing on 

the U.S. vessels2. The apptoaching aircraft was thereafter 

monitored by the USS -' "Aegis" weapons system, which 

consists of an electronically-scanned radar system and 

large-screen display system inteqrated with the vessel's 

surface-to-air missiles. The large-screen display shows the 

'ICAO Report, paras. 1.1.1; 1.1.3; 1.1.4; 2 . 4 . 2 .  The 
statement in para. 3.1.7 of the ICA0 Report that the flight 
departed 20 minutes after the scheduled time appears incorrect. 

2~~~~ Report, hppendix E, p. E - 8 .  
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relative speed and course of an aircraft using symbologyl. The 

exact course, speed and altitude are displayed on a separate 

digital readout. The system cannot positively determine the 

size, type or character of an approaching aircraft. It is the 

responsibility of the personnel of the CIC to assist the ship's 

commanding officer in assessing the contact's nature and intent 

on the basis of al1 available information. In the few minutes 

available in this case, the CIC assessrnent w a s  based on various 

factors, including: the contact's departure £rom a joint 

rnilitary/civil airfield; the direct course of the contact t o  

the USS -; a perceived interception of an IFF Mode II 

signal (typically emitted by military aircraft); and the 

constantly closing range of the contact. 

Information on civilian flight schedules w a s  available in 

the CIC. The ICAO Report, however, confirrns that sueh 

information was of limited value in estirnating overflight time 

'on the Aegis display screen, an aircraft is displayed a s  a 
syrnbol; its speed i s  depicted by a vector attached t a  it. The 
higher the speed,  the longer the vector, The veetor's 
direction depicts the aircraft's course. The unidentified 
approaching aircraft was designated by the US5 Y- as TN 
4474 (subsequently changed to TN4131) and identified as an 
"unknown--assumed enemyu. ICAO Report, Appendix A ,  p. A-3. 
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of an aircraft. The Report states: "In the absence of flight 

p l a n  and flight progress information, a realistic traffic 

picture could not be established and positive aircraft 

identification could not be obtained on that basisl.* 

Noreover, the actual take-off time of Iran Air Flight 655 

differed frorn its scheduled departure t i m e ,  thus creating the 

appearance of an unidentified radar contact that could not be 

related to a scheduled time of departure for a civil flight2. 

Although over a period of four minutes the U.S .  vessels 

issued four warnings on the civil international air distress 

frequency (121.5 MHz VHF) and seven warnings on the military 

air distress frequency (243 MHz UBF), the U . S .  vessels received 

'ICAO Report. paras. 2.8.3; 3.1.19. Consequently any 
assertion that the USS Vincennes knew Iran Air Flight 655 was 
expected to pass over at that time is wrong. 

ZICAO Report, paras. 2 .II. 1; 3.1.23. 
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no response Erom the rapidly approachinq aircraftl. A 

non-hostile military aircraft would be expected to respond just 

a s  the Iranian P-3 in Eact did respond to such warnings only 

minutes earlier, even though it was located much further away 

£rom the USS vincennes2. Likewise civil aircraft would be 

expected to respond; under provisions of the Chicago Convention 

Annexes al1 civil aircraft are required to have equipment 

capable of cornrnunicating on 121.5 MHz, the international air 

distress frequency. Furthermore, al1 civil aircraft are 

'1ran asserts that the 121.5 MHz warnings never actually 
occurred or were incapable of being heard or understood. 
Iranian Memorial, at 55. The ICAO Report, however. eonfirms 
that these warnings were made and that without question the 
Einal one should have been clearly understood hy Iran Air 
Flight 655 as directed at it. ICAO Report, para. 2.10. 
Further, Iran is wrong when it says that the United States 
admits the warnings were not clear and that Iran Air Flight 655 
had qood reason no t  t o  listen (Iranian Memorial, p. 5 4 ) .  
Although the same information was nat pcovided for al1 oE the 
warnings, Iran Air Flight 655 had completed its take-off 
procedures and should have been monitoring the 121.5 MHz 
frequency; had it done so it would have realized that it was 
beinq addressed, just a s  the Iranian P-3 realized that it was 
being addressed. 

For the period of 2 June to 2 July 1988, U + S .  military 
vessels in the Gulf issued 150 challenges to unidentified 
aircraft, of which 83 percent proved to be Iranian military 
aircraft, including F-14s. I C A 0  Report, Appendix E, p. E-18. 

2~~~~ Report, Appendix A, pp. A4-AS.  
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expected, on long over-water flights, to monitor that frequency 

when the aircraft is in operation'. It is critical that this 

channel be monitored since military vessels, including U . S .  

military vessels, are usually not provided with equipment for 

VHF communications other than on this frequency. On 16 

September 1986, Iran Air itself had issued to flight crews 

operating in the Gulf area a Company advisory notice which 

required the monitoring of frequency 121.5 MHz at al1 times; 

the subsequent ICAO investigation determined that this notice 

was included in the briefing material for Iran Air Flight 655 

of 3 July 1988 and therefore concluded that the Iran Air Flight 

655 flight erew w a s  aware of the instruction2. The I C A O  

investigation also concluded that there was no indication of 

failure of the communications equipment during the flight3. 

'~hicago Convention, Annex 6, para. 7.1.2 {Exhibit 2 ) ;  
Chicago Convention, Annex 10, p a r a s .  5.2.2.1.1.1, 5.2.2.1.1.2, 
and 5.2.2.1.1.3 (Exhibit 3). 

'ICAO Report, paras. 2.7.3; 3.1.14. 

3~~~~ Report, para. 3.1.3. 
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Given the requirements of the Annexes to the Chicago Convention 

and Iran Air's instructions, it is unclear why Iran Air Flight 

655 did not respond to the repeated warnings of the U . S .  armed 

forces. 

There does not appear to be any practical reason why Iran 

Air Flight 655 was not monitoring this channel and did not 

respond to the warning. The aircraft was equipped w i t h  two 

radios; therefore it was technically feasible ( a s  well a s  

extremely prudent given the state of affaics in the Gulf) to 

undertake al1 normal cockpit responsibilities on one radio and 

monitor frequency 121.5 MHz on the other. Furthermore, the 

crew of Iran Air Flight 655 could speak English and, for at 

least the last two warnings issued over 121.5 MHz, the crew was 

not engaged in routine communications with any air traffic 

controllers. The fourth and final challenge on this frequency 

would have been without question recognizable by the crew as 

intended for thern, and almost a minute elapsed between rhat 

final warning and the firing of the USS missiles1. 

~ I C A O  Report, para. 2.10.18. The fourth challenge was 
issued a t  6:53:25 UTC and the missiles were launched at 6:54:22 
UTC. ICA0 Report, para. 2.11.5. 
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The Bandar Abbas airport tower is also equipped with the 

121.5 MHz channel, but curiously the airport authorities 

claimed in statements to I C A 0  that it did not hear or record 

transmissions on this £requencyl. Had it been monitoring the 

frequency, Bandar Abbas might have been in position to assist 

in warning Iran Air Flight 655. It is also curious that the 

Iranian P-3 did not seek to assist Iran Air Flight 655, since 

it was clearly monitoring the military distress frequency over 

which seven warnings were issued. 

Nor does it appear that Iranian authorities used their orn 

procedures for protecting Iran Ais Flight 655 from the hazard 

of flying into an area of active hostilities. Iranian military 

authorities did not activate the "red alert" procedure normally 

used to notify air traffic control centers of military 

activities which posed a risk to the safety of civil aircraft. 

As was noted in the ICAO investigation report, in some 

'ICAO Report, para. 2.10.7. The existence of these 
warnings is not in question. The ICAO investigation found that 
the warnings were issued, based on both United States records 
and those of the British vesse1 HMS Beaver. For transcripts of 
communications related to Iran A i r  Flight 6 5 5 .  see ICAO Report, 
Appendix B. 
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instances Iranian aircraft already off the ground were 

successfully recalled by using this "red alert" processl. 

This failure by the Iranian rnilitary to alert  rania an air 

traffic authorities was wholly unjustifiable, and can only be 

viewed as either intentional or grossly lacking in judgment; 

not only were Iranian authorities aware that hostile action w a s  

in progress directly under a civil air corridor, but they had 

initiated the hostile action themselves by firing on a U.S. 

helicopter in international airspace and by commencing a 

high-speed attack on O . S .  naval vessels. 

Without any response from Iran Air Flight 655, the USS 

Vincennes had to rely on other sources of information. First, 

intelligence information available to the U.S. Joint Task Force 

Middle East indicated the deployment of Iranian F-14 fighters 

to Bandar Abbas against the background of expected heightened 

hostile activities around the 4 July weekend2. Only weeks 

earlier, Iranian military aircraft had been scrambled from 

'ICAO Report, para. 2.5.1. 

=ICAO Report, para. 2.11.1; ICA0 Report, Appendix E, PP. 
E-13, E-43. 
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Bandar Abbas to assist in interdiction of U.S. vessels in this 

part of the ~ulfl. A s  w a s  noted by the ICAO Report, " the  

possibility of Iranian air support in the surface engagements 

with United States watships could not be excluded in view of 

precedent albeit not with F-14 type fighter aeroplanes2." 

Second, immediately prior to the warnings to Iran Air 

Flight 655, the USS Vinçennes was monitoring an Iranian P-3  

military patrol aircraft to the west of the US5 -. The 

P-3  can serve (and had frequently served) as a "stand-off" 

aircraft to assist Iranian fighter aircraft in finding and 

accurately a t t a c k i n g  vessels3. 

2~~~~ Report ,  p a r a .  2.11.1. 

3 ~ h e  P-3 was flying a routine morning patrol to the West 
and then turned inbound during the surface engagement. I C A O  
Report, Appendix E, pp. E-7, E-45, E-48. This represents a 
typical targetting profile of standing clear of the tacget but 
remaining within range. N. Friedman, pe. a., Exhibit 39. 
p. 74. 
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Third, the constantly approaching aircraft was initially 

identified as an Iranian F-14 and did not emit certain 

electronic emissions that could be expected from a civil 

aircraft, such as aircraft weather radar and radio altimeter. 

The USS Vince- was receiving other information that did not 

correlate with what would normally be the case for an attacking 

militacy aircraftl, but there was very little time to conduct 

an accucate assessment of the aireraft's flight profile2. 

Further, the lack of response to the warnings on frequencies 

121.5 MHz and 243 MHz reinfocced the belief that the aircraft 

was engaged in a hostile mission3. 

Fourth, while the constantly approaching aircraft was 

within the corridor of airway A 5 9 ,  it was also tracked on a 

course straight towards the USS W r  Montaomery and the US5 

Vincennes slightly diverging £rom t h e  centerline of airway 

~ICAO Report, para. 2.9. 

 rom the time the Comrnanding Officer first became aware of 
the approaching aircraft until he made his decision to fire, 
the elapsea time was approximately 3 minutes, 40 seconds. ICA0 
Report, Appendix E, p. E-47. 

3~~~~ Report, para. 2.11.2. 
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~ 5 9 ~ .  Iranian rnilitary aircraft had been known to follow the 

commercial air routes within the Persian Gulf and even to h a v e  

squawked on al1 IFF (1, II, and III) modes and codes, 

presumably a s  a means of disguising their military identity2. 

A t  6:51 W C ,  the US5 Vincames informed the U.S. Commander 

Of the Joint T a s k  Force Middle East (CJTFME) that it had what 

it believed to be an Iranian F-14 on a constant bearing and 

decreasing range which it intended to engage at 20 nautical 

miles unless the aircraft turned away. The CJTFME concurred 

and told the USS w e n n e s  to warn the aireraft a g a i n  beEore 

firing3. The aircraft closed to w i t h i n  20 nautical miles, but 

the USS Vincennes continued its concerted efforts to warn off 

the aircraft, placing 

~ I C A O  Report, p a r a .  3 . 1 . 2 4 .  The f a c t  that an a i r c r a f t  i s  
within a commercial air corridor is not surprising in the Gulf; 
a total of 18 commercial air routes cross the Gulf, covering at 
least 50% of Gulf's navigable waters. ICAO Report, Appendix E. 
p. E-16. 

2~~~~ Report, Appendix E, p. E-18. For example, a t  6:51 
UTC on 3 July 1988 -- right before Iran Air Flight 655 was shot 
down -- an Iranian military C-130 took off from Bandar Abbas 
using the same air corridor as used by Iran Air Flight 655. 
ICAO Report, Appendix A, p .  A-8 .  It is contrary to recommended 
ICAO practice for military aircraft to squawk on other than 
Mode II. 

3~~~~ Report, Appendix E, p p .  E-35-E-36. 
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itself at risk of attack. At approximately 6 : 5 4  WTC, after the 

eleven warnings were not answered or acknowledged, the USS 

Vincennes fired two missiles which intercepted the approaching 

aircraft at a range o f  eight nautical miles from the USS 

v-1. 

The United States offered rescue and recovery assistance t o  

the Government of Iran regarding Iran Air Flight 655, but Iran 

did not respond to the United states2. 

The USS Vincennes fired its missiles because its Commanding 

Officer perceived the approaching aircraft to be an Iranian 

military aircraEt with hostile intentions3. Although Iran 

'~he surface engagement with the Iranian gunboats ended 
about 10 minutes after the USS V i n c w  fired its missiles. 
ICA0 Report, Appendix A, pp. A-10 and A-12. 

2~~~~ Report, ~ppendix E, pp. E-45-E-46. 

3~~~~ Report, paras. 2.11.5 and 3.2.1. The conduct of the 
USS V i n c w  w a s  criticized in an article written by the 
Commanding Officer of the USS Sides a year after the incident 
occurred. D. Carlson, "Comment and Discussion", 
p r o c e e u ,  pp. 87-92 (Sep. 1989) (Exhibit 40). That article, 
which appeared in a non-U.S. Government publication, represents 
one point of view regarding certain aspects of the Iran Air 
Flight 655 incident, j u s t  as  other articles on this incident in 
the same publication represented wholly different views. 
a, N.  Friedman, u. &., Exhibit 39, pp. 72-80. 
~otwithstanding Commander Carlson's reflections, the Commanding 
Officer of the USS V- perceived that his ship was under 
the threat of an imminent attack. 



has since the time of this incident sought to equate it with 

previous shootdowns of civil aircraft -- such as the shootdown 

of Korean Air Lines Flight 007 in 1983 -- this comparison is 
not sustainable. Unlike the 1983 incident, the incident of 3 

July 1988 involved the rapid approach of an unidentified 

foreign aircraft to a warship that was itself engaged in armed 

conflict initiated by the country of the aircraft's registry. 

ICAO's treatment of the two incidents evidences the 

international recognition that the incidents are not 

comparable. 
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CHAPTER III 

ONCE IT BECAME KNOWN THAT THE AIRCRAFT SHOT DOWN WAS A CIVILIAN 
AIRLINER, THE UNITED STATES INVESTIGATED THE INCIDENT WITH A 
VIEW TO PREVENTING SUCH TRAGEDIES IN THE FUTURE AND SOUGHT TO 
COMPENSATE THE FAMILIES OF THE VICTIMS, WHILE IRAN IMMEDIATELY 
SOUGHT POLITICAL CONDEMNATION OF THE UNITED STATES BY THE UNITED 
NATIONS AND THE INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION ORGANIZATION (ICAO). 

The responses of the United States and Iran to this 

incident were different. The United States immediately sought 

on its own and in conjunction with ICAO to investigate the 

incident with the objective of determining what happened and 

how to avoid such tragedies in the future. Furthermore, the 

United States also immediately expressed its regret and 

announced its intent to provide compensation for the families 

of the victims of Iran A i r  Flight 655. In due course, the 

United States contacted Iranian authorities to obtain 

information on which to base the specific level of payments to 

be offered to the families of the victims. 

Iran, however, made no effort to discuss this incident with 

the United S t a t e s ,  let alone negotiate or arbitrate any 

disputes between them. Rather, Iran imediately and 

unsuccessfully sought political condemnation of the United 

States at the United Nations Security Council and ICAO. Iran 

essentially ignored repeated efforts by the United States to 

gather information on the victims and their Eamilies. 
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Neither the Security Council nor ICAO heeded Iran's demand 

for political condemnation. The Security Council on 20 July 

1988 adopted by consensus (including the United States) a 

resolution expressing its "deep distress" at the downing of 

Iran Air Flight 6 5 5 .  

At the conclusion of an Extraordinary Session of the ICAO 

Council in July 1988, the Council resolved inter alia to 

conduct a fact-finding investigation to determine al1 relevant 

facts and technical aspects of the incident. The purpose of 

the investigation was generally to help safeguard civil 

aviation, and specifically to examine possible revisions tu 

ICAO standards and recommended practices, as necessary. Once 

the investigation report was completed by a team of experts, 

the ICAO Council (with the United States and Iran 

participating) discussed the report. In December 1988, the 

Government of Iran sought to have the report examined to 

identify any violations of the Chicago Convention and drew the 

Council's attention to Article 54 of that Convention. However, 

Iran did not request that the Council undectake 

dïspute-resolution procedures under Article 84 of the Chicago 

Convention, nor did Iran seek to apply the comprehensive and 

exclusive ICAO Rules for the Settlement of Differences 

promulgated to address disputes arising under that Article. 
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The Council dealt with this matter in its policy capacity under 

Articles 54 and 55 of the Chicago Convention, which do not 

contemplate appeals to this Court. 

The Council referred the investigation report to the Air 

Navigation Commission (ANC)  and, in March 1989, adopted by 

consensus a wide-ranging resolution that, inter alia. noted the 

report of the Eact-finding investigation and endorsed the 

conclusions of the Air Navigation Commission on the report's 

safety recommendations. This resolution did not decide a 

"disagreement" under Article 84 of the Chicago Convention. and 

the proceedings had no relation whatsoever with Article 84. 

Frustrated with its failure to obtain condemnation of the 

United States through the political and technical proceedings 

of the ICAO Council, Iran now seeks to recharacterize to this 

Court the ICAO proceedings and resolution as falling under 

Article 8 4 .  

Section 1. The United States Immediately Announced Its 
Intention to Compensate the Families of the Victims of Iran Air 
Flight 655 While at the Same Time Investigating the Incident 
and Taking Steps to Avoid Its Recurrence. 

Unlkke Iran, which sought political condemnation of the 

United States a t  the U.N. Security Council and at ICAO, the 

United States undertook immediate steps to offer compensation 
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to the families of the victims, to approach Iran for the 

purpose of paying this compensation, to investigate the 

incident, and to take steps to improve safety guidelines where 

possible. 

. ' . . 
çomDensa+e the f a m u e s  of the vict~ms and a~~roached the 

Governmrnt of Iran to work out the d e t u  of& 

tion.  th^ Governaent ot Iran ianored the United States' 

. Shortly after the general facts of the incident had 

been conEirmed, President Reagan expressed his regret that Iran 

Air Flight 655 had been shot down and his condolences to the 

Eamilies of the victims. These sentiments were also publicly 

stated by the vice President and other U.S. offieia1s.l 

In addition, on 11 July 1988, the White House announced 

that the United States would offer compensation to the families 

of the victims, with details concerning arnounts, timing, and 

l~tatement of President Ronald Reagan, 3 July 1988; White 
House Çtatement, 11 July 1988; Address by Assistant Secretary 
of State Richard S. Williamson to the ICA0 Council, 13 July 
1988; Statement of Vice President George  BUS^ to the U.N. 
Security Council, 14 July 1988. These statements are reprinted 
in Department of State Bulletin, pp. 38-43 (Sep. 1988) (Exhibit 
A - .  
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other matters to be worked out. On 13 July 1968, U . S .  

Assistant Secretary of State Richard 5. Williamson announced 

this offer to the ICA0 Council, in the presence of a 

representative of Iran, stating that "the United States is 

prepared to provide compensation to the families of the 

victims, of a l 1  nationalities, who died in this accident." 

Then-Vice President George Bush also confirmed this offer in 

the presenee of a representative of Iran in h i 5  speech to the 

U.N. Security Council on 14 Juiy 1988: "It is a strongly felt 

sense of common humanity that has led Our government to decide 

that the United States will provide voluntary, ex a r a t i a  

compensation to the families of those who died in the crash of 

#655'." 

To implement its compensation plan, however, the United 

States needed specific and accurate information about the 

victims, including their ages and earning capacity, and their 

families. Due to the lack of diplornatic relations between Iran 

and the United States, this could not be done through normal 

l~tatement of Vice President George Bush to the U.N .  
Security Council, 14 July 1988 (Exhibit 25). 
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diplomatic channels. Consequently, the United States 

approached the Government of Switzerland, which acts as the 

protecting power with respect to U.S. interests in Iran, to 

have the Swiss Government a c t  on behali of the United States in 

this matter1. On 23 September 1988, the Swiss Government 

undertook to approach the Government of Iran to determine 

whether it would allow the Swiss Government to act as an 

intermediary for purposes of gathering information and 

distributing compensation2. On 23 January 1989, having 

received no response, the United States orally requested the 

Swiss Government to £0110~ up. 

'u.s. Cable dated 3 1  Aug. 1988, from Washington, D.C. to 
Berne, Switzerland instructing the U.S. Embassy to approach the 
Swiss Ministry of Foreign Affairs to request that it serve as 
an intermediary with the Government of Iran; U.S. Cables of 2 
and 6 Sep. 1988, £rom U.S. Embassy. Berne, Switzerland to 
Washington, D.C. reporting Swiss Government reaction; U.S. 
Cable dated 23 Sep. 1988, £rom Washington, D.C. to U.S. 
Embassy, Berne, Switzerland providing U.S. Embassy additional 
guidance and noting that the next step would be for the Swiss 
to determine Iran's disposition to Swiss involvement in this 
matter (Exhibit 29). 

'u.s. C a b l e  dated 2 6  Sep. 1988, from U.S. Embassy, Berne, 
Switzerland to Washington, D.C., reporting Swiss Governrnent 
agreement to approach the Government of Iran (Exhibit 29). 
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On 8 February 1909, the Iranian Department of Foreign 

Affairs provided the text of a letter to the Swiss Government 

from the "Iran Insurance company1". The letter asserted that 

the Iran Insurance Company claimed al1 of the financial damages 

arising out of the incident, both for persons and for the 

aircraft. Further, the letter said that the Company "declares 

its readiness to introduce its representative in order to 

determine the amount of the damages and the method for 

collection." However, no further messages were received £rom 

the Iran Insurance Company designating such a representative. 

On 30 March 1989, the United States requested the Swiss 

Government to transmit to the Government of Iran a diplomatic 

note enclosing a letter to the Iran Insurance Company, asking 

it t o  provide specific kinds of information on the victims and 

'u.s. Cable dated 8 Feb. 1989, from U.S. Embassy, Berne, 
Switzerland to Washington, D.C. transmitting letter of the Iran 
Insurance Company under cover of an Iranian Department of 
Foreign Affairs transmittal note (Exhibit 29). 
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their Eamilies, and to identify whether it was an entity of the 

Government of Iran. The Government of Switzerland did so on 16 

April 198g1. 

Having stilL received no response Erom the Government O €  ' 

iran or the Iran Insurance Company through the Government of 

Switzerland, the United States asked the Swiss Government on 13 

June 1989, to transmit both a note to the Government of Iran 

and a letter to the Iran Insurance Company again requesting 

~u.s. Cable dated 30 Mar. 1989, from Washington, D.C. to 
U.S. Embassy, Berne, Switzerland, instructing Embassy to 
request the Swirs Government to transmit a letter to the iran 
Insurance Company; U.S. Cable dated 31 Mar. 1989, from U.S. 
Embassy, Berne, Switzerland to Washington, D.C., reporting 
request made to the Swiss; Dip. Note 43, 16 Apr. 1989, Erom 
Embassy of Switzerland in Iran to the Iranian Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs enclosing a letter to the Iran Insurance 
Company in English and Persian (Exhibit 29). 

On 17 May 1989, the Government of Iran Eiled its 
Application before the Court. In it, Iran stated in a footnote: 

"under the circumstances and in,'particular the United 
States total refusal of al1 voluntary methods of pacifie 
settlement of the present dispute, the arbitration referred 
to in Article 14(1) of the Montreal Convention cannot be 
eonsidered as a v i a b l e  course of action." 
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that specific kinds of information be provided on the victims 

and their families by July 1989. The Government of Switzerland 

did so on 20 June 198g1. No response €rom Iran was received. 

The United States ultimately concluded that Iran was either 

unwilling or unable to share this information. Because of 

this, and because of difficulties generally in obtaining this 

type of information, the United States decided to develop an 

alternate compensation plan that would provide for essentially 

uniform payments per victim, rather than based on the victim's 

actual earnings and life expectancy. Under this plan, the 

family of each wage-earning victim was offered $250,000, to be 

divided among the surviving parents, spouse, and children 

(families of non-wage earning victirns were offered $100,000 

kopy of U.S. Diplomatic Note of 13 June 1989 to the 
Governrnent of Switzerland, enclosing the text of a note verbale 
to the Government of Iran and the text oE a letter to the Iran 
Insurance Company; Copy o f  a S w i s s  Diplornatic Note of 26 June 
1989 to the United States reporting its transmittal t o  Iran and 
the Iran Insurance Company on 20 June 1989 (Exhibit 29). 
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each)l. Although the United States did not and does not now 

admit any Iiability in rnaking this offer of compensation, the 

arnounts offered were calculated in light of international legal 

standards, and were in fact quite generous in cornparison to 

international practice with respect to comparable victims. 

This compensation plan was communicated directly to the 

Eive governrnents other than Iran that had nationals on board 

Iran Air Flight 655. On 11 July 1989, the United States 

requested the Government of Switzerland to deliver a note to 

the Government of Iran explaining the new U . S .  compensation 

plan, which was developed on the basis of uniform payments. 

The Government of Switzerland did so on 12 July 1 9 8 9 ' .  The 

l~his rnay be cornpared w i t h  the approximately US $20,000 
(250,000 gold francs) ceiling per victirn for claims that may be 
brought against an air carrier under the Convention for the 
Unification of Certain Rules Relating to International 
Transportation by Air, concluded 12 Oct .  1929, 137 LNTS 11, 
(commonly referred to as the "Warsaw Convention"), as amended 
by the Hague  rotoc col of 28 Sep. 1955, 478 UNTS 371 ( t o  which 
Iran is a Party). 

2 ~ . ~ .  Diplornatic Note of 11 July 1989 to the Government of 
Switzerland requesting transrnittal of a note veibale to the 
Governrnent of Iran; S W ~ S S  Diplornatic Note of 12 July 1989 to 
the Governrnent of Iran (Exhibit 29). 
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compensat ion plan was subsequent ly announced publiclyl. Since 

that time, of the seventy-nine identified family members of 

non-Iranians eligible to receive compensation, thirty-two have 

accepted and have been paid such compensation, for a total of 

US $1,838,998. (The others are either in the process of being 

paid or have elected to pursue suits in U.S. courts.) None of  

the Iranian family members have reeeived compensation, due to 

the Governrnent of Iran's decision to pursue these proceedings 

and to preclude separate recovery by its nationals. 

Tbe United States c-ediat- thorouah 
. . ces of the incide.nL. 

Immediately after the incident, the United States convened its 

own investigation into the circumstances of the downing of Iran 

Air Flight 6 5 5 .  The investigation was conducted by Rear 

Admiral William M. Fogarty, U.S. Navy, whoçe team arrived in 

l~e~artrnent of State Daily Press Briefing, pp. 2-4 (17 July 
1989) (Exhihit 30). 

To date, the United States has only been able to make 
payments to the families of non-Iranian victims because Iran 
has chosen to litigate this matter before this Court and has 
forbidden its nationals from accepting U.S. payments or 
otherwise settling their claims outside the context of the suit 
before this Court. 
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Bahrain on 5 July 1988, and began forma1 hearings on 13 July 

Çtatements and testimony oE witnesses were taken, the r e l e v a n t  

naval vessels were inspected, and information was collected and 

collated with respect to the professional training of the USS 

V i n c e n n e s  crew. the situation in which it was placed on 3 July, 

and the details of Iran Air Flight 655. The report was 

published and comrnunicated to ICA0 on 28 July 1 9 ~ 8 ~ .  The most 

salient conclusions of the report were: 

" 1 .  The USS VINCENNES did not purposely shoot down an 
Iranian cornmercial airliner. Rather, it engaged an 
aircraft the Cornmanding Offieer, USS VINCENNES believed ta 
be hostile and a threat to his ship and to the USS 
MONTGOMERY (FF 1082). 

2. Based on the information used by the CO in rnaking his 
decision, the short time frame available to hirn in which to 
make his decision, and his persona1 belief that his ship 
and the USS MONTGOMERY were being threatened, he acted in a 
prudent manner. 

3. Iran m u s t  share the responsibility for the tragedy by 
hazarding one of their civilian airliners by allowing it to 
Ely a relatively low altitude air route in close proximity 
to hostilities that had been ongoing for several hours, and 
where XRGC gunboats were actively engaged in armed conflict 
with U.S. Naval vessels. 

'ICAO Report, Appendix E. 
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4. The downing of Iran Air 655 was not the result of any 
negligent or culpable conduc 1 !y any U.S. Naval personnel 
associated with the incident . 
This report was given considerable weight by the ICAO 

investigating tearn and by the ICA0 Council (discussed below); 

it 1s appropriate for this Court to do so as well. The report 

represents an early, contemporaneous review of the events that 

occurred on 3 July 1988, based on interviews with servicemen on 

the relevant U.S. vessels. A rernarkable aspect of the 

investigation was the availability of the USS V I '  data 

recordings, which enabled the investigation team to break down 

the critical tirne period of the shootdown into a "minutes and 

seconds sequence" of actions as they occurred on the USS 

vincennesZ . 
Iran could have conducted its own investigation of the 

incident and subrnitted to ICAO and to this Court any results of 

that investigation, which would have then allowed the Court to 

weigh both reports. For its own reasons, however, Iran chose 

not to do so. Had Iran done so, Iran could have explained why 

~ICAO Report, Appendix E, p. E-46. 

2 ~ t  the time Iran Air Flight 655 was shot down, the 
Commanding Officer of the USS Vincennes did not know al1 of the 
information included in the U.S. investigation report. Rather, 
the U . S .  Investigation Report reflects a thorough attempt by 
the United States in the aftermath of the incident to determine 
the details of the incident Erom various sources. 
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its gunboats were threatening merchant vessels and engaging in 

hostile acts with U . S .  vessels, why Iran did not issue a red 

alert to civil aircraft once hostile action occurred between 

Iranian and U.S. forces, and why neither Bandar Abbas nor Iran 

Air Flight 655 rnonitored the civil distress frequency of 121.5 

MHz. Instead, Iran chooses to make maximum use for its own 

purposes of the open and candid U.S. Governrnent reports and 

testimony, while withholding any comparably open and candid 

assessments of its own conduct. 

The United States took s t e m  t o  irn~rove international 

procedures to avoid r e u e n c e  of such an incident . . 
, The United 

States has one of the largest civil aircraft ÉLeets in the 

world and consequently has a l w a y s  been strongly cornmitted to 

the safety of international civil aviation. Consequently, i t  

has promoted improvements toward this end in the relevant 

provisions of the Annexes to the Chicago Convention and other 

documents, as well as international operating practices. In 

the aftermath of the 3 July 1988 incident, U.S. civilian and 

military experts met with ICAO to discuss concrete steps that 

could prevent incidents of this type in the future. As a 

result of the U . S .  military investigation, as well as 

comparable subsequent findings hy the ICAO investigation, the 

United States undertook various steps to help preclude any 
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further incidents of this type. The United States also pursued 

generally the objective of improved military and civilian 

coordination through meetings in Montreal in August 1988 and 

again in January 1989 with officiais of ICAO, the International 

Federation of Airline Pilots Associations, and the 

International Air Transport Association. 

Section II. The Government of Iran Did Not Approach the United 
States Either Directly or Indirectly, but Rather Immediately 
Sought Political Condemnation of the United States by the 
United Nations and ICAO. 

In the aftermath of the Iran Air Flight 655 incident, the 

Government of Iran did not approach the United States, whether 

to seek an explanation, information, apology, or reparation. 

This was the case even though the United States and Iran have 

communicated frequently since the breaking of diplornatic 

relations in 1980 through the good offices of their two 

protecting powers, the Government of Switzerland and the 

Government of Algeria, and have directly settled and arbitrated 

claims between each other on a daily basis before the Iran-U.S. 
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Claims Tribunal in The ~ague'. In many cases, these clairns 

have involved rnonetary amounts, and political implications, Ear 

exceeding those involved in the present case. Iran's only 

response, however, was immediately to raise the incident in two 

multilateral fora, the United Nations and the ICAO, and to seek 

political condemnation of the United States. 

The day after the incident, Iran sent a letter to the V.N. 

Seeretary-General, stating that it expected the United Nations 

to condemn the United States' actions and to take immediate 

steps to eompel the United States t a  remove its naval forces 

f rom the ~ u l f ~ ,  The U.N. Security Council convened to I 

l ~ h e  Iran-U.S. Claims Tribunal i s  a product of the 1981 
Algiers Aeeords, which led to the release of the U.S. hostages 
held by the Government of Iran in Tehran. The Iran-U.S. Claims 
Tribunal is ernpowered to decide, through binding arbitration, 
both private and intergovernmental claims arising from the 
Islamic Revolution in Iran and the resulting disruption in 
commercial and economic relations between Iran and the United 
S t a t e s .  The Algiezs Accords are reprinted in Vol. 1, Iran-Y& 

s Trlb-; in Department of State Bulletin, p. 1 
(Feb. 1981); and in 20 I.L.M. 230 (1981). 

 ette ter dated 3 July 1988 from the Acting Permanent 
Representative of the Islamic Republic of Iran to the U.N. 
Addressed to the Secretary-General, U.N. Doc. S/19979 (Exhibit 
26). 
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discuss the incident on 14 July 1988; after its deliberation, 

the Security Council on 20 July unanimously adopted a 

resolution expressing its "deep distress" at the downing of an 

Iranian civil aircraftl. 

On the very day of the shootdown -- 3 July 1988 -- the 

Iranian Vice Minister of Roads and Transportation sent two 

telexes to I C A 0  Council President Assad Kotaite informing him 

of the downing of Iran Air Flight 655. In the telexes, Iran 

requested President Kotaite to "take effective measures in 

condemning said hostile and criminal acts", and invited 

President Kotaite and his experts "to have a visit and study of 

this inhuman act of U.S.A. in Persion Gulf [sic] promptly2". 

l ~ e s .  616, U.N. Sec. Council (282lst meeting, 20 ~ u i y  
1988), U.N. Doc. S/RES/616 (Exhibit 28). The debate of the 
Security Council (2818th to 2821st meetings, July 1988) is 
contained in U.N. Docs. S/PV.2818 to S/PV.2821. Complete 
copies of these documents have been deposited in the Registry 
pursuant to Article 50 of the Rules of Court. 

It must also be noted that Iranian gunboat attacks against 
commercial shipping continued even after the incident of 3 July 
1988. For instance, on 7 July 1988, an Iranian speedboat 
attacked the Rornanian merchant vesse1 U a r e s t i .  "Iranian 
Speedboats Attack Romanian Ship", EUS, 11 July 1988, p. 14. 

2~elexes from the Islamic Republic's Vice-Minister of Roads 
and Transportation dated 3 July 1988. attached to letter dated 
4 July 1989 £rom ICAO Council President to ICAO Council 
Representatives, ICAO Doc. PRES AK/165 (Exhibit 10). 
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This was followed on 4 July by a te1ex.b~ the Iranian Vice 

Minister of Roads and Transportation requesting that " t h i s  

grave matter be tabled in the ICAO Council as a matter of 

urgency with the view that an extraordinary session of ICAO 

Assembly be urgently convened to conduct a thorough 

investigation of al1 aspects of the catastrophe1." 

None of these telexes referenced any specific provision of 

the Chicago Convention as the basis for Iran's request, much 

less purported to be bringing an "application" to the Council 

under Article 84. Indeed, the 4 July telex requested that the 

I C A O  Assembly be convened. Under Article 48 of the Chicago 

Convention, an extraordinary meeting of t h e  Assembly may be 

held upon the cal1 of the ICAO Council, which is established 

under the Chicago Convention as ICAO's 33-member permanent 

governing body. President Kotaite notified Iran on 4 July 1988 

that he was "consulting the members of the Council concerning 

the convening of an extraordinary session of ÇhfL Çouncil" 

l~xhibit 10, Telex from the Islamic Republic's 
Vice-Minister of Roads and Transportation dated 4 July 1988. 
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(emphasis added)'; he then aqreed on 5 July 1988 to convene 

such a session, to begin on 13 ~ u l ~ ~ .  

Section III. The ICAO Colincil Resolved to Undertake an 
Investigation of the Incident €or the Purpose of Taking Steps 
to Ensure Safety of Civil Aviation. 

On 13 and 14 July, 1988, the ICAO Council met to consider 

the request from the Government of Iran. Not being a member o f  

the ICAO Council, Iran was invited to participate in the 

consideration of the incident without a vote, and was 

represented at the session, in accordance with Article 53 of 

the Chicago Convention and Rule 32 of the Rules of Procedure of 

the Council. 

Iran's request to the Council had not been Erarned as a 

difference or disagreement on the interpretation oc application 

of the Chicago Convention or of the Montreal convention3. 

l~etter dated 4 July 1989 £rom ICAO Council President to 
ICAO Council Representatives, W. u., Exhibit 10. 

2~etter dated 5 July 1989 from ICAO Council President to 
ICAO Council Representatives, ICAO Doe. PRES AK/166 (Exhibit 
11). 

3~etter dated 26 May 1 9 8 9  £rom Dr. Michael Milde, ICAO 
Legal Bureau Director, to the Court (Exhibit 24). 
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Rather, President Kotaite, in introducing this matter on the 

ICAO Council agenda, described the purpose of the Council's 

work as follows: 

" T h e  imperative task for the Council now is to collect 
al1 vital information and to reach a complete technical 
understanding of the chain of events which led to this 
tragedy. We have to explore every element of our 
international regulations in the ICAO Standards, 
Recomended Practices, guidance material and procedures 
which could prevent t h e  repetition of a similar tragedy, 
not only in the a r e a  where thif tragic incident occurred 
but anywhere else in the world ." 
With this mandate, the ICAO Council did not treat the 

matter under consideration as a dispute between two Parties to 

be resolved under Article 84 of the Chicago Convention. During 

the course of the ensuing discussions, al1 the Council members, 

including the United States, agreed with the President's view 

that the role of the Council would be to undertake an 

investigation of the incident and to promote improvements in 

the Chicago Convention Annexes and other documents as may be 

necessary. T h e  Observer from Iran never challenged this 

characterization of the role of the Council. When the debate 

l~inutes, ICAO Council {extra. sess., 13 July 1988), ICA0 
Doc. DRAFT C-Min. EXTRAORDINARY (1988)/1, p. 4 (Exhibit 1 3 ) .  
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on 13 July concluded, the President summarized the debate and, 

without objection from Iran, asked that the Council's 

àeliherations be rcstricted to the technical aspects 

surrounding the 3 July 1988 incident, with a view to 

determining a complete technical understanding of the chain of 

events which had led to the incident and to developing 

technical preventative measures to ensure the safety and 

security of international civil aviation1. There is no 

indication that any of the Council Members or Iran believed 

that the Council was acting under Article 84 of the Chicago 

Convention or referred in any way to that Article. 

The next day, 14 July, the ICAO Council approved by 

consensus (including the United States) as its decision a 

statement by President Kotaite that expressed condolences to 

Iran and to the families of the victims, deplored the use of 

weapons against civilian aircraft, and instituted a 

f art-finding investigation2. The debate preceding this 

 inut ut es, ICAO Council (extra. sess., 14 July 1988). I C A O  
DOC. DRAFT C-Min. EXTRAORDINARY (1988)/2, pp. 9-10 (Exhibit 14) 
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statement indicates that the investigation was undertaken by 

the Council pursuant to its authority under Article 5 5 { e )  of 

the Chicago Convention. At no time during the Council's 

proceedings on 13-14 July 1988 did any participant, including 

Iran, refer to Article 84 OE the Chicago Convention. Nor was 

any mention made of the ICAO Rules for the Settlement of 

Differences, the exclusive basis for bringing Article 84 

disputes before the Council. I n s t e a d ,  the investigation was 

ordered under Article 55(e) of the Chicago Convention rather 

than Article 8 of the Rules for the Settlement of Disputes. 

This reflects that the Council believed it was  carrying out a 

broad mandate in its role as a technical and policy body and 

not as a quasi-judicial body1. 

From 29 July through 28 September 1988, an I C A O  

investigation team (composed of £ive  aviation experts from the 

I C A 0  Secretariat of diverse nationalities) travelled to the 

Middle East, London, and Washington to investigate the 

incident. The United States cooperated fully in this 

investigation. The team was given a full briefing at the 

discussion at Part III, Chapter II, section II. 
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Pentagon in Washington, D.C., and by the Commander o f  the U.S. 

Joint Task Force Middle East and his staff in the Gulf area, 

including a tour of the USS VAcennes. ICAO President Kotaite, 

ICAO Secretary General Sidhu and other ICAO officiais visited 

the Aegis Combat Systems Engineering Development Center in 

Moorestown, New Jersey, where they received briefings on the 

computerized Aegis system that was employed on the USS 

Vincennes at the time of the incident. The investigation team 

asked for and received information from the Government of 

Iran. The tearn also visited the Iranian Civil Aviation 

Authority in Tehran, the Tehran area control center, Iran Air 

headquarters in Tehran, and the Bandar Abbas airport, touer and 

approach control unit, and Iran Air station1. 

On 7 Novernber 1988, the ICAO report was completed and 

distributed. The report provided a review of the factual 

background to the flight as well as an analysis of the facts 

and certain conclusions. The report genecally eorroborated the 

lworking Paper (11 Nov. 1980), ICAO Doc. C-WP/8708, 
restricted, para. 2 (Exhibit 9). 
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conclusions of the U.S. Investigation Report as to the causes 

of the accident. The ICAO Report found that the causes of the 

incident were: 

"3.2.1 The aircraft was perceived as a military aircraft 
with hostile intentions and was destroyed by two 
surface-to-air missiles. 

3.2.2 The reasons for misidentification of the aircraft 
are detailed in the findings (paragraphs 3.1.23 and 
3.1.24)." 

Paraqraphs 3.1.23 and 3.1.24 of the ICAO Report are as Eollows: 

"3.1.23. The initial assessment by US6 Vincennes that the 
radar contact (IR655) may have been hostile, was based on: 

a) the fact that the flight had taken off from a 
joint civil/rnilitary aerodrome; 

b) the availability of intelligence information on 
Iranian F-14 deployment to Bandar Abbas an8 the 
expectation of hostile activity; 

c) the possibility of Iranian use of air support in 
the surface engagements with United States 
warships; 

d) the association of the radar contact with an 
unrelated IFF mode 2 response; and 

e) the appearance of an unidentified radar contact 
that coulà n o t  be related to a scheduled time of 
departure of a civil flight. 

3.1.24. The continued assessment as a hostile military 
aircraft by USS Vincennes and the failure to identify it as 
a civil flight were based on the following: 

a) the radar contact had already been identified and 
labelled as an F-14; 
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b) the lack oE response €rom the contact to the 

challenges and warnings on Erequencies 121.5 MHz 
and 243 MHz; 

c) no detection of civil weather radar and radio 
altimeter emissions from the contact; 

d )  reports by some personnel on USS Vincennes of 
changes in flight profile (descent and 
acceleration) which gave the appearance af 
manoeuvering into an attack profile; and 

e) the radar contact was tracked straight towards 
USS Montgomery and USS Vincennes on a course 
slightly diverging £rom the centreline of airway 
A 5 9 .  " 

On 5-7 Decembec 1988, the ICAO Council met in Montreal to 

consider the ICAO report. Iran was critical of the ICAO 

report, largely because Iran believed it relied in part on 

information contained in the U.S. military investigation1. 

Most other Council members, however, commended the ICAO team 

l~lthou~h Iran criticized the ICAO Report before the ICAO 
Council, Minutes, ICAO Council (126th sess., 13 Mar. 19891, 
ICAO Doc. DRAFT C-Min. 126/18 (Exhibit 19), the ICAO report is 
the product of an objective investigation by independent 
experts of a highly specialized international organization. 
Although Iran may not like the fact that much of the ICAO 
Report confirms the findings of the U.S. investigation report, 
the fact is that essentially the same information available to 
the U.S .  investigation team was available to the ICAO 
investigating team, Eor it to review and determine on its own 
the probative value of such information. The ICAO 
investigation team impartially obtained, reviewed, and weighed 
for accuracy information received both from the Government of 
Iran and £rom the United States. The United States 
respectfully urges the Court to accept the report of the ICAO 
investigation as an authoritative finding with regard to the 
incident of 3 July 1988. 
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for its report. Iran also pressed the Council to condemn the 

shootdown, but the Council resolved by consensus to defer 

substantive consideration of the report until the 15-member 

ICAO Air Navigation Commission (ANC) had an opportunity t o  

consider the report and to recommend any improvernents in ICAO 

standards and recommended practicesl. As was the case for the 

Couneil's meetings in July 1988, at no tirne during the 

Council's proceedings on 5-7 December 1988 did any participant, 

ineluding Iran, refer to Article 84 of the Chicago Convention. 

Nor was any mention made of the ICAO Rules for the Settlernent 

of Differences, the exclusive basis for bringing Article 84 

disputes before the Council. 

During January and February of 1989, the ANC reviewed the 

XCAO report and Eound that no significant improvements were 

needed in the ICAO standards and recommended practices. 

Minutes, ICAO Couneil (125th s e a s . ,  7 Dec. 1988, 
cloaed), ICAO D o c .  ORAFT C-Min. 125/14 (Exhibit 17). The Air 
Navigation Commission (ANC) is a technical body established 
under the Chicago Convention composed o f  aviation experts 
appointed by the ICAO Council from persons nomineted by 
Contracting States. Chicago Convention, Article 56. Article 
56 provides that "ttlhese persons shall have suitable 
qualifications and expecience in the science and practice of 
aeronautics." 
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Essentially, the ANC concluded that existing ICAO procedures. 

if properly implemented, were adequate to preserve the safety 

of civil aviation1. 

Consequently, during 13-17 Macch 1989, the ICAO Council met 

again in Montreal to undertake substantive consideration of the 

ICAO report and the recommendations of the ANC~. Iran once 

again asked that the shootdown be condemned by the Council. In 

response to a motion by the Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia, 

the ICAO Council voted on whether the resolution should contain 

co in ut es, ICAO Air Navigation Commission (2 Feb. 1989), 
ICAO Doc. AN. Min. 120-6; Minutes, ICAO Air Navigation 
Commission ( 7  Feb. 1989), ICAO Doc. AN. Min. 120-7; Minutes, 
ICAO Air Navigation Commission (9 Feb. 19891, ICAO Doc. AN. 
Min. 120-8 (Exhibit 23). The ANC also concluded that Annex 11, 
para. 2.15.1.1, of the Chicago Convention (Exhibit 4) should be 
upgraded to a standard and its text clarified. That paragraph 
recommends that initial coordination of activities potentially 
hazardous to civil aircraft should be effected through the ATS 
authority of the State where the organization planning 
potentially hazardous activities is located, in the event that 
that authority is not the appropriate ATS authority for the 
geographic areas concerned. 

 inut ut es, ICAO Council (13 Mar. 1989). m. &. , Exhibit 
19; Minutes, ICAO Council (126th sess., 1 5  Mar. 1989), ICAO 
Doc. D W F T  C-Min. 126/19 (Exhibit 20); Minutes, ICAO Council 
(126th sess., 17 Mar. 1989), ICAO Doc. DRAFT C-Min. 126/20 
(Exhibit 21). 
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language condemning the United States. By a vote of six in 

favor, 19 against, and six abstentions, the motion was 

defeatedD/. A l 1  31 Council members present at the meeting, 

including the United States, voted on that motion. NO 

objection w a s  raised to the United States' participation in the 

vote. 

On 17 Narch 1989, after debate in which oral amenciments 

were made to develop an acceptable text, the ICAO Council 

adopted by consensus the resolution of which lran cornplains. 

The United States voted in favor of this resolution; again no 

objection was raised regarding the United States' participation 

in the vote. In the Resolution, the ICAO Council said i n t e r  

that it: 

"Dee~iv d e ~ l o r e s  the tragic incident which occurred as a 
consequence of events and errors in identification of the 
aircraft which resulted in the accidental destruction of an 
Iran Air airliner and the loss of 290 lives; 

again its profound sympathy and condolences to 
the Govecnrnent of the Islamic Republic of Iran and to the 
bereaved farnilies; 

ADDeala again urgently to al1 Contracting States which have 
not yet  done so to ratify, as soon as possible, the 
Protocol introducing Article 3 l& into the Convention on 
International Civil Aviation; 
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Notes the report of the fact-finding investigation 
instituted by the Secretary General and endorses the 
conclusions of the Air Navigation Commission on the safety 
recornmendations contained therein; 

yraez States to take al1 necessary measures to safeguard 
the safety of air navigation, particularly by assuring 
effective CO-ordination of civil and military a tivities 5 and the proper identification of civil aircraft . "  
The resolution d i d  not refer to Article 84 of the Chicago 

Convention, nor did it purport to decide a disagreement between 

two parties to the Chicago Convention. Once again, at no time 

during the Council's proceedings on 13-17 March 1989 did any 

participant, including Iran, refer to Article 84 of the Chicago 

Convention. Nor was any mention made of the ICA0 Rules for the 

Settlement of Differences, the exclusive basis for bringing 

Article 84 disputes before the Convention. 
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CHAPTER IV 

IRAN. UNSATISFIED WITH THE RESPONSE OF I C A 0  AND THE UNITED 
NATIONS TO THE INCIDENT, FILED SUIT BEFORE THIS COURT ON 17 MAY 
1989. 

On 17 May 1989, Iran Eiled its Application with this Court, 

purportealy seeking jurisdiction based on: (1) a n  appeal of 

the 17 March 1989 ICA0 Council resolution.under Article 84 of 

the Chicago Convention; and (2) Article 14(1) of the Montreal 

Convention. Pursuant to the Court's order of 12 June 1990, 

Iran filed its Mernoriai on 24 July 1990, which p l e d  an 

additional basis of jurisdiction under the U.S.-Iran Treaty of 

Amity. For the reasons stated in the following Parts, the 

clairn advanced by Iran is not sustainahle ujder any of these 

bases. 



PART II 

THE COURT HAS AUTHORITY IN THESE PRELIMINARY 
PROCEEDINGS TO UPHOLD THE OBJECTIONS OF THE UNITED 

STBTES TO THE COWRT'SJYBLSDICTION 
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Iran is invoking three titles of jurisdiction. They are 

Article 84 of the Chicago Convention, Article 14(1) of the 

Montreal Convention, and Article XXI(2) of the 1955 Treaty of  

Arnity between Iran and the United states1. Each of these 

provisions confers on the Court jurisdiction to decide disputes 

relating to the interpcetation and application of the aubjact 

convention once certain conditions are satisfied. It is the 

contention of the United States that in no case  are the 

applicable conditions satisfied, and that the Court has no 

jurisdiction under any of those conventions. The United States 

accordingly is requesting that the Court address the issue of 

jurisdiction first, in accordance with Article 79 of the Rules 

of Court. 

l~ranian Mernorial, para. 2.01. The United States notes at 
the outset that, as Applicant, it is Iran's duty to establish 
that the Court h a s  jurisdiction and that Iran's Application is 
otherwise admissible. S. Rosenne, B e  Law ana Practice of t h s  
m j n a t i o m  Court p. 580 ( 2 d  e d .  . 1985) . ("Generaliy. in 
application of the principle actori ~nçumbit vrobati~ t h e  Court 
will formally require the party putting forward a claim to 
establish the elements of fact and of law on which the  decision 
in i t s  favor m i g h t  be given.") (Exhibit 62). The United States 
will demonstrate in this subrnission that Iran cannot meet that 
burden. 
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Some of these objections deal with purely procedural 

prerequisites to suit. Others go only to the question of 

whether there is a reasonable connection between the convention 

relied upon by Iran to establish jurisdiction and the claims 

submitted to the Court. In our view, al1 of these objections 

are sustainable on the basis of the facts alleged or adrnitted 

by Iran, and on the basis of any reasonable interpretation of 

the three conventions. Moreover, the Court is authorized to 

address these objections during this preliminary phase even i f  

they raise issues that toueh upon the merits of the case. 

Paragraph 6 of Article 79 of the Rules of Court authorizes the 

Court to address al1 legal and factual questions that bear on 

the issue of a preliminary objection, even to the extent of 

adducing evidence on such questions, in order to dispose of 

that objection. The history of that provision demonstrates 

that its essential purpose was to facilitate and encourage the 

Court to dispose of cases at the preliminary objection stage 

even where to do so may touch upon the merits of the proceeding. 

In the early 1970s, in connection with the consideration 

of proposais to enhance the effectiveness of the Court, 

representatives in the Sixth Comrnittee of the General Assernbly 

criticized the previous practice of the Court in joining 

preliminary objections with the merits. The debates in the 
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Sixth Committee were summarized in 1970 in the analytical 

report of the Committee to the General Assembly as follows: 

"In particular, the view was expressed that it would be 
useful for the Court to decide expeditiously on al1 
questions relating to jurisdiction and other prelirninary 
issues which might be raised by the parties. The practice 
of reserving decisions on such questions pending 
consideration of the merits of the case had many drawbacks 
and had been sharply criticized in connexion with the 
South West Africh cases and the Ucelona Traction case1." 

This w a s  repeated the next year and was summarized as follows 

in the 1971 report of the Committee: 

"Mention was also made of a suggestion that the Court 
should be encouraged to take a decision on preliminary 
objections as quickly as possible and to refrain from 
joining them to the merits unless it was  strictly 
essentialZ." 

In 1972, the Rules of Court were revised to encourage 

rulings on prelirninary objections prior to the merits phase. 

Previously, the Rules expressly authorized the Court to join 

the objection to the merits. Paragraph 5 of Article 62 of the 

1946 Rules had provided: 

AEter hearing the parties the Court shall give its 
decision on the objection or shall join the objection to 
the merits. 

l ~ e ~ o r t  of the Sixth Committee, UNGA (25th sess., Dec. 
1970), U.N. Doc. A/6238,  p. 19 (Exhibit 63). 

2~eport of the Sixth Cornmittee, UNGA (26th sess., Dec. 
1970), U . N .  Doc. A/8568, p. 21 (Exhibit 63). 
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in 1972, the Rules relating to prelirninary objections were 

revised to elirninate this express authorization and provide 

instead a rule intended to encourage the disposition of such 

objections prior to the consideration of the merits, even i f  

this required addressing questions of law or fact that may 

touch upon the merits. Paragraph 7 of Article 67 of the 1972 

Rules, which corresponds to paragraph 7 oE Article 79 of the 

current Rules, provides: 

"After hearing the parties, the Court shall give its 
decision in the form of a judgmeot, by which it shall 
either uphold t h e  objection, reject it, or declare that 
the objection does not possess, in the circumstances of 
the case, an exclusively preliminary character. IE the 
Court cejects the objection or declares that it does not 
possess an exclusively preliminary character, it shall fix 
time lirnits for further proceedings." 

Moreover, the Court added a new provision in Article 6 

that provides: 

"In order to enable the Court to determine its 
jurisdiction at the preliminary stage of the proceedings, 
the Court, whenever necessary. rnay request the parties to 
argue al1 questions of law and fact, and to adduce al1 
evidence, which bear on the issue." 
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These revisions have been recognized as introducing one of the 

most important amendments to the ~ulesl. 

Prior to these revisions, the Court had felt compelled to 

join the issue of jurisdiction with the merits where 

determination of a preliminary objection required consideration 

of questions of fact or lar that may bear a close relationship 

to some of the issues on the rnerits of the case. As recognized 

by one of the principal architects of the revisions, paragraph 

6 is intended to provide a different solution to such 

"In the presencs of such an objection, the Court, instead 
of bringing in the whole of the merits by rneans of a 
joinder. would, according to paragraph 6, request the 
parties to argue at the preliminary stage those questions, 
even those touching upon the merits, which bear on the 
jurisdictional issue. Thus, there would no longer be 
justification for leaving in suspense or for postponing a 
decision of the Court's own jurisdiction2." 

'E. Jimenez de Arechaga, "The Amendments to the Rules of 
Procedure of the International Court of Justice," 67 A.J.I.L,, 
p .  1, at p. 11 (1973) (Exhibit 64); G. Gufomar, Commentaire du 
P m n t  de l a  Cour I n t e W n a l e  de J u s t i ~ e  - InterDretation 
et Pratiaue, p. 371 (1972) (Exhibit 65). 

2 ~ .  ~irnenez de Arechaga, QQ. d., Exhibit 6 4 .  p. 13. 
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Similarly, Professor Guyomar concluded: 

L'alinéa 6 reconnait à la Cour le droit d'inviter les  
Parties a débattre tout point de fait ou de droit, et a 
produire tout moyen de preuve ayant trait a la question de 
la compétence de la Cour, ceci afin de permettre à cette 
dernière de se prononcer sur ce point au stage 
préliminaire de la procédure. L'accent semble donc mis 
sur la nécessité de statuer sur la compétence avant 
d'entamer l'examen de l'affaire au fond : c'est la Y",, élément nouveau et vraisemblablement très important . 

The United States' objections to Iran's assertion of 

jurisdiction under the Chicago Convention, the Montreal 

Convention, and the 1955 Treaty of Amity are the kind of 

objections which can and should be disposed of under paragraph 

6 of Article 79 of the Rules. Al1 of these objections, 

including in particular the objections that go to the question 

of whether there is a reasonable connection between these 

conventions and Iran's claims, address the fundamental issue of 

the consent of the United States to the institution of these 

proceedings. 

IG. Guyomar, pe. d., Exhibit 65, p. 371. As translated 
into English, Professor Guyomar concluded: "Paragraph 6 
acknowledges the Court's right to invite the Parties to debate 
any point of Eact or law, and to produce any evidence relating 
to the issue of the Court's jurisdiction in order to allow the 
Court to rule on Chis point in the preliminary stage of the 
proceduce. U h i s  wav.  the emahasis a w B a r s  to be ~ l a c e d  on 
n . . . .  
undertakine an w n a t i o n  of the w e  on 

. . . . its merits..This 1 %  a. (Emphasis added. ) 
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In accordance with Article 36(1) of the Statute, the 

jurisdiction of the Court under each of the three conventions 

rnust rest on the consent of the States concernedl. As the 

Court said in the Peace T r e a t i e s  case, "The consent of States, 

parties to a dispute, is the basis of the Court's jurisdiction 

in contentious cases2. " 

A state cannot, however, be presumed to have consented to 

jurisdiction simply on the basis of a meze assertion by another 

state that a particular dispute arises under one of those 

conventions. As the Court expressly eoncluded in Bmbatielo~, 

"It is not enough for the claimant government to establish a 

remote connection between the Eacts of the claim" and the 

ù w l k U m i a n  Oil Co.. J u d m e n t .  . . 1.C.J. . . R e ~ u t s  1 9 5 2 ,  
p .  9 3 ,  at p. 103; Ambatielos. Pr~llminarv Oblecttons. J u d a m C L  
I.C.J. ReDOrtS 1952, p. 28, at p. 38; Uter~retation of Peace 
T c e a t i e s i a d  . . Romania. F i r s t  Phase, 
Advisorv O n m o n .  I.C.J._BeDorts 1 9 5 Q .  p. 65, at p. 71. 

2~nter~rstation of peace Treaties with Bulaaria. Hunoarr 
and Rbmania. First Phase Advisorv Ouinion, I.C.J. ReDortS . . 
m. p .  65, a t  p .  7 1 .  
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treaty upon which jurisdiction was foundedl. The clairnant 

l~mbatielos. Merit$, Judgment. I.C.J. Reaortp 1953, p. 10, 
at p. 18. In that case, the question was whether the Court had 
jurisdiction under a 1926 Treaty of Commerce and Navigation 
between the United Kingdorn and Greece to decide whether the 
United Kingdom was under an obligation to submit to arbitration 
a dispute between the two governments as to the validity of the 
Ambatelios clairn in so far as the clairn was based on an 1886 
Treaty of Commerce and Navigation between the parties. The 
Court rejected the contention by the United Kingdom that before 
the Court could decide upon arbitration it was necessary for 
the Court to determine whether the clairn was actually or 
genuinely based upon the 1886 Treaty, holding that to do so 
would be to substitute the Court impermissibly for the special 
commission of arbitration established under the 1886 Treaty. 
lb&, pp. 16-17. In the unique circumstances of that case, 
the Court concluded that it must determine whether the 
arguments were "sufficiently plausible" to establish a 
connection between the claim and the 1886 Treaty. Jbid., p. 
18. Before concluding that it had the jurisdiction to refer 
the dispute to the special commission, the Court analyzed the 
particular clairn to determine if it came within the scope of 
the  1886 treaty. J b i d . ,  pp. 16, 18. For the purposes of that 
case, the Court concluded that its function was limited to 
deterrnining simply whether the arguments were of a sufficiently 
plausible character to warrant a conclusion that the claim at 
issue was based on the treaty. J i . ,  p. 8 A few years 
later, in a case involving a contract dispute between UNESCO 
and four former ernployees, the Court was asked to address a 
similar question of interpretation regarding the relationship 
of the contract clairns to the provisions of the Statute of the 
Administrative Tribunal of the International Labour 
Organization. In that c a s e ,  the Court concluded that "it is 
necessary that the complaint should indicate some genuine 
relationship between the complaint and the provisions invoked" 
and characterized the issue as "whether the terms and the 
provisions invoked appear to have a substantial and not rnerely 
an artificial connexion with the ~efusal to renew the 
contracts." J u 3 g m ~ n t s l  of the 
U O  UDOn Com~laints Made affa visorv O ~ i n i o n .  

. . 
inst Un~sco. Ad 

I.C.d.rts 1956, p. 77, at p. 89. 
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government must establish a reasonable connection between the 

treaty and the claims subrnitted to the court1 

For the purposes of disposing of the United States 

objections, the Court may rely on a reasonable interpretation 

of the three conventions and upon the Eacts as alleged or 

admitted by 1ran2. In accordance with paragraph 6 of Article 

lBilitarv and P itarv Activities in and aaainst 
Nicaragua {Nicaragua v. United States of A m e r k a ) .  Jurisdictu . . .  

nt, I.C.J. ReDorts 1984, p. 392. at p. 
427. In that case, the United States objected that a treaty of 
Friendship, Commerce and Navigation relied upon by Nicaragua to 
establish jutisdietion in those proceedings was irrelevant to 
the subject matter of Nicaragua's claims before the Court and,  
therefore, provided no basis for such jurisdiction. While the 
Court concluded that the treaty provided a basis for 
jurisdiction, it did so on the basis of an analysis of 
Nicaragua's claims in light of the circumstances in which 
Nicaragua brought its Application to the Court and the Eacts 
asserted by Nicaragua. A similar analysis of Iran's claims in 
light of the circumstances in which Iran brought its 
Application to the Court and the facts asserted by Iran 
demonstrate that the Chicago Convention, the Montreal 
Convention, and the Treaty oE Amity do not provide jurisdiction 
in these proceedings. 

2 ~ o  the extent that a factual issue relating to the downing 
of Iran Air Flight 655 arises incidentally to the disposition 
of these objections, that issue c a n  be resolved on the basis of 
the extensive public record of the proceedings of the I C A 0  on 
this matter. There is no need for a further examination of the 
Eacts of this incident. 
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7 9 ,  the Court may and, in the view of the United States, should 

uphold each of the objections of the United States without 

proceeding to the merits of this case. 

In its Mernorial, Iran asserts that the United States has 

violated international law in a nurnber of respects unrelated to 

the three conventions upon which it relies to establish the 

Court's jurisdiction and requests the Court to make findings 

based upon those violations, without even a pretense of 

establishing the jurisdiction of the Court to entertain such 

claims. Iran has not asserted that the jurisdiction of this 

Court arises under Article 3 6 ( 2 )  of the Statute of the Court, 

nor pursuant to the compromissory clauses of any convention 

other than the three discusaed above. In its Mernorial, 

however, Iran makes various assertions that the United States 

has violated the United Nations Charter, principles of the 

Hague Conventions of 1907, and rules of customary international 

law regarding the use of force, neutrality, sovereignty, 

non-intervention, and the law of the sea1. In the submissions 

l~ranian Mernorial, @ p .  2-3. 
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contained in its Memorial, Iran asks the Court to find that by 

shooting down Iran Air Flight 655 the United States has 

violated "fundamental principles of international law", and 

that by stationing and operating warships and aircraft within 

Iranian territorial sea and interna1 waters the United States 

has violated "general and customary international lawl-. The 

United S t a t e s  denies that its actions have violated any of 

these conventions, principles, or rules of customary 

international law. In any event. this Court does not have 

jurisdiction to determine whether the United States has 

violated the United Nations Charter, the Hague Conventions, or 

the rules of customary international law, and must accordingly 

disregard these allegations. 

l~ranian Memorial, Fourth and Ninth Submissions. 
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Iran also states, and requests this Court to find, that 

the action of the United States on 3 July 1988, is an 

"international crime1". The United States strongly protests 

the assertion of this baseless claim. This Court was not 

established as a criminal court and States have never consented 

to its operation as such. Since the Court is without 

jurisdiction to make such a finding, those parts o f  the Iranian 

case based on "criminal" alleqations must be immediately 

dismissed. 

l~ranian Memorial, p a r a .  1.03; Sixth and Eleventh 
Submissions. 



PART III 

THE COURT DOES NOT HAVE JURLSDICTION UNDER ARTICLE 8 4  OF 
THE WLCAÇQCONVENTION ON INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVLKLLQN 
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In its Application and its Mernorial, Iran asserts that the 

Court has jurisdiction on the basis of Article 84 of the 

Chicago convention1, in the guise of an appeal Erorn a 17 March 

1989 decision of the ICAO Council. These assertions are 

completely without foundation in fact and in l a w .  The c l e a r  

and unambiguous record of the deliberations in the ICAO Council 

-- including Iran's own staternents before the Council -- 
establishes beyond question that the Council was  never seised 

of a disagreement between Iran and the United States pursuant 

to Article 84 oE the Convention. Instead, al1 of the Council's 

actions were taken pursuant to Articles 54 and 55 of the 

Convention, provisions under which most of the Council's 

business is conducted. In a l l  such cases, decisions of the 

Council are final and not subject to appeal to this Court. 

Iran has utterly ignored the Council's broad mandate under 

articles of the Chicago Convention other than Article 84 to 

examine rnatters that may involve the application or 

interpretation of the Convention. Indeed, Iran's pleaaings 

would leave the impression that any ICAO Council decision that 

- 

l ~ h e  Chicago Convention appears at Exhibit 1. 
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bears on the application or interpretation of the Chicago 

Convention i s ,  perforce, a decision under Article 8 4 .  On the 

contrary, such issues are rarely dealt with under the 

quasi-judicial procedures of Article 8 4 ,  and when the Council 

has resorted to Article 84 it has a l w a y s  made clear that it w a s  

doing so. 

ICAO many years ago adopted eomprehensive, exclusive, and 

mandatory rules and procedures for the handling of Article 84 

disputes. The record of the relevant Council deliberations 

establishes beyond doubt that Iran never invoked A r t i c l e  84 or 

those exclusive procedures. The Council's deliberations did 

not address a disagreement relating to the interpretation or 

application of the Chicago Convention between Iran and the 

United States. Instead, the Council carried out its essential 

responsibility to take measures to ensure the safety of civil 

aviation. It Eollows that the proceedings of the Council do 

not -- and were never intended to -- form a basis for any 
review by this Court within the scope of Article 84. 

Having attempted to rewrite history 'CO recharacterize the 

Council's deliberations a s  Article 84 proceedings, Iran asks 

this Court to overturn and disregard those long-established 

rules developed by ICAO and the Contracting States to the 

Chicago Convention that enable the Council to perforrn its 
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quasi-judicial functions under Article 84. Such a ruling would 

threaten the institutional integrity and proper funckioning of 

ICAO by rnaking subject to appeal a broad range of Council 

decisions taken under articles other than Article 84. The 

United States submits that the respect due a coordinate body of 

the United Nations obliges the Court to reject Iran's assertion 

Moreover, by asking the Court to hear an a p p e a l  where no 

Article 84 proceeding ever occurred before the Council, Iran 

asks for this Court to act as a court of first instance, rather 
I 

than a s  a c o u r t  of appeals. As Article 84 permits this Court 

to act only as a court oE appeals, Iran's argument rnust be 

l ~ o r  purposes of clarity, the United States in this part 
focuses its argument on the Eact that the 17 March 1989 ICAO 
Council resolution about which Iran cornplains was not a 
decision of the ICAO Council pursuant to Article 84 of the 
Chicago Convention. As Iran has failed to satisfy this basic 
requirement, the United States does not in this pleading raise 
other arguments which might be regarded as Eundarnental in 
character. For example. the Chicago Convention, including 
Article 84 thereof, does not regulate in any way the conduct of 
surface vessels engaged in ac t ive  combat. Exhibit 1, Arts. 8 9  
and 3. The United States reserves the right to adduce these 
arguments, if necessary, at a subsequent point in these 
proceedings. 
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CHAPTER 1 

THE CHICAGO CONVENTION AND THE ICAO RULES CLEARLY DISTINGUISH 
BETWEEN THE ICAO COUNCIL'S QUASI-JUDICIAL FUNCTIONS UNDEA 
ARTICLE 84 (FOR WHICH THERE IS A POSSIBILITY OF APPEAL TO THE 
COURT) AND ITS FUNCTIONS UNDER OTHER ARTICLES REGARDING THE 
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONVENTION (FOR WHICH NO REVLEW BY THE 
COURT IS PROVIDED). 

In examining Iran's treatment of the Chicago Convention 

issues, the United States is struek by the omission £rom the 

Iranian Application and Memorial of basic and fundamental 

information concerning the operation of ICAO. Although Iran's 

Memorial oEten cites legal commentaries on dispute resolution 

in ICAO, it fails to mention the fundamental observation in 

these commentaries that the Convention envisages two distinct 

and mutually exclusive methods under which the ICAO Council may 

examine matters involving the Convention. 

On the one hand, the ICAO Council is a principal policy 

organ of the Organization and ia called upon to deal with a 

broad range of aviation matters. These will necessarily 

include, from time to tirne, matters that raise issues 

concerning the application or interpretation of the Chicago 

Convention. On the other hand, on truly rare occasions, the 

Council is called upon, undec Article 84, to act as a 

quasi-judieial dispute-settlement organ. Article 84 States: 

"If any disagreement between two or more contracting States 
relating to the interpretation or application of this 
Convention and its Annexes cannot be settled by 
negotiation, it shall, on the application of any State 
concerned in the disagreement, be decided by the Council. 
No member of the Council shall vote in the consideration by 
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the Council of any dispute to which it is a party. Any 
contracting State may, subject to Article 85, appeal from 
the decision of the Council to an ad hoc arbitral tribunal 
agreed upon with the other parties to the dispute or to the 
Permanent Court of International Justice. Any such appeal 
shall be notified to the Council within sixty days of 
receipt of notification of the decision of the Council." 

As described in greater detail below, to enable it to carry 

out this function, ICAO many years ago developed particular 

Rules for the Settlement of ~ifferencesl. Those rules are 

detailed, comprehensive, exclusive, and mandatory in all 

instances in which the Council acts under Article 84 of the 

Convention, 

Absent from Iran's lengthy Hernorial is any mention of the 

distinction between the Council's quasi-judicial functions 

under Article 84 and its functions under other articles. Even 

more conspicuous is the absence of any reference to the 

Council's Rules for the Settlement of Diffecences. By ignoring 

these fundamental facts, Iran would attempt to mislead this 

Court into believing that the Council was acting under Article 

84 in its consideration of the 3 July 1988 incident and, thus, 

into a manifestly erroneous application of the Court's 

jurisdiction under Article 84. 

l~ules f o r  the Settlement of Differences, I C A O  Doc. 7 7 0 2 / 2  
( 1 9 7 5 )  (hereinafter the "Rules"). The official ICAO versions 
of the Rules, in the English, French, Spanish, and Russian 
languages, appear at Exhibit 6. 
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Section 1. The ICAO Council, Acting Under Articles of the 
Chicago Convention Other Than Article 8 4 ,  Has the Power and 
Obligation to Deal with a Broad Range of Potentially 
Contentious Aviation Matters Involving the Application of the 
Convention, Without Possibility of Review by the Court. 

In addition to being a multilateral agreement that 

prescribes general rules for international civil aviation, the 

Chicago Convention createdl and established the charter of the 

International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO). The 

Convention established two principal policy organs of ICAO, the 

Assembly and the Council. The Assembly, which is composed of 

representatives of al1 Contracting States, "shall meet not less 

than once in three years and shall be convened by the Council 

at a suitable time and place2." As provided in Article 50(a), 

the Council is a permanent body which is "responsible to the 

Assembly" and i s  composed of thirty-three Contracting States 

elected by the Assembly. 

As provided in Articles 54 and 5 5 ,  the scope of the 

Council's functions is broad. Article 54 prescribes 14 

mandatory functions of the Council. Among other things, the 

Council is obliged to report to Contracting States any 

infraction of the Convention or failure oE a Contracting State 

l~xhibit 1, Art. 43. 

'~xhibit 1, Art. 48. 
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to c a r r y  out Council recommendations or determinationsl; to 

report to the Assernbly any infraction of the Convention in 

which a Contracting State has failed to take appropriate 

action2; to adopt international standards and recommended 

practices dealing with air navigation and other rnatters3; to 

consider recommendations of the Air Navigation Commission for 

amendment of standards and recomrnended practices4; and, most 

relevant in light of its discussions in the Iran Air matter, to 

"[clonsider any matter relating to the Convention which any 

Contracting State re f er s  to its." 

Permissive functions of the Council are set forth in 

Article 55 and are also broad. They include the right to 

"[clonduct research into a l 1  aspects of air transport and air 

navigation" of international importance6 and to 

l~xhibit 1, Art. 5 4 ( 1 } .  

'~xhibit I r  A r t .  54(k). 

3~xhibit 1, A r t .  54(1). 

4~xhibit 1, Art. 54(m). 

5~xhibit 1, Art. 5 4 ( n ) .  

6~xhibit 1, Art. 5 5 ( c ) .  
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"[ilnvestigate, at the request of any Contracting State, any 

situation which may appear to present avoidable obstacles to 

the development of international air navigation1." In light of 

the authorities granted to it under the Chicago Convention, the 

ICAO Council enjoys a broad mandate to deal with a wide range 

of issues involving international civil aviation. Because of 

the breadth and overlapping nature of the Eunctions set Eorth 

in Articles 54 and 5 5 ,  Council actions typically engage several 

of its enumerated powers under those Articles. It is manifest 

that in carrying out its multitude of functions under Articles 

54 and 55, the Council will be called upon to consider many 

kinds of contentious issues. Those issues will frequently 

involve questions concerning, among other things. the 

interpretation or application of the Chicago Convention. 

The practice of the Organization, moreover, indicates that 

Council discussions concerning the application or 

interpretation of the Convention are undertaken routinely 

outside the Éramework of Article 8 4 .  In its 132 sessions sinee 

its creation, the ICAO Council has convened over a thousand 

l~xhibit 1, Art. 55(e) 
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meetings and rendered rnany thousands of decisions of various 

kinds. In contrast, over that period the Council has been 

called upon only three times to exercise its Article 84 

powersl. Not surprisingly, absent a specific invocation of 

Article 84 procedures by a Contracting State, the Council would 

have no basis to believe that it was decidinq a dispute under 

Article 84. 

In operation, Articles 54 and 55 of the Chicago Convention 

give the ICAO Council wide latitude to address issues relating 

to the interpretation or application of the Convention. In one 

well-known instance in 1955, the Government of Czechoslovakia 

charged before the Council that the United States had launched 

leaf let-carrying balloons into Czechoslovakian airspace2. In 

'M. Milde, "Dispute Settlement in the Framework of the 
International Civil Aviation Organization", Settlement of SDace 
Law D i s ~ u u ,  p. 87, at p. 90 (1980) (Exhibit 66); N.M. Matte. 

ise on Air--cal Law, pp. 205-207 (1981) (Exhibit 
67); R. Gariepy and D. Botsford, "The Effectiveness of the 
International Civil Aviation Organization's Adjudicatory 
Machinery", 42 2 , p. 351, at p. 
357 (1976) (Exhibit 68); ICAO, gepertorv - Guide to the 
- o n t i o n a l  Civil Aviktjsa, ICAO Doc. 8900/2, 
Art. 8 4 ,  pp. 1-4 (2nd ed. 1977) (Exhibit 6 9 ) ;  a T. . . Buergenthal, L a w - M a u a  in the Intp-l C 
O r a a n a z a h m  

. . ivil A v i U  
, p. 123 (1969) (Exhibit 70). 

2 ~ o r  a more detailed discussion of the ICAO Council 
discussions of the weather balloon matter. T. Buergenthal, 
a. &., Exhibit 70, pp. 131-36. 
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i t s  charges against the United States in the ICAO Council, 

Czechoslovakia clairneà violations of Articles 1 and 8 of the 

Chicago Convention and asked the Council under Article 54(j) 

and 55(e) to take effective steps against the release of the 

balloonsl. Although the issue brought by Czechoslovakia 

entailed both the interpretation and application of the 

Convention, it was not an Article 84 disagreernent2. 

More recent examples of matters that involved the 

application of the Chicago Convention and that were not handled 

under Article 84 inelude requests for ICAO Courtcil action 

involving Israel's 1973 downing of a Libyan airliner over the 

Sinai and the Soviet Union's 1983 downing of Korean Air Lines 

IT. Buergenthal, p ~ .  d. ,  Exhibit 70. p. 133. 

2~ro£essor Thomas Buergenthal has noted that "the ICAO 
Council did not regard the  Czech cornplaint against the U.S. as 
an application for adjudication under Article 84 of the 
Convention because Czechoslovakia had not invoked that 
provision. . . . "  T. Buergenthal, m. d., Exhibit 70, p. 135. 
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Flight 007~. In both instances, the Council addressed 

shootdowns of civil aircraft under its Article 54 and 55 

authority2. In both, the Council addressed allegations that 

the state in question had violated provisions of the Chicago 

Convention. In neither instance did the Council consider and 

l ~ ~ ~ O ' s  summary of the ICAO Council's handling of the 
Libyan airliner shootdown appears in Action of the ICAO 
Council, ICAO Doc. 9079 (78th sess., Jan. - Mar. 19731, 
pp. 11-13 (Exhibit 44); Action o f  the ICAO Council (79th sess., 
May - June 1973), ICAO Doc. 9097, pp. 30-34 (Exhibit 46). 
ICAO's surnrnary of the ICAO Council's handling of the Korean Air 
Lines shootdown appears in Action of the Council (110th and 
extra. sess., Sep., Oct. - Dec. 1983),.ICAO Doc. 9428, 
p p .  20-28 (Exhibit 57); and Action of the Council (111th sess., 
Feb. - Mar. 1984). ICAO Doc. 9442, pp. 9-11 (Exhibit 59). 

*AS reflected in the ICAO Record of its Action in its 78th 
Session, the ICAO Investigation of the Libyan airliner w a s  
ordered by the Council pursuant to Article 54(b). Exhibit 44, 
p. 12. Sirnilarly, as reflected in the Council minutes, Council 
consideration of the Soviet shootdown of the Korean airliner 
began at an extraordinary session on 15 and 16 September 1983, 
which, pursuant to Article 55(e), requested that the Secretary 
General prepare a fact-Einding report. Minutes, ICAO Council 
(111th sess., Feb.- Mar. 1984), ICAO Doc. 9441, pp. 85. 90, and 
102 {Exhibit 58). Subsequent ICAO Council action on the Korean 
airliner incident, including the Council's 5 March 1984 
resolution that, inter alia, condemned the Soviet Union, was 
taken under the Council's mandate ta consider that report. 
Exhibit 5 9 ,  pp. 9-11. 
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decide those matters under Article 8 4 ' .  In neither instance 

did any of the parties involved attempt to appeal the Council's 

decision to the Court or suggest that there was any option to 

do 50. 

'1n the Council deliberations of 4  June 1973, the Israeli 
observer 

" .  . . questioned the right of Egypt and Lebanon, under 
Article 53 of the Convention, to vote on the resolution. 
When the Director of the Legal Bureau expressed the opinion 
that this Article was linked with Article 84 and that 
sponsorship of the resolution did not make Egypt and 
Lebanon parties to a 'dispute', he (the Representative of 
Israel) rejoined that the difference of opinion between 
these two States and Israel on the interpretation of the 
report now beEore the Council was a dispute within the 
meaning of Article 53. He did not press the point after 
the President indicated that the term "dispute" within 
Article 53 had always been interpretea as a dispute within 
the meaning of Article 8 4 .  . . ." 

Minutes, ICA0 Council (79th sess., May - June 1973, closed), 
I C A 0  Doc 9073, p. 27 (Exhibit 47). In rejecting the Israeli 
suggestion, the President of the Council alluded to the strict 
distinction in the Chicago Convention between Council 
deliberations under Article 84 and Articles 54 and 55. The 
President specifically noted that "if every difference of 
opinion between States on matters coming within the orbit of 
the Convention was considered a 'dispute', the Council would 
have no tirne for other business." U., p. 56. A s  noted above, 
the Israeli observer did not press the point precisely because 
al1 participants recognized that the Council discussion was not 
being conducted pursuant to Article 8 4 .  
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The Chicago Convention provides that only disputes that 

satisfy the requirements of Article 84 rnay be subject to appeal 

to the International Court oE Justice. The Convention does not 

permit decisions taken pursuant to Articles 54 and 55 to be 

appealed to the Court, and the Court has no jurisdiction under 

Article 84 to consider such "appeals". 

Section II. In Carrying out Its Article 84 Functions, ICAO Has 
Developed Detailed Rules for the Settlement of Differences, 
Which Are the Exclusive Basis for Bringing Article 84 Disputes 
Before the Council. 

In addition t o  carrying out the policy functions described 

in Articles 54 and 55 of the Convention, the Council, under 

Article 8 4 ,  may be called upon to act as a quasi-judicial body 

in the formal resolution of disputes between Contracting States 

involving the interpretation or application of the Convention 

which are referred to i t  under that Article. In carrying out 

its functions under Article 84, the ICAO Council is called upon 

to function very differently than when it conducts policy 

deliberations under Articles 54 and 55. As explained by 

Professor Bin Cheng: 

"In such an event iwhen the Council resolves disputes under 
Article 8 4 1 .  the Council must consider itself an 
international judicial organ and act in accordance with 
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rules of international law governing judicial proceedings. 
Thus, in te^ u, memhers of the Council, even though they 
may be national representatives norninated by Governments 
must, when functioning under Chapter XVIII of the Chicago 
Conventi n 1944, act in an impartial and judicial P :, capacity . 
Confronted with this obligation under Article 84 to 

function a s  "an international judicial organ [acting] in 

accordance with rules of international law governing judicial 

proceedings", the Council realized many years ago that i t s  

ordinary procedures were inadequate and that special procedures 

-- to be employed only under that Article -- were needed. 
fhus, in 1 9 5 2 ,  when ~ndia brought a formal cornplaint in the 

Council against Pakistan for alleged violations of the Chicago 

Convention, the Council, acting under i t s  Article 5 4 ( c }  

authority to "[dletermine its organization and rules of 

procedure2", adopted provisional rules of procedure governing 

the discharge of its functions under Article 84 and established 

'gin Cheng, The Law of Internatim Air Trans~ort. pp. 
100-101 (1962) (citations omitted) (Exhihit 71). 

21n A~Deal Relatina to the Jurlsdiction of the ICAO . . . 
Counc~l. Judam~nt. 1 . U .  Reports 1972, at p .  74, Judge Lachs 
noted that "Within the powers thus vested in it [under Article 
5 4 ( c )  of the Convention] the Council approved, on 9 April 1957, 
the 'Rules foc the Settlernent of Differences'. . . ." 
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a working group to review and improve those rules'. The 

Council provisionally adopted the rules in 1953. After 

receiving comments from Contracting States to the Chicago 

Convention, the Council promulgated Einal Rules for the 

Settlement o E  Differences (hereinafter referred t a  as the 

The Rules are t w l u s i v e  basis for brinoina Article 84 . . 

disautes. Paragraph 1 of  Article 1 of the Rules states in 

pertinent part: 

"The Rules of Parts 1 and III lof these Rulesl sha1L 
govern the settlement of the following disagreements 
between Contracting States which may be referred to the 
Council: 

( a )  &y disagreement between two or more Con- 
tracting states relating to the interpretation or 
application of the Convention on International 

'T. Buergenthal, m. u., Exhibit 70, p. 180. An 
excellent description of the Rules appears  in R.H. Mankiewicz, 
"Pouvoir Judiciare du Conseil et Reglement pour la Solution des 
Differends", 3 -aire F~ançais de Droit I n t e m .  p p .  
383-404 (1957) (Exhibit 72, with English translation). 

2 ~ .  Buergenthal, pp. a., Exhibit 70, p .  183. Since 
November 1975, when the Rules were amended in minor respects, 
the Rules have remained unchanged. 
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Civil Aviation . . . and its Annexes (Articles 84 
to 88 of the Convention) . . . . "  

(Emphasis added.) Thus, the Rules make clear at their outset 

that  DY disagreement which is to be decided under Article 84 

of the Convention must be submitted to the Council and decided 

in accordance with the Rules. Other articles of the Rules al50 

emphasize the mandatory nature of the Rules. Thus, under 

Article 2, any State submitting a disagreement to the Cauncil 

under Article 84 "shall" file an application. In this way, the 

Rules put States on notice of what types of submissions will 

constitute an "application" under Article 84. 

U carrvinri out the reauirements of the Rules. ~arties and 

the I W  Council create a cle-mentarv record which 

estabhshes whether a disaareement relatina to the i n t e k  
. , 

pretatlon or a D D l i c a t i ~ n  in fact been 

-. The Rules place a heavy emphasis on 

written proceedingsl. For example, Article 2 of the Rules 

provides: 

"Any Contracting State submitting a disagreement ta the 
Council for settlement (hereinafter referred to as "the 
applicant") shall file an application to which shall be 
attached a mernorial containing: 

T. Buergenthal, pe. &., Exhibit 7 0 ,  P .  189 
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(a) The name of the applicant and the name of any 
Contracting State with which the disagreement exists (the 
latter hereinafter referred to as "the respondent"): 

(b) The name of an agent authorized to act for the 
applicant in the proceedings, together with his address, 
at the seat of the Organization, to which al1 cornmunications 
relating to the case,  including notice oE the date of any 
meeting, should be sent; 

( c )  A statement of relevant facts; 

(d) Supporting data related to the facts; 

( e )  A statement of law; 

(f) The relief desired by action of Council on the 
specific points submitted; 

( g )  A statement that negotiations to settle the dis- 
agreement had taken place between the parties but were not 
successful." 

Articles 5 and 6 set forth rules for a respondent State's 

submission of a counter-mernorial and preliminary objections. 

In each instance, such responses must be in writing. 

Other provisions reinforce the Rules' emphasis on the 

development O £  a written record. Thus, under Article 9, 

parties that wish to produce information in addition to that 

contained in their written pleadings (including testimony of 

witnesses and experts) are required to submit that evidence in 

writing, absent a Couneil order to the contrary. Similarly, 

Article 12(2) provides that final arguments, absent a Council 

order to the contrary, must be presented in writing, and 

Article 15(2) States that "[tlhe decision of the Council shall 

be in writing". 
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The mies i m w l e a r  and distinctive procedural 

cesuirern~n- C~unciL. Just as the Rules instruct 

parties how they may bring and defend a proceeding before the 

ICAO Council under Article 8 4 ,  the Rules establish requirernents 

of comparable Eormality on the Council and other I C A O  organs. 

Thus, upon receipt of an application instituting proceedings in 

the Council under Article 84 of the Convention, Article 3 

requires the ICAO Secretary General to verify cornpliance with 

Article 2 of the Rules by the applicant State; to notify al1 

parties to the Convention and al1 mernbers of the Council that 

an application has been received; and to forward the 

application and i t s  supporting documentation to the respondent 

Sta\e, invitinq the respondent State to submit a counter- 

mernorial within a time limit fixed by the Council. 

Chapter IV (Articles 7 through 20) of the Rules establishes 

extensive additional procedural requirements that govern Article 

84 proceedings. T h e s e  include rnatters such as the filing of 

additional pleadings (Article 7 ) :  the production of evidence 

(Article 9); and questions during oral argument (Article 11). 

Similarly, Article 15 establishes detailed requirements for 

Council decisions. 
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Section III. The ICAO R u l e s  P r o v i d e  Essential Protections to 
Contracting States and to ICAO as an Organization. 

I t  is not by accident that the Rules are formulated as they 

are. Indeed, as noted above, the Rules represent many years of 

careful work and review by jurists, the ICAO Council. and the 

Contracting States. The Rules serve three important functions 

which protect both the parties to an Article 84 proceeding and 

the institutional integrity of the ICAO Council. 

First, the Rules ensure that the parties to a dispute will 

enjoy essential and fair notice of the proceeding, an 

opportunity ta present legal arguments and factual evidence, 

and a reasoned and written decision by the ICAO Council. 

Second, the Rules ensure the creation of a proper 

quasi-judicial record, which would enable the Court or a 

reviewing arbitral tribunal to evaluate the decision made by 

the Council without necessarily being required to speculate 

about what the arguments of the disputants or the rationale of 

the Council rnight have been. In this way, the Rules preserve 

the clear intent oE Article 84 that the ICAO Council be the 

forum of first instance in resolving disagreements relating to 

the interpretation or application of the Convention. 

Finally, the Rules safeguard the proper functioning of the 

ICAO Council and, ultimately, of ICAO itself. As has been 

noteà above, the ordinary function of the ICAO Council is that 

of a policy body, which enjoys a broad mandate to examine and 

deal with a wide array of matters involving international civil 
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aviation and the Chicago Convention. In contrast, under 

Article 84, the Council is called upon to exercise an 

extraordinary and far different function, as a quasi-judicial 

body. Not only do the Rules instruct the Council how it shall 

act once proceedings under Article 84 are initiated by recourse 

to the Rules, but the exclusive nature of the Rules gives the 

Council and a l 1  concerned parties fair notice that they are 

being called upon to take part in a quasi-judicial proceeding. 

Absent recourse to those procedures, the ICAO Council a c t s  only 

under Articles 54 or 55. While such actions could conceivably 

be subject to some form of scrutiny by the ICAO Assembly, the 

Chicago Convention does not provide for their review by this 

Court. 

In light of the clear structure oE, and practice under. the 

Chicago Convention, a Contracting State that believes that a 

disagreement concerning the interpretation or application of 

the Convention exists between it and another Contracting State 

may pursue one of two mutually exclusive courses of'action. 

First, should it wish to have the matter decided under the 

dispute-resolution mechanisms of Article 84, it rnay submit an 

application and mernorial as provided for under the Rules, and 

subsequently participate in ICAO Council proceedings under 

those Rules. In such a case, a lengthy and particularized 
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documentary record will be created, while both the ICAO Council 

and the tespondent State will understand that dispute 

settlement under Article 0 4  provisions have been invoked. 

In the alternative, should a Contracting State for whatever 

reason not wish to invoke Article 84, it may cal1 upon the 

Council to act otherwise with respect to matters relating to 

the Convention, a request which the Council would consider 

under Articles 54 and 55. What a State may not do, consistent 

with the Convention, is choose one course of action and later, 

dissatisfied with the result, claim that it had pursued the 

other course al1 along. 

As the analysis below will establish, in its request for 

I C A O  discussion of the Iran Air incident and its subsequent 

actions at ICAO relating to the incident, Iran chose not to 

bring a dispute under Article 8 4 .  Instead, the Council, the 

United States, and al1 participants in those Council sessions 

properly believed that the Council was acting under Article 54 

and 55, and was not deciding an Article 84 dispute. The 

historical record of those discussions -- including the 

complete absence of any reference to, or application of, 

Article 84 or the Rules for the Settlement of DiEEerences -- 
irrefutably supports this conclusion. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE 17 MARCH 1989 RESOLUTION OF THE ICAO COUNCIL WAS NOT A 
DECISION OF THE COUNCIL WITHIN THE MEANINC OF ARTICLE 84 OF THE 
CHICAGO CONVENTION. 

Section 1. Iran Did Not Invoke or Otherwise Rely on Article 84 
of the Convention in Bringing the Incident of 3 July 1988 
Before the ICAO Counci 1. 

As described in Part 1, Iran brought the incident O€ 3 July 

1988 to the attention of the ICAO Council for the first time in 

two 3 July 1988 telexesl. In neither of those communications, 

nor in its 4 July 1988 telex which requested a meeting of  the 

Council, nor in its subsequent written and oral communications 

to the Council did Iran seek to invoke. or even refer in any 

way, directly or indirectly, to Article 84, the Rules, or the 

Council's dispute settlernent Eunctions thereunder. 

Iran's 4 July communication is particularly revealinq, as 

it informed Council President Kotaite of its view that "this 

grave matter Ishouldl be tabled in the ICAO Council a s  a matter 

of urgency with the view that an extraordinary session of the 

ICAO Assernbly be urgently convened to conduct a thorough 

l ~ h e  Iranian telexes of July 3 and 4 appear as attachrnents 
t o  Exhibit 10. 
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investigation of al1 aspects of t h e  catastrophei." This 

request could not have been for adjudication of a dispute under 

Article 84, as the Assernbly has no Eunction whatsoever under 

that Article. Equally significant, the ICAO Council had no 

reason at al1 t o  believe, based on the Iranian communication of 

4 July, that Iran was seeking to invoke Article 84 procedures. 

Nowhere  i n  Iran's subsequent submissions to the Council is 

there any suggestion that the Council w a s  being called upon to 

decide a dispute under Article 84. Sirnilarly, the exhaustive 

records of the ICAO Council meetings of 13 and 14 July 1988, 5 

and 7 December 1988, and 13, 15, and 17 March 1989 show beyond 

reEutation that Iran consistently failed to characterize the 
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Council's deliberations as proceedings under Article 84l. It 

is indeed unbelievable that a State that wished to invoke the 

long-established dispute settlement machinery of Article 84 of 

the Convention would remain utterly silent on such a 

fundamental point throughout the relevant Council deliberations 

'1n the voluminous minutes of the Council sessions of 13 
and 14 July 1988, 5, 7, and 14 December 1988, and 13, 15, and 
17 March 1989, Iran can point to no instance in which any pacty 
referred to Article 84 or stated that the Council was being 
called upon to decide a disagreement under that provision. S.~E 
Minutes, ICAO Council (extra. sess., 13 July 1988), ICAO DOC. 
DRAFT C-Min. EXTRAORDINARY (1988)/1 (Exhibit 13); Minutes, ICAO 
Council (extra. sess., 14 July 1988), ICAO Doc. DRAFT C-Min. 
EXTRAORDINARY (1988)/2 (Exhibit 14); Minutes, ICAO Council 
(125th sess., 5 Dec. 1988, closed), ICAO Doe. DRAFT C-Min. 
125/12 (Exhibit 15); Minutes, ICAO Council (125th sess., 7 Dec. 
1988, closed), ICAO Dac. DRAFT C-Min. 125/13 (Exhibit 16); 
Minutes, ICAO Council (125th sess., 7 Dec. 1988, closed), ICAO 
Doc. DRAFT C-Min. 125/14 (Exhibit 17); Minutes, ICAO Council 
(125th sess., 14 Dec. 1988), ICAO Doe. DRAFT C-Min. 125/18 
(Exhibit 18); Minutes, ICAO Council (126th sess., 13 Mar. 
1989), ICAO Doc. DRAFT C-Min. 126/18 (Exhibit 19); Minutes, 
ICAO Council (126th sess., 15 Mar. 1989), ICAO Doc. DRAFT 
C-Min. 126/19 (Exhibit 20); Minutes, ICAO Council (126th sess., 
17 Mar. 1989), ICAO Doc. DRAFT C-Min. 126/20 (Exhibit 21). Nor 
do the "working papers" that were submitted for the Council's 
information refer to such a dispute nor examine which 
particular provisions of the Chicago Convention might have been 
violated by the United States. 
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Section II. Throughout the ICAO Council Proceedings, Neithec 
Iran nor the ICAO Council Acted Under the Lonqstanding and 
Exclusive Procedures Prescribed for the Consideration and 
Decision of Disputes Under Article 84 of the Convention. 

As described previously, the dispute settlement machinery 

established by the ICAO Council to enable it to exercise its 

Eunctions under Article 84 is noteworthy for its highly 

specific, formal, written, and quasi-judicial character. 

Nowhere in its lengthy Mernorial to this C o u t t  does Iran provide 

evidence that the Council discussions even mentioned Article 84 

or the Rules, much less followed tbose procedures. Iran does 

not because it cannot. The unquestionable fact that neither 

Iran nor the Council acted under well-settled requirements 

shows that the Council's consideration did not take place, nor 

w a s  it thought to have taken place, under Article 84 of the 

Convention. 

A written record. which surelv would have existed had an 

U i c L e  84 disriute been before the C o w i l ,  does n ~ t  e-. In 

light of the requirements in the Rules for written pleadings, 

evidentiary subrnissions, Council decisions, and written 

communications by the ICAO Secretary General, had the Council 

decided a disagreement under Article 84, a significant written 

record would have been created. Even the most cursory review 

of the record oE the Council's discussions of the incident of 3 

July 1988 establishes beyond doubt that no such documentary 

record exists. 
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Thus, as would otherwise have been the case under the 

express requirements of Article 2 of the Rules, Iran did not 

file a written application to the Council. Nor did i t  file a 

written mernorial. Also absent £rom the record is any Iranian 

statement of law. a written description of the relief desired 

on the specific points submitted. or a statement by Iran that 

negotiations to settle the disagreement had taken place between 

the parties but were unsuccessfull. In the face of this 

irrefutable evidence, Iran's assertions in its Memorial that it 

filed a n  application to the counci12 and that the Council, 

l~ndeed, the only piece of written documentation presented 
by Iran that appears to refer at al1 to possible violations of 
the Chicago Convention w a s  a "working paper" suhmitted by Iran, 
which was titled "BACKGROUND INFORMATION." That paper did not 
refer to Article 84 of the Chicago Convention or the ICAO Rules 
or characterize itself as an "applicationv, instead focussing 
on purported violations of international law by the United 
States that would have occurred prior to 3 July 1988. Working 
Paper, ICAO Council (extra. s e s s . ,  July 1988). ICAO Doc. 
C-WP/8644 (Exhibit 12). 

2~ranian Memorial, paragraph 2.53 
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acting under Article 8 4 ,  had " a  full file before it" are 

inexact and deliberately misleadingl. 

Absent any act by Iran to commence Article 84 procedures, 

it is not surprising that no such documentary record exists 

Contrary to what would have been the case had the Council been 

acting pursuant to Article 84, the Secretary General was not 

called upon to Eulfill his responsibilities under Article 3 of 

the Rules to a) verify that any such application complied with 

the requirements of Article 2; b )  immediately natify al1 

parties t o  the Convention and memhers of the Council that the 

interpretation or application of the Convention was in 

question; and c) forward cop ies  of the application and 

l~ranian Memoriai, paragraph 2.54. The discussion in the 
Iranian Mernorial is indicative of Iran's selective and 
misleading handling of the Chicago Convention jurisdictional 
argument. Indeed, the Council decision was a "final" decision, 
in the same respect that a great number of Article 54 decisions 
may have concluded the Council's examination of a particular 
subject. So too, the Council members had read many papers when 
they adapted the 17 March 1969 resolution. These were, 
however, the type of working papers and technical reports on 
which the Council relies on a daily basis to conduct its daily 
business. What the Government of Iran cannot establish is that 
any of those documents that were before the Council on 17 March 
1989 were of the type that would have existed had the Council 
been deciding a formal quasi-judicial dispute under Article 84 
of the Chicago Convention. 
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supporting documentation to the respondent, with an invitation 

to file a counter-rnemorial within a time lirnit specified by the 

Counci 1. 

Additional pleadings -- such as a United States 
counter-memorial or preliminary objections, an Iranian reply 

thereto, or a subsequent rejoinder by the United States -- are 

also absent from the record. Other written submissions 

envisioned under the ICAO Rules similarly do not exist. Thus, 

written evidence of experts was not submitted pursuant to 

Article 9 of the Rules, declarations by witnesses and experts 

were not submitted pursuant to Article 10, and final written 

arguments were never presented to the Council, as called for in 

Article 12. This total absence of a written record eloquently 

establishes that the ICAO Council was never called upon to 

adjudicate an Article 84 dispute. 

T ~ F !  daberations of the Council further indicate that the 
. . 

ma tter was not brouaht a s  an Article 84 d i s p u t a .  A s  noted in 

Part 1 above, the Council addressed the incident of 3 July 1988 

in meetings held on 13 and 14 July 1988, 5, 7, and 14 December 

1988, and 13, 15, and 17 March 1989. The lengthy documentary 

record of those meetings is completely devoid of any reference 

to Article 84, much less of any evidence that the Council 

believed that i t  was charged with resolving a dispute under 
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that Article. Indeed, the documentary record of those 

sessions, as memorialized i n  the official ICAO Minutes, 

establishes beyond doubt that the Council addressed this matter 

under its Article 54 and 55 authorities and not under Article 

The minutes of the Council meeting of 13 July 1988 -- at 

which the Council first addressed the Iran Air incident and 

which began the process that culminated in the Council 

resolution of 17 March 1989 -- indicate clearly that the 
Council was a acting under Article 84. In the words of the 

President of the Council, in introducing that agenda item to 

the Council: 

"The irnperative task for the Council now is to collect 
al1 vital information and to reach a complete technical 
understanding of the chain of events which led to this 
tragedy. We have to explore every element of our 
international regulations in the ICAO Standards, 
Recommended Practices, guidance material and procedures 
which could prevent a repetition of a similar tragedy, not 
only in the area where this tragic incident occurred but 
anywhere else in the world. And most of all. we have to 
appeal to al1 States not to compromise the safety of civil 
air navigation by any acts and for any reason whatsoever. 
We have to look ahead and take every technical preventive 
action possible in the field of safety of air navigatio r 1" make sure that similar tragedies will never occur again . 
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No one, not even Iran, challenged or sought to challenge this 

characterization of what the Council intended in its 

consideration of the incident of 3 July 1988. No one, not even 

Iran, rose to state that the Council had before it a 

disagreement governed by Article 84. Had Iran wished a 

different result, the proper course would have been for Iran to 

initiate proceedings under Article 84 in the rnanner prescribed 

by the Rules. Iran should not now be relieved of the 

consequences of its failure to do so. 

Far £rom asking the ICAO Council to act under Article 84, 

Iran specifically requested that the Council act under Article 

54(j) of the Chicago Convention. The official ICAO minutes 

Erom the Council's 7 December 1988 meeting record the following 

statement of the Iranian observer: 

"Bearing in rnind that this incident has a Iegal aspect, we 
expect that this aspect of the rnatter will be examined 
together with the ANC's [the ICAO Air Navigation 
Commission's] consideration of the technical aspects of the 
incident. We also wish to draw the attention of the 
Council to paragraph j) of Article 54 of the Chicago 
Convention, which clearly states that the Council should 
report to Contracting States any infractions of the 
Convention on International Civil Aviation, a s  well as any 
faiiure t o  yarry out recommendations or determinations of 
the Council ." 
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To assist the ICAO Council's action under Article 54(j) of the 

Chicago Convention, Iran noted its "expect[ationl" that the 

ICA0 Legal Bureau would examine the expert's report "to 

identify infringement [sic] of legal principles which have been 

The President of the Council's response to the above 

Iranian intervention, moreover, further indicates that the 

Council w a s  acting under Article 54, and was not engagea in 

quasi-judicial deliberations that might have eventually led to 

a decision of a disagreement under Article 84: 

"With reference to the observation of the Observer of 
-, ~eoubli~egarding Article 54 j )  of 
the Convention on International Civil Aviation . . . the 
President explained that, as in the past when the 
subordinate bodies had considered questions relating to the 
high seas, territorial waters and sovereignty in the 
airspace, the ANC would be Eree t o  consult the Legal Bureau 
i f  a legal opinion, or interpretation, was required on the 
subject under consideration. Fe also dte 
Article 54 k ) ,  reauirina that the Councll eDort to t h e  . . w attention t~ 

' 'R 
fraction of this Convention where a 

contractins State has failed to take an~tooyiate action 
wi th in  a reaonable time after notice of the imaction:' 

that anv 
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&cision taken on this matter would be reported to the next 
ardlnarv session of the Assemblv throuah t b e  rnedlum of rhe 
Annual Reaort of the Cornil to the ~ssemblvl.~ 

This statement is particularly significant, a s  the Council 

President stated in clear terms that the final Council 

resolution of the 3 July 1988 incident would be taken under 

Article 54, rather than Article 84. That decision was rendered 

at the next session of the Council, on 17 March 1989, in the 

form of the Council resolution of which Iran now complains. 

Other evidence from the Council meetings Eurther supports 

this conclusion. For example, although Iran used the July 1988 

Council meetings to excoriate the United S t a t e s ,  the principal 

focus of that session was to order a "fact-Einding 

investigation t a  determine a l 1  relevant facts and technical 

aspects of the chain of events relating to the flight and 

destruction of the [Iran Air] aircraft2." There are two 

l~xhibit 17, p. 20. (Emphasis added.) 

'~his is the precise mandate of the ICAO investigation 
team, as memorialized in the I C A O  Council decision of 14 July 
1988. Exhibit 14. p p .  9-12. 
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possible authorities under which the Council could have 

commissioned such an investigation. Were the Council to order 

an investigation under its ordinary functions, it could do so 

under Article 55(e )  of the convention1. In instances in which 

the Council wouLd order an investigation in an Article 84 

proceeding, it would do so under Article 8 of the FIules2. 

The record of the discussions Erom 13 and 14 July indicates 

clearly that the Council acted pursuant to Chicago Convention 

Article 55(e) and not Article 0 of the Rules. On 13 and 14 

July, Council Representatives £rom Canada and Spain stated 

their belief that the Council should convene an investigation 

'chiCago Convention Article 55(e) empowers the Counci l to 
"Iilnvestigate, at the request of any Contracting State, any 
situation which may appear to present avoidable obstacles to 
the development of air navigation . . . . "  

'~rtiele 8 of the Rules provides that the Council, after 
hearing the parties to an Article 84 disagreement, may select 
"any individual, body. bureau, commission, or other 
organization" tu conduct an inquiry or render an expert opinion. 
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under Article 5 5 ' .  No participant at that meeting, including 

the Observer of Iran, contested this characterization. 

Just as the Council did not order the investigation under 

its Article 84 authority, the record of its proceedings is 

totally devoid of any other evidence that any of its decisions 

or actions were taken pursuant to the distinctive and exclusive 

procedures of the Rules. Thus, the Counçil never discussed 

whether to appoint a Cornmittee of £ive Council members to 

conduct a prelirninary examination of the matter2, nor were the 

distinctive procedures under Articles 7 through 20 of the Rules 

ever discussed or followed. 

The complete absence of any actions under the Rules by 

Iran, the United States, or the Council indicates, as a matter 

of substance and evidence, that no one considered the Council 

'~t the 13 July 1988 Council meeting, the representative 
Erom Canada stated explicitly that " [ i l n  the view of rny 
government, the first requirement is that, pursuant to Article 
55(e) of the Chicago Convention, there should be a thorough, 
impartial and expeditious Eact finding investigation by ICA0 
into al1 relevant circumstances surrounding the destruction of 
the Iran Air Airbus. . . . "  Exhibit 13, p. 19. On 14 July, 
the Spanish Representative expressed his belief that the 
Council should order a fact-finding investigation under Article 
55. Exhibit 14, pp. 7-8. 

2~ules, pe. &., Exhibit 6, Art. 6 ( 2 } .  
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to be  acting under Article 84. Consequently, the Council 

resolution of 17 March 1989 cannot be a "decision" within the 

rneaning of Article 84, and no appeal from that resolution rnay 

be taken to the Court under that Article, 

The I l n i t ed -XLaksJad .  and e x r c a - a . m a b u  
. . 

rs concernina the Incldent of 3 

Julv 1988. which would have been orecluded under Article 84. 

A s  noted above, Article 84 of the Convention unequivocally 

precludes a State which is a party to a dispute submitted to 

the Council under that Article from voting in the Council's 

consideration of such dispute. This prohibition is carried 

forward into Article 15(5) of the Rules in exactly the same 

language as is employed in Article 84. 

Had the Council been acting under Article 84, therefore, 

the United S t a t e s  would have been deprived of the opportunity 

to exercise its cight to vote in the Council's is consideration 

of the 3 July 1988 incident. It is significant, therefoce. 

that the United States did exetcise its right to vote in the 

Council's consideration of that incident, not only by joining 

in the adoption by consensus of the Council resolution of 17 

March 1989 and in the ICA0 decisions taken on 14 July and 7 

December 1988, but a150 in voting in opposition to an amendment 

to the 17 March resolution offered by the member of the Council 
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£rom ~zeehoslovakia~. At no tirne before, during, or after 

those votes was any objection made to the right of the United 

States to cast its vote; nor did any discussion take place in 

the Council coneerning the question. This fact is particularly 

significant in that Iran participated throughout the Council's 

consideration of this matter, yet never raised the issue of 

U.S. voting. It is also significant to bear in mind that the 

Director of the ICAO Legal Bureau, the foremost expert in ICAO 

procedures, attended that session2 and yet neithet raised 

directly nor apparently brought to the attention of the 

President of the Council what would have been a crucial and 

obvious procedural point had the proceeding been bought under 

Article 8 4 .  In light of the clear prohibition in Article 84 on 

l ~ h e  fact that the United States voted  can be established 
from the Council Minutes of 17 Mareh 1989. Exhibit 21. As 
noted in the record of attendance of that meeting, thirty-one 
Council members attended the meeting. The record of the vote 
-- six votes in favot, nineteen opposed, and six abstentions -- 
clearly establishes that al1 Council members in attendance, 
including the U.S. Representative, voted on the proposed 
amendment. W.. p .  10. 

'~he pcesence of Dr. Michael Milde, the Director of the 
ICAO Legal Bureau, is ceflected in the attendance list in ICAO 
Minutes of the 17 March 1989 Council meeting. Exhibit 21, p. 1. 
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the voting of parties to a dispute brought before the Council 

undec that Article, Iran's silence, and the silence of al1 

other participants, provide additional confirmation that the 

Council did not decide a dispute under Article 84. 

The resolution adoated bv the Council on 17 March 1989 did 

not. on its face. decide or otherwi-ess a dispute undec 

Article 8 4  of the Chicaao Convention. In those rare instances 

in which the Council decides a disagreement between Contracting 

States, the Rules require it to do so in a distinctive manner. 

IndeeU, the Rules require t h a t  an Article 84 decision be 

presented in a form not very different Erom judgments of this 

Court under Article 95 of the Rules of Court. Specifically, 

~rticle 15 of the Rules provides, ~JLEL U, that: 

"(2) The decision of the Council shall be in writing 
and shall contain: 

( i )  the date on which it is delivered; 

(ii) a list of the Members of the Council partici- 
pating; 

(iii) the names of the parties and of their agents; 

(iv) a summary of the proceedings; 

( v )  the conclusions of the Council together with 
its reasons for reaching them; 

(vi) its decision, if any, in regard to costs; 
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(vii) a statement of the voting in Council showing 
whether the conclusions were unanimous or by a majority 
vote, and if hy a majority, giving the number of Mem- 
bers of the Council who voted in favour of the conclu- 
sions and the number of those who voted against or 
abstained. 

( 3 )  Any Member of the Council who voted against the 
majority opinion may have its views recorded in the form of 
a dissenting opinion which shall be attached to the decision 
of the Council. 

(4) The decision of the Council shall be rendered a t  a 
meeting of the Council called for that purpose which shall 
be held as soon as practicable after the close of the pro- 
ceedings." 

The text of the Council resolution of 17 March 1989 

manifestly does not Eollow these distinctive and well known 

requirements for Council decisions under Article 84: 

"THE COUNCIL OF THE INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION ORGANIZATION 

W l l i n q  its decisions of 14 July and 7 December 1988 
concerning the shooting down, on 3 July 1908. of Iran 
Air Airbus 300 on flight IR655 by a warship of the 
United States; 

Havina considered the report of the fact-finding 
investigation instituted by the Secretary General 
pursuant to the decision of the Council of 14 July 1988 
and the subsequent study by the Air Navigation 
Commission of the safety recommendations presented in 
that report; 

E x a r ~ s m  appreciation for the full CO-operation extended 
to the fact-finding mission by the authorities of al1 
States concerned; 

B e c a l k  that the 25th Session (Extraordinary) of the 
Assembly in 1984 unanimously recognized the duty of 
S t a t e s  to refrain from the use of weapons against civil 
aircraft in flight; 
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Reaffirminq its policy to condernn the use of weapons a g a i n s t  
civil aircraft in flight without prejudice to the 
provisions of the Charter of the United Nations; 

Deewlv dealores the tragic incident which occurred as a 
consequence of events and errors in identification of 
the aircraft which resulted in the accidental 
destruction of an Iran Air airliner and the loss of 290 
lives; 

ExDresses again its profound sympathy and condolences to the 
Government of the Islamic Republic of Iran and to the 
bereaved families; 

A ~ ~ e a l s  aaain urgently to al1 Contracting States which have 
not yet done so to ratify, as soon as possible, the 
Protocol introducing Article 3 into the Convention 
on International Civil Aviation; 

Notes the report of the fact-finding investigation 
instituted by the Secretary General and endorses the 
conclusions of the Air Navigation Commission on the 
safety recommendations contained therein; 

m e s  States to take a l 1  necessary measures to safeguard the 
safety of air navigation, particularly by assuring 
effective CO-ordination of civil and military 
activities and the proper identification of civil 
aircraft," 

Tt is clear Erom that resolution that the Council had been 

acting throughout under its general authority deriving £rom 

Articles 54 and 55 of the Convention, and was not acting as a 

quasi-judicial body sitting to decide a disagreement or dispute 

between Iran and the United States relating to the 

interpretation or application of the Convention. Indeed, the 

resolution does not even refer to a dispute between two States, 

much less purport to decide such a dispute. Nor does it 

contain a list of members of the Council who participated, the 

names of the parties and their agents, a summary of the 
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proceedings, the conclusions of the Council with its reasons 

for reaching them, or a statement of the voting. In light of 

the repeated Iranian criticism of the Council's refusal to 

condemn the United States, moreover, it is significant that the 

17 March resolution, in its Eifth paragraph, noted that such 

condemnations were a question of "policy". 

The Council resolution provides an excellent summary of 

deliberations of the Council throughout its discussion of the 

Iran Air incident. Throughout, the Council responsibly and 

dispassionately carried out its Article 54 and 55 

responsibilities to assess the Eacts which led to the tragic 

downing of the Iran Air airliner and took necessary steps to 

ensure that such tragedies would not recur. When seen in this 

light, the Council's 17 March resolution abLy completed the 

task presented to it eight months earlier by the President of 

the Council to reach a complete technical understanding of the 

chain of events which led to the tragedy, to explore possible 

changes to I C A 0  Standards and Recommended Practices, to appeal 

to States n o t  to compromise the safety of civil air navigation, 

and to take other necessary technical steps to make sure that 

similar disasters would not recur. 
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Iran's attempt to recharacterize those proceedings and that 

resolution a s  a legal proceeding under Article 84 and then to 

criticize the Council for not acting in a sufficiently judicial 

manner must be rejected. 

Section III. The Conclusion That This Was Not an Article 84 
Dispute Has Been Confirmed by ICAO. 

Less than three months after the ICAO Council action w a s  

completed on this matter, a senior officer in the ICAO 

Secretariat confirmed, in an officia1 communication to the 

Office of the Registrar of the Court, that the matter w a s  n o t  

subrnitted to ICAO under Article 84, nor treated a s  such 

Pursuant to a 24 May 1989 request to ICAO for information, 

ICAO's Legal Bureau Director, Dr. Miehael Milde, informed the 

Court's Registrar's Office of that fact: 

"You will note that the proceedings in the Council [on 
the 3 July 1988 incident] did not follow these Rules for 
the S e t t l e w n t  a£ Oifferences because the matter was not 
submitted to the Council under the terms of Chapter XVIII 
of the Convention on International Civil Aviation (Articles 
84 to 88) but was considered under the terms of Article 
54 (n) . 

The matter before the Council was not framed a s  a 
difference or disagreement on the interpretation or 
application of the Convention on International Civil 
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Aviation and its annexes; similarly, the interpretation and 
application of the Montreal Convention of 1971 was not the 
subject of the deliberations by the Council of ICAO~: 

This statement is highly relevant and probative in a number 

of respects. First, coming from one of the foremost experts in 

the field of aviation law, the Chicago Convention, and ICAO, 

the ICAO Legal Bureau Director's opinion on the subject is 

entitled to great weight2. 

Equally important, his statement, coming shortly after the 

Council's completion of its work on the 3 July 1988 incident, 

is powerful evidence of the state of mind of the participants 

in those deliberations. As reflected in the Minutes of those 

sessions3, Dr. Milde, in his capacity as Legal Bureau 

l~his letter from ICAO Legal Director Michael Milde to the 
Court's Deputy Registrar Bernard Noble appears a t  Exhibit 24. 

2 ~ r .  Milde, LL.M., Ph.D., received his legal training in 
Czechoslovakia, the Netherlands, and Canada. He is the 
Director of the ICAO Legal Bureau and professor of 
international aviation law at McGill University in Montreal, 
Canada. Since 1 June 1989, Dr. Milde.has held the position as 
Director of McGill University's Institute of Air and Space 
Law. It should also be noted that the Iranian Memorial cites 
Dr. Milde as an authority on international air law. Iranian 
Memorial, para. 3.16, n. 2; para. 2.41, n. 1. 

3- Exhibit 13, p. 1; Exhibit 14, p. 1; Exhibit 15, P. 1; 
Exhibit 16, p. 1; Exhibit 17, p. 1; Exhibit 19, P. 1; Exhibit 
2 0 ,  p. 1; and Exhibit 21. p. 1. 
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Director, was a participant in Council sessions in which the 

matter was discussed. Quite clearly, the O r g a n i z a t i o n  believed 

that it was not deciding a dispute under Article 84, but rather 

was addressing the matter in its policy role under Article 

54(n). In a d d i t i o n  to the other evidence submitted above, the 

statement of the ICAO Legal Bureau Director removes any 

possible doubt that the i s s u e  before the I C A O  Council could 

have satisfied the requirements of Article 84. 
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CHAPTER II1 

IRAN'S ATTEMPT TO EVADE THE CLEAR PROVISIONS OF THE CHICAGO 
CONVENTION WOULD BE HIGHLY PREJUDICIAL TO THE PROPER FUNCTIONINC 
OF ICAO. 

As the discussion above indicates, Iran could always have 

attempted to initiate proceedings in the ICAO Council on the 

basis of Article 84 of the Chicago Convention and the Rules for 

the Settlernent of Differences. For reasons of its own, Iran 

chose not to do so. Now, dissatisfied w i t h  the resolution 

reached by the Council, Iran attempts to challenge that 

decision, a decision embodying both policy and technical 

elements and reached after prolonged examination both by the 

ICA0 investigation and by the technical examination of the ICAO 

Air Navigation Commission. In essence, Iran is asking the 

Court to ignore the constitutional basis on which the ICAO 

Council acted, namely Article 54 of the Chicago Convention, and 

by some sleight of hand transmute those proceedings into 

something entirely different, namely proceedings under Article 

84 leading to a decision on a disagreement between the parties 
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relating to the interpretation or the application of the 

Chicago Convention. In so doing, Iran is asking the Court to 

embark upon a course of action that would be highly prejudicial 

to the United States and, indeed, to al1 parties to the Chicago 

Convention, to the duly constituted organs of ICAO, 

particularly the ICAO Council, and to the proper functioning of 

the whole of the International Civil Aviation Organization. 

Section 1. The Respect Due a Coordinate Body of the United 
Nations Obliges the Court to Reject Iran's Clairns. 

The acts of ICAO, a specialized ageney of the United 

Nations' system, are entitled to respect and deference on the 

part of other organs and elements of the United Nations system, 

including this Court. Iran, in basing its jurisdictional 

allcgations on Article 84 of the Chicago Convention, is 

necessarily asking that the Court determine that the Council 

resolution of 17 March 1989 constitutes a "decision" of the 

Council taken pursuant to Article 84 of the Convention. As the 

United States has shown, Iran, the United States, the Council, 

and the ICAO Secretariat did not believe thernselves to be 

acting pursuant to Article 84 in connection with consideration 

of the 3 July 1988 incident at any time up to or during the 
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adoption of the 17 March 1989 resolution. Iran is asking the 

Court to find otherwise, notrithstanding the overwhelming 

uncontroverted record to the contrary. 

What Iran seeks is a distortion of the carefully structured 

dispute settlement regirne of the Chicago Convention. Iran 

seeks to have the Court impose upon the ICA0 Council an 

interpretation of the Council's actions in respect of the 3 

July 1988 incident that is not only unsupported by Article 84 

of the Convention and its implementing Rules for the Settlement 

of Differences, but is also entirely at variance with Iran's 

own actions in bringing the matter to the attention of the 

Council, and the Couneil's intentions and purposes in its 

consideration of the matter. In effect, the interpretation 

Iran i s  putting Eorward requires such a broad reading of 

Article 84 that it would severely disrupt the established 

manner in which the Council regularly deals with disagreements 

and disputes relating to the interpretation or the application 

of the Convention. These assertions open the way for any party 

to the Convention -- not rnerely a party to a particular 

disagreement or dispute -- that considers itself dissatisfied 
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with any decision of the ICAO Council t0 invoke Article 84 

retroactively and initiate recourse to this Court. This would 

turn the whole system of the Chicago Convention upside down. 

Section II. The "Supervisory Role" of the Court Should Not Be 
Used in the Manner Suggested by Iran. 

In its Memorial, Iran seeks to rely on this Court's 

decision in Aoaeal Relatina to the Jutisdiction of the IC . , .  
A 0  

(heceinafter, the " B ~ ~ e a l "  case) '  t o  support the 

argument that this Court should take an expansive view of its 

appeal authority and, accordingly, Find jurisdiction over the 

17 March 1989 ICAO Council resolution. Such assertions are 

misplaced and misleading, as nothing in the Court's judgrnent in 

the A ~ ~ e a l  case suggests that Iran's distorted view of Article 

84 and the Court's jurisdiction thereunder has merit. 

In the case,  the issue before the Court was the 

limited one of whether an interlocutory~decision of the 

Council, acting under Article 8 4 ,  constituted a 'decision" o f  

the Council within the meaning of Article 84 so as to confer 
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jurisdiction on this Court by w a y  of "appeal". In that 

proceeding, however, there was no doubt in that case that the 

Court had jurisdiction in relation to the underlying dispute 

which had been brought for decision before the ICAO Council, 

which had indeed been properly seised by India a s  required by 

Article 84 of the Convention and Article 2 of the Rules for the 

Settlement of ~i fferencesl. This was common ground between the 

parties in that case and was not ehallenged either in the ICAO 

Council or in this Court. It follows that a principal issue in 

the present proceedings -- namely whether the Court has the  

jurisdiction to entertain a case presented a s  an appeal under 

Article 84 of the Chicago Convention when the impugned decision 

of the Council itself was not taken in application of Article 

84 -- simply did not arise in Chat case. 
There is nothing in the Court's decision that would 

indicate that it believed that its supervisory functian over 

the quasi-judicial determinations of the Council under Article 

-, ReDertorv - Guide, M. a,, Exhibit 69, Art. 
8 4 ,  p p .  3-4; and G. Fitzgerald, "The Judgment of the 
International Court of Justice in the Appeal ~elating to the 
Jurisdiction of the ICA0 Council" 12 k of 
1 a ,  p .  153, at pp. 159-60 i1974:a?e:hiti:e;;:o<r 
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8 4  wouLJ i n  any uay  e x t t n d  t o  Inclt ide  the reviaw cf  Ccuncil 

t e c h n i c a l  and policy d a t = " i n a t i o n a  under othrr a r c i c l s a  of thé 

Ctiicagti Conventioii.  I'hera i 3  i i o t t i i n y  i n  rhe Cnnvei:t i i in t i i a t  

c o u l d  posaibly support  t h e  exerciss by t h e  Court c i  

"sitpervjsory" furictions avec iitat',era aot  c o n s i d e ~ e r !  under 

hrticis a 4 .  

The Couct's judyniant in the Aooaal case daes.  huwever, l isve 

c e r t a i t i  r e l a v a n c e  i n s o f a r  a3 t t ie  i i a t u r s  of the Coure ' s ~ ~ i i i c : i o r . s  

and rcsponsi~ilities undsr A r c i c l r  8 4  a r e  ccnc~rned. A s  t o  c h i 5  

rna t t z r  the C o u r t  noted that: 

*The case is prçaanted to t h e  Court in the quise q f  a n  
~ r d i n a r y  d i 3 p u t e  botveen S t a t e s  (and  such a dispuce 
u i i d e ~ l i e s  i t ) .  Yet i n  tiie proceedinga [ieCore thr'Csu.'t.  r =  
i ?  the act of a third e r i t i t y  -- the Ccunci l .  of I C A 0  -- 
which une o f  the P s r t i a s  is ispugninq and t h e  ottiaz 
OeEenJltiq. ln t h a t  aspect of the matter. t h e  a p p s ~ 1  5 3  tlir 
Cgurt cgnternpiatod by t h e  Chicago Convantiun and the 
Tzar i s i i :  Agta-.inent must be regarded a s  ali elrmeric a f  the 
gsneral riglrne establirhed i n  respect of ICAO'." 

I i i  bringinq the i n s t a n t  p r o c e e d i i i q ,  Iran is a s k i n q  t t ie  

C ~ l i r :  :a d a p a r t  frotn i ts spac ia  1 : e s p o r i s i b i l i r i e s  ï:tli  respect  

5 9  !lie "goce Eünccioniilg.'  cit ICA0 by findino j u r i s e i c = i o t i  - 5  
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exist under Article 84 in circumstances in which absolutely no 

support for such jurisdiction m a y  be found in the text of 

Article 84 or its implementing Rules, or in the record of the 

Council proceedings that led ultimately to the resolution of 17 

Marçh 1989. Iran's request must be rejected. 

Section III. The Decision Requested of this Court by Iran 
Would Frustrate the Dispute-Settlement Regime Established in 
the Chicago Convention and by I C A O  and Would Threaten the 
Institutional Integrity of I C A O .  

The Government of Iran, for reasons known only to itself, 

did not invoke the established and exclusive procedures for 

Council resolution of disputes under Convention Article 8 4 .  

Accordingly and a s  a matter of course, the Council proceeded to 

deal with the incident of 13 July 1988 pursuant to Article 54, 

as it routinely does with.respect to aviation matters in which 

Article 84 has not been expressly, and properly, invoked. The 

Application filed by Iran to institute the instant proceedings, 

however, proceeds on an entirely different basis, attempting as 

it does to rewrite what occurred in the ICAO Council. To add 

to the deliberate confusion Iran is attempting to create, in 

its Memorial i t  criticizes the Council for doing precisely what 
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it is supposed to do, namely, taking into consideration factors 

of aviation policy and political factors in reaching the 

decision that it adopted on 17 March 198g1. 

Iran asks this Court to circumvent the longstanding and 

comprehensive procedures adopted by ICAO, and thereby frustrate 

and in effect nullify the regirne carefully adopted by the 

Organization and accepted by its Contracting S t a t e s  for more 

than thirty years. Such a decision could threaten the' 

institutional integrity of ICAO. As a Member of this Court has 

stated: 

" .  . . the Contracting States have the right to expect that 
the Council wiLl Eaithfully Eollow these rules, performing 
a s  it does, in such situations, quasi-judicial Eunctions, 
for they are an integral part of itç jurisdiction. Such 
rules constitute one o f  the guarantees of the proper 

-- 

l~ran's staternents in paragraphs 2.41, 2.57, and 2.59 of 
its Memorial are typical in this respect. One particular 
grievance raised by Iran in its Memorial is the Council's 
differing treatment: of the Iran Air Incident from the 1983 KAL 
007 shootdown and the 1973 downing of a Libyan civilian 
airliner &y Israel. Iranian Mernorial, paras. 2.36-2.41. 
Clearly the Iranian argument is premised on a belief that the 
17 March 1989 Council decision is similar in nature to the 4 
June 1973 Council âecision regarding the shootàown of Libyan 
aircraft and the 5 Mareh 1984 resolution regarding the downing 
of Korean Air Lines Flight 007. This cornparison, in one 
respect, is apt, as ICAO Council actions in both instances did 
not involve a resolution of disagreements under Article 84. As 
established above, the Council in both aforernentioned prior 
instances acted pursuant to Articles 54 and 55. 
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decision-making of any collective body of this character 
and they set a frarnework for its regular f nctioning: a s  Y such, they are enacted to be cornplied with . "  
Every year, the Council rnakes a very large nurnber of 

"decisions" in a wide array of matters. Many of these 

decisions and resolutions necessarily, and to a greater or 

lesser extent, implicate issues of law. As noted above, 

Article 54(n) gives the Council cornpetence to "[clonsider any 

matter relating to the Convention which any Contracting State 

refers to it." On its own initiative, the Council reviews 

other rnatters related t o  the provisions of the Convention. 

Under the Convention, these decisions are final and not subject 

to a p p e a l  to any judicial body. 

Allowing Iran to evade the long-established procedures for 

bringing Article 84 disputes before the Council could open up 

for review virtually al1 actions of the Council that might be 

said to implicate or involve one or more provisions of the 

Convention. Subjecting such decisions to lengthy judicial 

review could delay crucial aviation safety-related actions of 

the Council and cripple the operation of KCAO. The United 

1~ c J ReDorts 1972, p. 4 6 ,  at pp. 74-75 (Declaration of 
Judge Lachs). 
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States respectfully submits that this result would not be 

consistent with the terms or intent of the Chicago Convention, 

or the longstanding practice of States under that Convention. 

Iran's actions in this regard. rnoreover, would violate the 

clear language and intent of Article 84, under which this Court 

acts as a court of appeals rather than a s  a court of Eirst 

instance. As an appellate court, this Court Eunctions as a 

judicial body of the highest order, determining questions of 

l a w  based on a full, and fully-artieulated, legal record 

developed by the contending parties. In such circumstances, 

the Court's proper functioning depends greatly on its ability 

to review and assess the legal positions of the parties, based 

on a coherent legal record deriving £rom the proceedings of the 

forum frorn which the appeal has been taken. As established 

above, no such record exists in thia case, for the simple 

reason that none of the concerned parties -- not the United 
States, the Council, or, indeed, even Iran -- conceived that 
the prior Council discussions and resolutions had a judicial 

character, from which an appeal t a  this Court would be 

available. None so conceived, and none so acted. 

In short, the Council did not deal with the matter before 

it in a quasi-judicial proceeding. The legal questions that 

Iran seeks to have this Court confront were neither confronted, 
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nor decided, by the Council under Article 84 of the 

Convention. Rather than function in an appellate capacity, 

this Court, in effect, has been asked by Iran to act a s  the 

court of first instance. That is manifestly not the Court's 

role under Article 84, and that Article unambiguously does not 

confer jurisdiction on the Court Eor that purpose. Iran's 

clairn that the Court has jurisdiction under Article 84 of the 

Chicago Convention is completely unfounded and should be 

rejected. 



PART I V  

THE COURT DOES NOT HAVE JURISDICTION UNDER ARTICLE 14 
OF THE 1971 MONTREAL CONVENTION FOR THE SUPPRESSION 

DF UNLAWFUL ACTÇ AGAINST THE SAFETY OF CIVIL AVIATION 
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Iran asserts that Article 14 of the Montreal Convention 

confers jurisdiction on the Court in these proceedingsl 

Article 14 of the Convention gives the Court jurisdiction over 

disputes concerning the interpretation and application of the 

Convention which cannot be settled through negotiation or 

arbitration: 

"Any dispute between two or more Contracting States 
concerning the interpretation or application of this 
Convention which cannot be settled through negotiation, 
shall, at the request of one of them. be subrnitted to 
atbitcation. If within six rnonths Erom the date of the 
request for arbitration the Parties are unable to agree on 
the organization of the arbitration, any one of those 
Parties may refer the dispute to the International Court 
of Justice by request in conformity with the Statute of 
the Court." 

In its Application, Iran asserts that "by refusing to 

accept liability for the actions oE its agents in destruction 

of Iran Air Flight 6 5 5 ,  and by failing to pay compensation for 

the aircraft. or to work out with the Islamic Republic a proper 

mechanisrn for determination and payment of damages due to the 

bereaved families, the United States has violated Articles 1, 3 

and l O ( 1 )  of the Montreal ~onvention'." In its Mernorial, 

l~ranian Mernorial, para. 2.63. The Montreal Convention 
appears at Exhibit 7 .  

2~ranian Application, p. 7. 
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I r a n  argues that the United States violated those provisions of 

the Convention by virtue oE its "conduct in destroying Iran Air 

Flight 655 and in failing to take al1 practical measures to 

prevent such an offense and to make it punishable by severe 

penalties1." More specifically, Iran argues that both the 

United States and the Cornrnanding Officer of the US5 Vincennes 

violated Article 1 of the convention2 and that the United 

States violated Article 3 and 10(1)~. 

Iran cannot reiy upon the Montreal Convention as a basis 

for jurisdiction because Iran has failed to establish that its 

dispute with the United States regarding this rnatter could not 

be settled through negotiation. In Eact, prior to filing this 

proceeding, Iran rebuffed al1 attempts by the United States to 

discuss the p a v e n t  of compensation. 

Likewise, Iran wholly disregarded the additional and 

independent requirernent of Article 14 that it seek arbitration 

of the dispute for a period of six months p r i o r  to reference to 

l~ranian Mernorial, para. 2.61. 

2~ranian Mernorial, paras. 3.58, 3.59, and 4.57. 

3~ranian Mernorial, paras. 3.60, 3.61, and 4.73. 



the Court. In fact, during this period Iran never requested or 

tried to organize the arbitration of the dispute and 

disregarded attempts by the United States to discuss 

compensation, notwithstanding the extensive negotiations and 

arbitrations on claims issues which the two governments uere 

conducting on a daily basis at The Hague. 

Moreover, the Montreal Convention cannot provide a basis 

for jurisdiction in these proceedings because the Convention 

has no connection to the downing of Iran Air Flight 655. The 

Convention addresses criminal acts by individuals against the 

safety of civil aircraft. It was never intended to address the 

responsibility of States for any actions they may take against 

such aircraEt, particularly actions taken by arrned forces 

engaged in hostile action. The actions at issue here are 

governed by the laws of armed eonflict--an entirely separate 

and independent branch of law for which I C A 0  has no 

responsibility and which the parties to the Montreal Convention 

and other conventions dealing with civil aircraft did not 

purport to address. 

The Court can determine these threshold issues on the 

basis of preliminary objections and should not proceed to the 

merits of Iran's clairns until the jurisdiction of the Court is 

determined. 
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CHAPTER I 

IRAN HAS FAILED TO SATISFY THE REQUfREMENT THAT IT SEEK TO 
NEGOTIATE OR TO ARBITRATE BEFORE INSTITUTING PROCEEDINGS IN 
THIS COURT. 

In its Application and Mernorial, Iran brushes aside the 

very specific prerequisites to the Court's jurisdiction that 

are written into Article 14 of the Montreal Convention. Yet 

the ordinary language of Article 14 without question calls upon 

a complaining State to seek negotiation and then arbitration 

prior to submission of a dispute to this Court. Article 14(1) 

"Any dispute between two or more Contracting States 
concerning the interpretation or application of this 
Convention which cannot be settled through negotiation, 
shall, at the request of one of them, be submitted to 
arbitration. If within six months from the date of the 
request for arbitration the Parties are unable to agree on 
the organization of the arbitration, any one of those 
Parties rnay refer the dispute to the International Court 
of Justice by request in conformity with the Statute of 
the Court." 

The comments that were made regarding Article 14 during 

the conference at which the Montreal Convention was drafted 

dernonstrate that the provision was understood to require an 
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effort by the complaining State to seek agreement on 

arbitration before referring the dispute to the court1. 

Article 14(1}, therefore, requires an eEfort by the 

complaining State to negotiate a settlement of the dispute 

concerning the interpretation or application of the 

Convention. T f  negotiations fail to settle the dispute, the 

State must seek to arbitrate the dispute. Only if that fails 

within a period of six months may recourse be had to the 

Court. The requirements first to negotiate and then to 

organize an arbitration are not mere formalities. They are 

clear prerequisites to any right of resort to the Court. Iran 

clearly Eailed in any w a y  to meet these essential 

prerequisites. They cannot be avoided or dismissed as useless 

based on the relations between Iran and the United States. 

Indeed, during this same period, Iran and the United States 

'0nly one delegate a t  the Montreal Conference spoke 
directly to the requirements of this Article. "Article 14 
provided for the reference of disputes to the International 
Court of,Justice iD the case of ~ a r t i e s  unable to aaree on 
arbltratioa". Exhibit 43, p. 134 (emphasis added). No other 
delegate took issue with this statement. Indeed, only one 
other deleqate commented on the substance of Article 14, and 
then only indirectly by açsociating himself with the previous 
remarks. m. 
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were engaged almost daily in The Hague in intense and largely 

successful efforts to resolve diplomatically and by arbitration 

important and politically sensitive claims 

With regard to these prerequisites, the language of 

Article 14 sets an even higher standard of conduct by the 

cornplaining Party than exists in many other compromissory 

clauses o f  this type. For instance, it sets a higher standard 

than the compromissory clauses that appeared recently before 

this Court in both Elettronica Sicula S.D.A. -1 and 
. . . . .  . ary and Pararnilltarv Actrvities in and a n a m  

~icaraoua~. In the Nicaraaua case, Article XXIV(2) of the 1956 

Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation stated: 

"Any dispute between t h e  Parties a s  to the interpretation 
or application of the present Treaty, not satisfactorily 
adjusted hy diplomacy, shall be submitted to the 
International Court of Justice, unless th Parties agree 
to settlernent by some other pacific means?." 

3 ~ . ~ C ~ .  ReDOrts 1984, at p. 452 (Separate Opinion of Judge 
Ruda) . 
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A s  Judge Ruda stated in commenting on this provision: 

" .  . . it is essential that diplomatic negotiations should 
have taken place prior to coming before the Court, 
because, Eirst, that is what is set out in clear terms in 
Article XXIV of the Treaty and second, because it i s  
impossible to know the existence and scope of the dispute 
without one party subrnitting a claim against the other, 
stating the facts and specifying the provisions of the 
Treaty alleged to have been violated. It is the essence 
and therefore the indissoluble attributes of the concept 
of dispute that negotiations between the interested States 
should precede the institution of proceedings before the 
Court, because negotiations or the adjustment by diplomacy 
fixes th? points of facts and law over which the parties 
disagree ." 

The requirement to negotiate. therefore, cannot be and has 

never been viewed by the Court as a mere formality. 

Article 14 of the Montreal Convention not only eontains a 

requirement to negotiate, it also expressly calls upon the 

complaining party to seek arbitration within a specified period 

of tirne before resorting to resolution of the dispute by this 

Court. The clear distinction between the requirements of a 

cornpromissory clause such as Article 14 of the Montreal 

Convention and that of the Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and 

l u ,  p. 453. As the Court said in Mavrommn-;is Palestine 
Concessions. 2'- No. Series A .  No. 2 ,  
at p. 15, "[Blefore a dispute can be made the subject of an 
action at law, its subject  matter should have been clearly 
defined by means of diplomatic negotiations." 
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Navigation in was recognized by Judge Singh: 

"In the aforesaid Treaty [Convention on the Prevention and 
Punishment o f  Crimes Against Internationally Protected 
Persons of 1973, Article 13(1)1 . . . it would appear that 
the jurisdictional clause made negotiations an essential 
condition before proceeding to arbitration; and a lapse of 
six months £rom the date of the request for arbitration a 
condition precedent to referring the dispute to the 
International Court of   us tic el." 

Not to give effect to the express conditions of Article 14 

would undermine the purpose of such conditions, which is to 

avoid escalating a dispute between States to this forum before 

the attempt has been made to resolve it through a dialogue 

between the States or through arbiters of their choosing. Were 

this Court to brush aside such explicit language, the Court 

would ultirnately serve to discourage States from erafting 

compromissory clauses in which they believe they are fostering 

a bilateral, low-profile resolution of disputes 

Section 1. Iran Had No Justification for Its Failure to Seek 
Negotiations or Arbitration Prior to Resort to this Court. 

The principal arguments that Iran makes for failing to 

satisfy the requirement in Article 14 to seek negotiations or 

request arbitration are that there were no diplornatic channels 
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of communication for pursuing negotiations and that, in any 

event, a request for arbitration would have been fruitless. In 

fact, there were a number of diplornatic channels for 

communicating with the United States and the United States very 

early indicated its willingness to provide compensation to the 

victirns of this accident and to discuss the rnatter with Iran. 

In its Application, Iran rnakes the following assertion in 

a footnote: 

"The Islarnic Republic of Iran submits that under the 
circurnstances and in particular t h e  United States total 
refusal of al1 voluntary rnethods of pacific settlement of 
the present dispute, the arbitration referred to in 
Article 14(1) of the Montreal Conven ion cannot be f eonsidered a viable course of action ." 
In its Memorial, Iran argues that the extent of public 

debate over the legality of the United States actions in I C A 0  

and the United Nations Security Council, coupled with the fact 

that no dipIornatic relations exist between the two countries, 

"demonstrates that it would be fruitless to hope that any 

furthec 'negotiation' could be expected to settle the 

dispute2." Iran also criticizes the United States for failing 

l~ranian Application, p. 6. 

'1ranian Memorial, para. 2.65. 
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to g i v e  any indication that it preferred a separate arbitration 

over Iran's claims under the Convention to proceedings before 

the court1. 

Iran's assertions notwithstanding, despite the absence of 

forma1 diplornatic relations, a number of diplomatic channels 

existed that provided Iran with the opportunity to request 

negotiations or arbitration of its claims. On its own 

volition, Iran sirnply deterrnined to proceed with the filing of 

these proceedings without any effort to cornply w i t h  the 

requirements of Article 14. Indeed, Iran ignored and rebuffed 

the persistent efforts of the United States to address with 

Iran the subject of compensation to the victirns of this 

accident. 

From the time of the incident of 3 July 1988 until Iran's 

Application was filed in this case, the Government of Iran 

never requested to meet with U.S. officiais to negotiate this 

matter or to discuss arbitration. Although Iran  and the United 

States do not maintain diplomatic relations, Iran could have 

lrranian Mernorial, para. 2.68. 
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approached the United States through a number of channels: the 

U.S. Interests Section at the Swiss Embassy in Tehran; the  

Iranian Interests Section at the ~lgerian Ernbassy in 

Washington, D.C.; the United Nations; the Iran-U.S. Clairns 

Tribunal in The Hague; or any willing third-country or 

international organization. Thess channels have in Eact been 

used by both parties on many occasions to communicate requests 

and negotiate and resolve specific bilateral issues. 

Moreover, there is no basis upon which to conclude that 

such efforts did not have the potential for succeeding. Quite 

to the contrary, notwithstanding their political relations, the 

United States and I c a n  have, since 1981, been enqaged in very 

substantial and frequent negotiations on claims issues and 

arhitration before the Iran-U.S. Clairns Tribunal involving 

billions oE dollars. Indeed, they have reaehed agreements 

settling disputes worth hundreds of millions of dollars and 

have arbitrated other disputes worth many more hundreds of 

millions of dollars. 

During the very period in question (from 3 duly 1988 to 17 

May 1989), representatives of the two governrnents were engaged 

in ongoing settlement discussions in connection with both 

private and governrnent-to-government clairns before the 

Tribunal, and representatives of the governrnents held 
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face-to-face meetings no less than 16 times in The Hague. Such 

discussions resulted in a large number of settlements. For 

example, there were 26 a w a r d s  on agreed terms of U.S. 

nationals' claims during this period, each authorizing and 

approving payrnent of settlernents agreed upon by the two 

governmentsl. Similarly, on 16 March 1989, the Tribunal issued 

an award on agreed terms reflecting a settlement between Iran 

and the United States of two claims by agencies o f  the two 

governrnents2. 

The two governments also engaged in active arbitration 

before the Tribunal. For example, in August 1988, following 

extensive briefing and oral argument by the two governments, 

the Tribunal handed down a decision denying Iran's clairn for 

the return of substantial amounts of military equipment held by 

the United States, but requiring the United States to pay Iran 

the value of those items3. The two sides thereafter engaged 

. l&.e 
eriod Endlns 30 Jun 

'Sze I r a n i a  Assets Litlaation ReDortec 
. .  . , 24 Mar. 1989, 

pp. 17064-17065 (Exhibit 8 3 ) .  

3~ -an A s s e t s  Lltluation Reporte€ 
, .  . , 23 Sep. 1988. 

p p .  16312-16313 (~xhibit 83). 
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in extensive negotiations on the amounts due for v a r i o u s  

categories of equipment. In addition, in November 1988 Iranian 

and U.S. arbitrators at the Tribunal agreed on two neutral 

arbitrators to replace two arbitrators who had resignedl. 

Through 30 June 1989, the Tribunal had issued a total of 

189 awards on agreed tems and 204 awards relating to disputed 

claims2. Including awards in agreed terms, the Tribunal had 

awarded over US $1,500 million to U.S. and Iranian private and 

government claimants3. 

Iran's claim that negotiations over any claims arising 

Erom the incident of 3 July 1988 would have been fruitless is 

clearly contradicted by this record of uninterrupted, 

productive negotiation and arbitration between the two 

governments. 

Iran's assertions that the United States refused other 

methods of pacific settlernent of this matter and refused to 

-al Re~ort, 30 June 1989, p ~ :  &, , Exhibit 83, 
P. +; m a l  Report of the Lran-U.S. C l a m s  Tribual for the 
Pe~iod -a 30 June 1988, p p .  3-4 (Exhibit 83). 

2 ~ a l  Re!Jort, 30 ,&.ne 19R9,  M. m., Exhibit 83, p. 23. 
These Figures do not include partial awards in either category. 

'-1 Reoort 30 J u s  1982, a. d. ,  Exhibit 83, p .  24 
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express a preference For arbitration are similarly rnisleading 

and seek to shift Erom itselE to the United States the burden 

for satisfying the requirement under Article 14 to request 

arbitration. Iran Eails to identify when or how the United 

States "refused" such other methods. The reason is that the 

United States in fact never refused to undertake negotiation or 

arbitration with Iran. Iran never communicated to the United 

States a request to enter into negotiations or arbitration 

about this dispute, whether for purposes of liability under the 

Chicago Convention or liability on any othec basis. Iran did 

not identify the Montreal Convention as the basis for any claim 

against the United States in connection with the incident of 3 

July 1988 until it filed its ~pplicationl, and even then did 

not identify the Treaty of Amity a s  a basis for its claim. 

l ~ h e  only reference to the Montreal Convention by Iran in 
its presentation to the ICAO Council or the U.N. Security 
Council during their deliberations concerning the Iran Air 
Flight 655 incident was contained in a Working Paper submitted 
by Iran to the ICAO Council. That reference was contained in a 
list of general authorities and ICAO actions relating to 
alleged violations of international law by the United States 
unrelated to the shootdown of Iran Air 655. Exhibit 12, 
ICAO DOC. C-WP/B644. 
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Contrary to Iran's suggestions1, i t  was the United States 

that repeatedly sought to engage the Government of Iran in this 

matter, for the purpose of establishing a mechanisrn for 

compensating the families of the Iranian victims. By 

diplornatic demarches throughout 1988 and 1989, the United 

States sought to engage the Government of Iran and its entities 

in a discussion of this matter, and especially sought 

information for purposes of paying compensation to the families 

of the victims -- compensation now sought by Iran before this 
Court. Had Iran responded to these overtures, there would 

p e r h a p s  be no need for Iran to now ask this Court for such 

relief. The fact that the compensation was offered on an a 

gratia basis and that the United States wished it to be paid 

directly to the families, doea not undermine the willingness of 

the United States to seek a resolution of this matter. If Iran 

objected to the terrns of the United States offer, it was 

incumhent on Iran to make a counter-offer through negotiation, 

 ranian an Mernorial, para. 2.68. 
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or to request that unresolved issues be put to an arbitral 

tribunal. Iran, however, did nothing along these lines prior 

to filing its Application before this Court. 

Nor can Iran rely upon differences between i t s  position 

and that of the United States on the substance of its claims to 

excuse its failure to seek negotiations or arbitration. The 

purpose of negotiations and arbitration is to resolve such 

differences. 

Section II. The Court's Prior Rulinqs Require a Much Greater 
Effort at Resolving a Dispute Than Has Been Shown by Iran. 

Prior rulings by this Court are clear that a much greater 

effort by Iran at resolving this dispute is necessary before it 

can be said that further negotiations are futile. At the time 

the Application was filed in this case, there was no discussion 

between the parties that resulted in a deadlock or in a refusa1 

of one of the parties to go on1. Rather, the longstanding and 

highly successful negotiations and arbitrations between 

'%E M u u m a t i s  Palestine Concessions. J u d w n t  No. 2- 
P.C.I.J.. S e r i e s  A .  No. Z r  at p. 13. 
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Iran and the United S t a t e s  at the Clairns Tribunal and the 

United States' offer to pay compensation is evidence that no 

deadlock e x i s t e d  on the basis of which the Court might Eind 

that "no reasonable probability exists that further 

negotiations would lead to a settlementl." En reality, Iran by 

its Application -- not the United States by its offers to 

engage Iran on the question of compensation -- preempted the 
possibility for negotiation or arbitration. 

The requirement to seek arbitration is in no way 

conditioned on the notion tbat the reguirement rnay be ignored 

if the eEEort appears fruitless. A t  a minimum, a request for 

arbitration must be made, the moving party must be prepared to 

engage in discussion of the terms for such an arbitration, and 

six rnonths must elapse, before there is any right to resort to 

the Court. Iran complied with none of these essential 

requirements . 

l~outh West Africa, Prelünana- . $ . . 
L C . J .  R e ~ o r t s  1962, p. 319. at p. 345. 
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But even if there is thought to be some exception where 

negotiations or arbitration is not a reasonable probability, 

the burden is upon Iran to show that there was and is no 

"reasonable probability" that diplornatic negotiations or 

arbitration between Iran and the United States can resolve this 

dispute. When faced with a similar burden in United States 

-ular Staff in Tehran, the United States 

introduced evidence that Iran had refused to receive a 

representative sent to negotiate on the matter (Mr. Ramsey 

Clark) and that the Ayatollah Khomeini had ordered that under 

no circurnstances should rnembers of the Islamic Revolutionary 

Council meet with U.S. representativesl. 

Iran can produce no such evidence in this c a s e .  The 

Government of Iran  made no effort to provide a representative 

to negotiate this issue. If the Iran Insurance Company 

constitutes such a representative, it did not identify itself 

as such, and did not respond to efforts by the United States to 

1 1  
S t a f f ,  Tehran,p. 136-37. 
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determine its relationship to the Governrnent of Iran. There 

was never any statement by the United States that it was 

unwilling to talk with Iranian Governrnent representatives about 

this matter. Moreover, Iran did not respond to repeated 

efforts by the United States t o  resolve this matter. 

Indeed, the record clearly indicates t h a t  Iran never 

considered this case in light of the Montreal Convention until 

it decided to go to the Court and began casting about for a 

basis of jurisdiction to do so. Certainly, Iran never macle any 

atternpt to satisEy its obligation to negotiate or seek 

arbitration under the Montreal Convention. 
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CHAPTPR II 

THE CLAIMS SUBMITTED BY IRAN HAVE NO CONNECTION TO THE MONTREAL 
CONVENTION. 

As demonstrated in Part II, the mere assertion by Iran 

that the United States' actions relate to the Montreal 

Convention is not sufficient to establish the jurisdiction of 

the Court. Iran must establish a reasonable connection between 

the subject matter of the dispute and the Convention. 

Iran argues that the mere assertion of a violation of an 

agreement providing jutisdiction for the Court to entertain 

disputes is suEficient to e;tablish jurisdiction under that 

convention. Thus, a f t e r  alleging violations by the United 

States of the Montreal Convention, Iran asserts that "[tlhe 

very fact that the United States denies any legal 

responsibility for its actions evidences the existence of a 

dispute" concerning the interpretation or application of the 

~onventionl. Such an assertion Elies in the face o f  simple 

logic and the pronouncements of the Court. 

l~ranian Hemorial, para. 2.63 
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The principal issue is a purely a question of Law: 

whether the Montreal Convention is relevant to the facts upon 

which the clairns asserted by Iran rest. 30th the terms o f  the 

C o n v e n t i o n  and i ts  history, a s  well as subsequent practice, 

demonstrate Chat the Convention does not address the actions o f  

States against civil aircraft, and in particular clearly does 

not a p p l y  to the actions of a State's armed forces engaged in 

armed conf lict. 

Section 1. The Terms of the Montreal Convention and Its 
History Demonstrate That Offenses Referred to in That 
Convention Relate to the Conduct of Individuals, Not to the 
Actions of States Against Civil Aircraft. 

In the Eirst instance, a tceaty is to be interpreted in 

accordance with the ordinary meaning to be given to its terms 

in their context and in light of its object and purpose'. On 

its face, the Montreal Convention addresses acts against civil 

aircraft committed by individuals -- not by States. 

Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, Art. 31(1), 
U.N. Doc. A/CONF. 39/27, p. 293 {1969), refleeting customary 
international law on this point. 
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(Individual terrorists might, of course, be covertly directed 

or supported by States in particular incidents; that, however, 

is not the situation in the present case.) 

Although the Convention establishes various obligations on 

Contracting States, these obligations only apply in cases where 

"persons" have committed offenses under Article ll. 

Specifically, Article I provides: 

"1. Any person cornmits an offence if he unlawfully and 
intentionally: 

(a) performs an act of violence against a person on 
board an aircraft in flight if that act is 
likely to endanger the safety of that aircraft; 
O K 

(b) destroys an aircraft in service or causes damage 
to such an aircraft which renders it incapable 
of flight or which is likely to endanger its 
safety in flight; or 

(c) places or causes to be placed on an aircraft in 
service, by any means whatsoever, a d e v i c e  or 
substance which is likely to destroy that 
aitcraft, or to cause damage t o  it which renders 
it incapable of flight, or to cause damage to i t  
which is likely to endanger its safety in 
flight; or 

l~ran's assertion to t h e  contrary notwithstanding (Iranian 
Memorial, para. 3.55). the 1988 Convention on Maritime Safety 
(Exhibit 74) does not define "person" to include a foreign 
State. 
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(d) destroys or damages air navigation facilities or 
interferes with their operation, if any such act 
is likely to endanger the safety of aircraft in 
flight; or 

(e) communicates information which k knows to be 
false, thereby endangering the safety of an 
aircraft i n  flight. 

2. A n y  person al50 commits an Offence if k: 

(a) attempts to commit any of the offences mentioned 
in paragraph 1 of this Article; or 

(b) is an accomplice of a person who commits or 
attempts to commit any such offence." 

(Emphasis added.} 

The use of the terms "person" and "heu in their osdinary 

meaning does not refer to States or governments, which are 

abstract and incorporeal entities. Moreover, the actions which 

are made offenses under Article 1 generally describe common 

criminal activities of individuals, not the activities Of 

statesl. 

Had the Contracting States to the Montreal Convention 

intended the word "person" to be interpreted in a manner 

different from its common meaning, they would have so defined 

the term or otherwise given some other clear indication of 

their intent to do so. No such definition or indication 

l ~ e e  also Enhibit 7, Arts. 7, 8, and 13. 
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exists. Indeed, the meaning of the term, when read in the 

context of the Montreal Convention, confirms that the 

Contracting States used the term to apply to human beings, and 

not to States or governrnents. For example, throughout the 

Convention a "person" who perpetrates an "offence," i.e., an 

"offender," is referred to a s  "he" or "himl. Article 5 speaks 

of extraditing the "offender" and Article 6 speaks of taking 

"him" into custody. That article also refera to an offender's 

physical presence in the territory of a Contracting State and 

communications with the State o f  which the "person" is a 

"national". Such provisions would become nonsensical and 

meaningless if the word "persans" included States or 

governments. 

Moreover, the history of the Montreal Convention makes 

clear that the "unlawful" acts to which the Convention refers 

are sabotage and other terrorist or criminal activities of 

individuals. The 1971 Montreal (Sabotage) Convention was 

intended to complement the 1963 Tokyo Convention and the 1970 

'Sse, W. Exhibit 7, Arts. 5, 6, and 7 
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Hague (Hijacking) convention1. Al1 three were developed in 

response to hijackings and other terrorist actions committed by 

individuals against civilian aircraft. The Tokyo Convention 

requires States to take a l 1  appropriate measures to restore 

control of the hijacked aircraft to its commander and to permit 

its passengers and crew to continue their journey as soon a s  

practicable. The Hague Convention is designed to pick up where 

the Tokyo Convention leEt off. When a plane is hijacked and 

diverted to another State, the Convention obligates the 

receiving State to apprehend the hijacker and either prosecute 

or extradite him. The Montreal Convention is similar to the 

Hague Convention in that it obligates States to apprehend 

offenders and either prosecute or extradite them. 

As the United Nations General Assembly noted in 1969, when 

urging support for the efforts of I C A 0  in preparing the Hague 

Convention, the need for the Convention was made clear by the 

Convention on Offences and Certain Other A c t s  
Committed On Board Aircraft of 1963 (the "Tokyo Convention") 
(Exhibit 75); Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful 
Seizure of  irer raft of 1970 (the "Hague Convention") (Exhibit 
76). 
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large nurnber of hijackings by individuals that occurred in the 

late 19605, over forty in 1969 alone1. 

The irnrnediate irnpetus for the Montreal Convention was two 

acts of aircraft sabotage that occurred in Europe on 21 

February 1970, one involving SWISSAIR and the other Austrian 

Airlines. The acts were planned and perpetrated by individual 

terrorists. As a result of these incidents, the Swiss and the 

Austrian Governments asked the ICAO Couneil to convene on an 

urgent basis an international conference on aviation security. 

In March, a formal request was made by the member States of the 

European Civil Aviation Conferenee for an Extraordinary Session 

of the ICAO Assembly on the subject. The Assembly convened in 

June and directed the ICAO Legal Comrnittee to prepare before 

November 1970 a d r a f t  convention on acts of violence against 

international civil aviation (other than acts covered by the 

draft convention on unlawful seizure of aircraft) for 

consideration at a diplornatic conference no later than the 

'UNGA Res. 2551 (24th sess., 1969); sec alsQ UNGA Res. 2645 
(25th sess., 1970) (urging full support for the diplornatic 
conference convened by ICAO at The Hague in 1970 for the 
purpose of adopting the Bague Convention); UN Security Council 
Res. 286 (1554th meeting, 1970). 
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summer of 19711. The ICAO Legal Committee prepared a draft 

convention modelled on the draft convention on unlawful 

seizures (hijacking) of aircraft. ICAO convened a diplomatic 

conference in Septernber of 1971 to consider and approve the 

proposed convention2. 

A t  the conference, it was generally agreed that the 

provisions of the new convention should Eollow the approach of 

the recently adopted Bague (Hijacking) Convention. Article 1 

describes a series of a c t s  which constitute offenses under the 

Montreal Convention. In developing Article 1 of the draft 

convention, the Legal Committee of ICAO determinecl that an act 

would not constitute an offense if the act or omission w a s  done 

with l egaL  authority, in self-defense, or with other legal 

justification3. The initial language oE that Article goes 

'~inutes and Documents, Internat ional Conf erence on Air Law 
( S e p .  1971), ICAO Doc. 9081, p p .  1-2 (Exhibit 4 3 ) .  

2 ~ e e  a e n e r u  Exhibit 43. 

3~ocuments, ICAO Legai Committee (18th s e s s . ,  Sep. - ~ c t .  
1970), ICAO Doc. 8910, reprinted in ICAO DOc. 8936, Vol. 2, p. 
16 (Exhibit 4 2 ) .  
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even further by also requiring the intention to deliberately 

commit an unlawful act. It provides that "any person comrnits 

an offense i f  he unlawfully and intentionallys' performs one of 

the listed acts. 

It is clear from an examination of the terms of the 

Convention and its history that it does not relate to the 

actions of States against civil aircraft. The object and 

purpose of the Convention, and its companion convention on 

hijacking, was to prevent and deter individual saboteurs and 

terrorists from unlawfully interfering with civil aviation and 

to ensure the punishment of such individuals. (Again, 

individual terrorists might be covertly directed or assisted by 

States in particular incidents; that, however, is not the 

situation in the present case.) 

Section II. Subsequent Practice in the Application of the 
Montreal Convention Further Establishes That the Convention 
Does Not Apply to the Actions of States Against Civil Aircraft. 

When considering the context of the terms of a treaty, it 

is appropriate to take into account any subsequent practice in 

the application of the treaty which establishes the agreement 
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o f  the parties regarding its interpretationl. In examining 

subsequent practice with respect to the Montreal Convention, it 

is particularly useful to look to actions taken by ICAO. 

because ICAO is the principal international organization 

responsible for rnatters relating to civil aviation and was 

responsible for producinq the Montreal Convention and other 

Conventions on civil aviation2. Moreover, al1 of the parties 

to the Montreal Convention are mernbers of ICAO. 

Since the Montreal Convention entered into force in 1973, 

ICAO has considered two previous incidents involving the 

shootdown of a civilian airliner by the forces of a State. 

While ICAO condemned those uses of force against civil 

aircraft, it did not rely upon the Montreal Convention in 

Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, Art 
31(3)(b), reflecting customary international law. 

2~rt. 44 of the Chicago Convention assigns to ICAO the 
Eunctions of developing the principles and techniques of 
international air navigation and fostering the planning and 
development of international air transport so as to ensure the 
safe and orderly growth of international civil aviation 
throughout the world. For example, ICAO was responsible for 
developing the Tokyo Convention of 1963 and the Hague 
Convention of 1970, upon which the Montreal Convention was 
modelled, as welI a s  the Rome (Terrorism) Convention O €  1980. 
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making these condemnations, nor d i d  the States whose nationals 

were affectea. On the contrary, ICAO has responded to 

incidents of State action against civilian aircraft by 

considering the adoption of w international agreements that 

would address such acts. 

I C A 0  has not referred to the m e a l  Convention in . . 
. . .  

cond~mnina actxons of States aaainst civilian aviation. On 21 

February 1973, military aircraft of the Government of Israel 

deliberately shot clown a Libyan civilian airliner that was 

off-course, Elying over Israeli military sites in the Çinai, 

which was a highly sensitive military area. The Montreal 

Convention had entered into force less than a month before the 

incident, on 26 January 1973. Israel and nearly twenty other 

ICAO members ha8 already beeome parties. Nonetheless, the 

Montreal Convention never entered into the intense ICAO 

discussion of the incident. 

The ICAO Assernbly discussed the incident at an 

extraordinary session that met Érom 27 February to 2 March 

1973~. Over forty delegates made statements on the 

Minutes, ICAO Assembly (19th sess. - extra., Feb. - 
Mar. 1973), ICAO Doc. 9061, p p .  17-64 (Exhibit 45). 
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incident. Most of the speakers strongly denounced Israel's 

action. During the politically charged debate, delegates 

characterized Israel's deliberate downing of a civilian 

airliner a s  a "violation of international law", and a violation 

of the Chicago convention1. No delegate, however, mentioned 

the Montreal Convention. On the contrary, the delegate Erom 

Pakistan stated: 

"This incident had given a new dimension to the problem of 
unlawful interference with international civil aviation. 
So Ear, it had been the problem of interference by 
individuals for whiçh ICA0 had been trying to Find a 
solution. Now, thousands of passengers on aircraft 
operating in troubled areas of the world faced another 
kind of threat, which might give rise to serious doubts 
about the safety of civil aviation generally2." 

l ~ h e  Yugoslavian delegate described the action a s  a "clear 
violation of international law as well a s  O €  the prineiples and 
purposes of the International Civil Aviation Organization". 
Exhibit 4 5 ,  p. 40. More particularly, rnany delegates stated 
that the action was a violation of the Chicago Convention. 
m. m, m., p. 35 (statement of Lebanon), p. 40 
(statement of Senegal}, p. 41 (staternent of Malaysia). p. 4 4  
(statement of Burundi}. 
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After considering the incident, the Assembly adopted a 

resolution condemning the Israeli action and instituting an 

investigation1. 

The ICAO Council considered the report of the 

investigation at its 79th session in June 1973. Again, no 

delegate raised the Montreal convention2. The Counci 1 adopted 

a resolution in which the Council recalled Israel's actions, 

stated that it was "convinced that such actions constitute a 

serious danger against the safety of international civil 

aviation," "recogniz[ed1 that sueh attitude is a flagrant 

violation of the principles enshrined in the Chicago 

Convention," "strongly condemn[edl the Israeli action", and 

urged Israel "to comply with the aims and objectives of the 

Chicago convention3. " 

l~xhibit 45, Res. A19-1, p. 11. 

   in ut es, ICAO Council (79th sess . ,  June 1973, closed) , 
ICAO DOC. 9073 (Exhibit 47). 

3~ction of the ICAO Council (79th s e s s . ,  May - June 197311 
ICAO Doc. 9097, p. 33 (Exhibit 46). 
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Neither of these resolutions mentioned the Montreal 

Convention. This omission must have been deliberate, since the 

delegates to the Assembly and the Council were familiar with 

the terms of the Montreal Convention, which ( a s  noted above) 

had been adopted at a September 1971 international conference 

convened under ICAO's auspices, had recently entered into 

force, and was in force with respect to Israel. 

More recently, on 1 5eptember 1983, a Soviet miiitary 

airplane deliberately shot down a Korean civil airliner after 

Soviet authorities had tracked the aircraft for over two hours 

by radar and visually tracked the aircraft for over twenty 

minutes. Again, the Soviet Union and Korea were parties t o  the 

Convention at the time of the incident, but the Convention was 

not discussed during intense ICAO debate. 

On 15 and 16 September, the ICAO Council met in 

extraordinary session to discuss the incident1. Many delegates 

strongly condemned the Soviet action. And, as in ICAO's 

consideration of the 1973 shootdown, while delegates 

Minutes, ICAO Council (extra. sess.. sep. 1983), ICA0 
Doc. 9416 (Exhibit 55). 
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described the incident a s  a violation of international law and 

oE the Chicago convention1, they d i d  not cite the Montreal 

Convention. 

The Council adopted a resolution recognizing the 

airliner's destruction as incompatible with the Chicago 

Convention, and directing the Secretary General to investigate 

the incident2. There w a s  no mention in the resolution of the 

Montreal Convention. On 1 October 1983, the ICAO Assembly 

l ~ o r  example, the delegate of the Federal Republic of 
Germany stated that "the spirit and the principles of the ICAO 
Convention and its Annex 2 have obviously been violated." 
Exhibit 5 5 ,  p. 17. The delegate of the United States said that 
the incident violated "not only the basic principles set forth 
in the Convention, but also the fundamental norms of 
international law enshrined in the Charter of the United 
Nations and established firmly in the practice of the civilized 
world." m., p. 23. The delegate of the United Kingdom 
stated: "My government regards such explanations as have been 
given [by the Soviet Union] as falling well short of valid 
justification for the actions of the Soviet military 
authorities in international law." W., p .  36. The delegate 
of Jamaica condemned the shootdown " a s  a grave violation of 
international law, particularly in relation to the safety 
regulations of the International Civil Aviation Organization of 
which the USSR is a member." W., p .  3 8 .  

'~xhibit 55, Appendix A 
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endorsed the resolution and urged ICAO Member States to 

CO-operate in its implementation, without mentioning the 

Montreal convention'. 

On 6 March 1984. after considering the report of ICAO's 

investigation into the incident, the ICAO Council adopted a 

further resolution condernning the Soviet action. In the 

discussion, delegates condemned the action a s  a violation of 

the Chicago Convention, but not the Montreal convention2. The 

cesolution again specifieally cited the Chicago Convention and 

did not mention the Montreal  onv vent ion^. 
If ICAO or the parties to the Montreal Convention (al1 of 

whom are members of ICAO) construed Article 1 of the Convention 

as applying to the actions of States against civil aircraft, 

the resolutions and debates leading to their adoption would 

have stated that the Montreal Convention, as Weil as the 

l~eports and Minutes, Erec. Comm., ICAO Assernbly (24th 
sess., S e p .  - Oct. 1983). ICAO Doc. 9409, pp. 10-15 (Exhibit 
53); Minutes, ICAO Assembly (24th sess., Sep .  - O c t .  1983), 
ICAO Doc. 9415, pp. 160-167 (Exhibit 5 4 ) .  

 inut ut es, ICAO Council (111th sess., Feb. - Mar. 1984), 
ICAO Doc. 9441 (Exhibit 5 8 ) .  
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Chicago Convention, had been violated. The fact that the 

Montreal Convention was not relied upon reflects the 

understanding that it did not apply to such actions 

That conclusion is further supported by ICAO's response to 

the shootdown O €  Iran Air Flight 6 5 5 .  Although that incident 

was very different £rom the Israeli and Soviet shootdowns (in 

that it occurred while the USS Vincennes was defending itself 

during the course of active hostilities against what it 

believed was a rnilitary aireraft), it is noteworthy that none 

of the delegates, including the observer from Iran, mentioned 

the Montreal Convention during their discussions of Iran Air 

Flight 655l. Rather, as discussed below, many delegates 

Iflinutes, ICAO Council ( e x t r a .  sess., 13 July 1988), ICAO 
Doc. DRAFT C-Min. EXTRAORDINARY (1988)/1 (Exhibit 13); Minutes, 
ICAO Council (extra. sess., 14 July 1988), ICAO Doc. DRAFT 
C-Min. EXTRAORDINARY (1988)/2 (Exhibit 14); Minutes, ICAO 
Council (125th sess., 5 Dec. 1988, closed), ICAO Doc. DRAFT 
C-Min. 125/12 (Exhibit 15); Minutes, ICAO Council (125th sess., 
7 Dec. 1988, closed), ICAO Doc. DRAFT C-Min. 125/13 (Exhibit 
16); Minutes, ICAO Council (125th sess., 7 Dec. 1988, closed), 
ICAO Doc. DRAFT C-Min. 125/14 (Exhibit 17); Minutes, ICAO 
Council (125th s e s s . ,  14 Dec. 1988), ICAO Doc. DRAFT C-Min. 
125/18 (Exhibit 18); Minutes, ICAO Council (126th sess., 13 
Mar. 1989). ICAO Doc. DRAFT C-Min. 126/18 (Exhibit 19); 
Minutes, ICAO Council (126th sess., 1 5  Mar. 19891, ICAO Doc. 
DRAFT C-Min. 126/19 (Exhibit 20); Minutes. ICAO Council (126th 
sess., 17 Mar. 1989), ICAO Doc. DRAFT C-Min. 126/20 (Exhibit 
21). 



urged the prompt ratification of Article 3 & of the Chicago 

Convention, which expressly adàresses unlawful interference by 

States. The resolution adopted by the Council on 17 March 1989 

appealed to States to ratify Article 3 of the Chicago 

Convention, but did not mention the Montreai Convention.' 

Similarly, at the July 1988 Security Council discussion of the 

incident, no representative, including the representative of 

Iran, mentioned the Mont real convention2. 

The resoonse of I C A 0  to the use of  Force bv States auainst 

onal civil aviation kas been to consider new 

nts that would address the Droblm. As is 

demonstrated above, neither ICAO nor any oE its Members relied 

on the provisions of the Montreal Convention in condemning the 

1973 and 1983 incidents. Instead, in 1973, and aqain in 1984, 

ICAO considered new proposais that would adàress the use of 

force  by States against civilian aircraft. 

l~ummar~, ICAO Council (126th s e s s . ,  17 Mar. 1989), ICAO 
Doc. C-DEC 126/20 (Exhibit 22). 

 inut ut es, U.N. Sec. Council (2818th to 282lst meetings, 
July 1988), U.N.  Does. S/PV.2818 - S/PV.2821. Copies of these 
documents have been deposited in the Registry pursuant to 
Article 50 of the Rules of Court. 
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In August 1973, appcoximately six months after ICAO 

condemned Israel for deliberately shooting down a Libyan 

aircraft over the Sinai, Israeli military aircraft diverted and 

seized a Lebanese civilian airliner chartered by Iraqi 

Airways. Although Israel soon released the airliner, the ICAO 

Council met in extraordinary session and adopted a resolution 

stating, in part, that the Council "considers that these 

actions by Israel constitute a violation o f  the Chicago 

convention1. " 

In the same resolution. the Council noted that the ICAO 

Assembly and a Diplornatic Conference on Air Law were about to 

meet concurrently in Rome. The Assembly w a s  to consider 

proposais to amend the Chicago Convention to provide for 

enforcement of the obligations assumed by States under the 

Hague and Montreal Conventions (e.g., their obligation to 

prosecute or extradite individual offenders). The Conference 

w a s  to consider new agreements to the same end. The Council 

recommended to the Assembly "that it include in its agenda 

l~ction of the ICAO Council (extraordinary & 80th sess., 
Aug., Oct. - Dec. 1973), ICAO Doc. 9098, p. 57 (Exhibit 52). 
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consideration of these actions [by Israel] in violation of the 

Chicago Convention" and it recommended to the Conference that 

it "make provision in the conventions for acts of unlawful 

interference committed by statesl." If Article 1 of the 

Montreal Convention already applied to such acts, then the 

Council's recommendation to the Conference to "make provision 

in the conventions" for such acts would have heen unnecessary. 

The proceedings of the Assernbly and Conference confirm the 

understanding that Article 1 of the Montreal Convention was 

understood not to apply to the actions of States against civil 

aircraft. After the Assembly discussed Israel's force-down of 

the Lebanese aircraft, it adopted Resolution A20-1. condemning 
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the act a s  a violation of the Chicago convention1. It then 

convened its Executive Committee to consider proposais to amend 

the Chicago convent ion2. 

The Executive Cornmittee initially had before it three 

proposals to arnend the Chicago Convention to incorporate 

 e es. A20-1, Resolut ions and Plenary Minutes, ICAO Assembly 
(20th sess. - extra., Aug. - Sep. 1973), ICAO Doc. 9087, p . 1 4  
(Exhibit 48). 

'~ule 15 of the Standing Rules  o f  Procedure of the ICAO 
Assernbly, States that the Comiriittee consists of the Presidents 
of the Assembly and Council and the Chief Delegates of 
Contracting S t a t e s .  ICAO Doc. 7 6 0 0 / 5  (Exhibit 41). It has 
jurisdiction to consider and report on any item of the 
Assembly's agenda that the Assembly refers t o  it. u, Rule 
15(e). 



provisions of the Hague and Montreal ~onventionsl. Later, 

during the Executive Cornmittee's discussions, Switzerland, 

France, and the United Kingdom jointly introduced an additional 

proposed amendment to the Chicago Convention regarding acts of 

unlawful interference by States "[tlo meet the wish of the ICAO 

'one proposal, by France, would have incorporated the 
operative provisions of the Hague Convention into the Chicago 
Convention, and provided that Article 94(b) of the Chicago 
Convention would apply. Working Paper, ICAO Assembly (20th 
sess. - extra., Aug - Sept. 1973). ICAO Doc. ASO-WP/Z (Exhibit 
49). Therefare, any State that did not ratify the proposed 
amendment within one year would cease to be a member of ICAO.  
The other proposal, by the United Kingdom and Switzerland, 
would have amended the Chicago Convention so that (1) parties 
would be obligated to extradite or prosecute persans alleged to 
have cornmitted acts defined as offenses by the Hague and 
Montreal Conventions, and to facilitate the continuation of the 
journey of the passengers and crew, and (2) Article 87 of the 
Chicago Convention would apply to States that the ICAO Council 
decided had not complied with these obligations, so that such 
States would not be allowed to operate their airlines through 
other States' airspace. Exhibit 49, ICA0 Doc. A20-WP/3. 

The third proposal, which Switzerland raised a t  the 
beginning of the Executive Cornmittee meeting on behalf of it, 
France, and the United Kingdom, provided that Articles 1 to 11 
of the Hague Convention and Articles 1 to 13 of the Montreal 
Convention would become part of the Chicago Convention when 
two-thirds of the parties to the Chicago Convention became 
parties to the other two Conventions. & Reports and Minutes, 
Exec. Comm., ICAO Assembly (20th sess. - extra., Aug - S e p t .  
1973), ICAO Doc. 9088, pp. 7-9 (statement of Switzerland) 
(Exhibit 50); Exhibit 4 9 ,  ICAO Doc. A20-WP/4, p. 4 (text). 
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Council . . . [in] its resolution of 20 ~ugust'." That 

amendment would have required States not to interfere by force 

or threat of Force with an aircraft of another State, subject 

to the provisions of the U.N. Charter, the Chicago Convention, 

and any agreement between the States concecned2. 

To guide the deleqates' discussion of the proposals, the 

Chairman of the Committee prepared Questions of Principle. 

Question 3 stated "Does the Executive Committee wish to 

include, in the Chicago Convention, provisions of the Hague and 

Montreal Conventions?" Question 5 stated "Does the Executive 

Committee wish to include in the Chicago Convention provisions 

concerning acts of unlawful interference committed by 

 tat tes?^" The Comrnittee voted yes to both auestions4. 

No delegate responded that Question 3 and Question 5 

overlapped, or said that an affirmative answer to Question 3 

would necessarily make Question 5 redundant, as they would have 

l~xhibit 50, p. 8; Exhibit 50, pp. 34, 60 

2~xhibit 49, ICAO Doc. A2O-WP/lS. 

3~xhibit 49, ICAO Doc. AZO-WP/14. 

4~xhibit 50 .  pp. 5 9 ,  63-64. 
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if the Montreal and Hague Conventions were understood to apply 

to the actions of States against civil aircraft. On the 

contrary, in discussing the Questions of Principle, the 

delegate of Egypt stated that the Committee "should not equate 

the failure of a State to act in conforrnity with the provisions 

o f  the Hague and Montreal Conventions with the commission by a 

State of an act endangering international civil aviation1." 

The delegate of Switzerland noted that those two Conventions 

" d e a l t  with measures to be taken with respect to individuals 

who committed a c t s  of unlawful interference2," 

The discussion within the Committee of the Swiss/French/UK 

proposa1 on unlawful interference was brief 3 .  Again, no 

delegate stated that the proposal was unnecessary or redundant 

because of the Montreal Convention, On the contrary, in 

diacussing the proposals in general, the Swedish delegate 

stated that "his deleqation thought it quite appropriate for 

l~xhibit 50, p. 4 1 .  

2~xhibit 50, p. 41. 

3~xhibit 50, pp. 117-119. 
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the ICA0 Assembly or Council to consider the kinds of offences 

covered by the Hague and Montreal Conventions and also acts of 

unlawful interference with international civil aviation 

committed by .5tates1." 

Thereafter, a working group prepared a draft resolution 

containing the text of a proposed amendment to the Chicago 

Convention. The propased amendment incorporated the proposais 

and suggestions made during the Executive Committee debate i n t o  

a proposed new Chapter XVI  t o  the Chicago Convention. 

Several articles in the Chapter would have amended the Chicago 

Convention to include the obligations of States under the Hague 
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and Montreal Conventions, thus subjecting S t a t e s  that violated 

those obligations to the enforcement measures ptovided for in 

the Chicago convention1. 

The draft Chapter XvI & also included a provision, 

Article 79 guatec, based on the Swiss/French/UK proposa1 on 

unlawful State interference with civil aviation. After a brief 

lm particular, the Chapter included Article 79 m, which 
said "When an act of unlawful seizure of an aircraft has been 
committed or when, due to the commission of an unlawful act 
against the safety of civil aviation, a Elight has been delayed 
or interrupted," States must facilitate the continuation of the 
journey oE the passengers and crew; Article 79 m, which would 
have obligated States to report to the Council on acts of 
unlawful seizuce of an aircraft, unlawful acts against the 
safety of civil aviation, action taken pursuant to Art. 79 bFS, 
and measures taken by States wiLh regard to the offender; and 
two articles (79 auintum and -1 that would have 
incorporated Articles 1-11 of the Hague Convention and Articles 
1-13 of the Montreal Convention into the Chicago Convention. 
Exhibit 49, I C A 0  Doc. A20-WP/30. 
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discussion of the Article, the Executive Committee approved it 

by a vote of 52 in favor, none opposed, and 39 abstainingl. As 

approved, the Article stated: 

"Each Contraeting State undertakes to refrain from the use 
or threat of force against civil aircraft. airports or air 
navigation facilities of another State, subject to the 
provisions of the Charter of the United Nations and this 
Convention. This Article shall, in no event, be 
interpreted as legitimizing the use or thre t of force in 3 violation of the rules of international law . "  
Consistent with the circumstances surrounding the 

development of this proposal, no delegate indicated that 

Article 79 mater was redundant, or would simply reproduce 
f 

obligations already found in the Montreal or Hague 

Conventions. On the contrary, to the extent that the delegates 

addressed the point in their remarks, they expressly confirmed 

that the provision would go beyond the existing scope of those 

agreements. 

l~xhibit 50, pp. 145-146 

'~xhibit 50, pp.  143, 145. Upon the submission of the 
Executive Conmittee's report t n  the Assembly. the wording of 
the second sentence was amended in the Assembly to read "This 
Article shall not be interpreted a s  authorizing in any 
circumstances the use or threat of force in violation of the 
rules of international law." Exhibit 48, pp. 123-124. 
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For example, the Belgian delegate asked whether Article 79 

BFs was meant to apply "not only to a c t s  of unlawful 

interference covered by the Hague and Montreal Conventions but 

also to an act committed by a State in contravention of Article 

79 quata',, The French delegate replied that Article 79 & 

would apply to al1 acts of interference with international 

civil aviation2. The Belgian delegate then pointed out that 

Article 79 would be broader than the corresponding 

reporting obligations in Article 11 of the Hague Convention and 

Article 13 of the Montreal Convention, sinee "the reporting 

obligation [of Article 79 -1 would cover also acts of 

unlawful interference committed by s t a t e s 3 . "  The delegate £rom 

Barbados agreed that because they covered acts of State 

'~xhibit 50, p. 132. The Belgian representative repeated 
this understanding of Article 79 just before the vote on 
the Article in the Assembly. Exhibit 48, p. 129. 
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interference, Articles 79 & and "were broader than the 

corresponding provisions in the Hague and Montreal 

convent ions1. " 

The Executive Committee referred Chapter XVI & to the 

Assembly2. There was no substantive discussion of Article 79 

4uater before the Assembly vote, which was 65 in favor, none 

opposed, and 29 abstentions3. Bacause it did not receive the 

necessary two-thirds majority of members of the Assembly, the 

Article was not approved. 

On the last day of the Assembly, debate on Article 79 

quater was reopened. In supporting the motion to reopen debate 

on the Article, the delegate frorn Bahrain stated that "he had 

been shocked by the failure of Article 79 a u a t e ~ ,  which covered 

l~xhibit 50, pp.  133; see also W.. p .  141 (statement o f  
Syria noting that a difference between Articles 79 hh and W 
and their counterparts in the Hague and Montreal Conventions 
was that the former "covered a c t s  committed by States in 
contravention of Article 79 uats"). 

3& Exhibit 48, p. 130. 
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a kind of unlawful interference with international civil 

aviation not dealt with in any existing conventions -- the use 

or threat of force by States against civil aircraft, airports 

and air navigation facilitiesl." Delegations proposed 

amendments to the Article, but it again failed to receive the 

two-thirds vote necessary f o r  adoption2. 

Like the Assembly, the Conference focused on proposals to 

strengthan S t a t e s '  existing obligations under the Hague and 

Montreal Conventions. Although the Conference d s d  not have  

before it proposals like Article 79 auater designed 

specifically to address interference by States with civil 

aviation, the delegates' statements nevertheless indicate that 

they understood the Hague and Montreal Conventions not to apply  

to actions of States against civil aircraft. 

A d r a f t  convention proposed by Denmark, Finland, Norway, 

and Sweden would have allowed a State to convene the I C A 0  

Council to consider possible violations by another State of its 

obligations under the Hague or Montreal Conventions, and would 
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have provided that the Council could investigate the matter and 

make appropriate recommendationsl. The proposa1 took the 

language defining violations directly £rom Article 1 of the 

Hague and Montreal Conventions. If that language were 

understood to cover State acts against civil aviation, the new 

convention would have covered the acts of States as well as of 

individuals. But the sponsors expressly said that their 

proposa1 did not extend to State interference with civil 

aviation. In introducing the convention, the Swedish delegate 

stated that it: 

"established a machinery and a procedure for dealing with 
the failure of a State, after an act of unlawfu.1 
interference had been eommitted oc attempted, to take the 
sort O£ action required under the Hague and Montreal 
Conventions. . . . He would point out, in passing, that 
it would be fairly easy to extend it to cover acts 
committed by States, foc which the Council, in its 
resolution of 20 August, had recommended that the 
Conference make provision2 ." 

l~inutes and Documents, ICAO International Conference on 
Air Law (Aug.- Sep. 1973), ICAO DOC. 9225, pp. 341-343 (Exhibit 
51). 

'~xhibit 51, p. 9 8 .  
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The delegate of Finland later repeated that the proposal did 

not currently cover acts of unlawful interference by a State, 

although it could be amended to do sol. 

No delegate ehallenged this reading of the Hague and 

Montreal Conventions, or otherwise asserted that the Montreal 

Convention already covered a c t s  of States against civil 

aviation. 

Balgium complained that this proposa1 was too narrow, 

s inee  it was limited to the legal obligations of the State 

under the Hague and Montreal Conventions, and introdueed its 

own proposala. The Belgian proposa1 would have allowed any 

State Party to cornplain to an ICA0 Commission of Experts if it 

"considers that an act or omission on the part of anothec 

Contracting State constitutes a threat to the safety of 

l~xhibit 51, p. 143. 

Z~xhibit 51, p p .  100,  367-380. 
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international civil aviation1." The aelgian delegate explained 

that this provision "anticipatledl the recommendation made by 

the Council in its resolution of 2 0  August 1 9 7 3 2 . "  Several 

delegates stated that the Belgian proposal was too vague3, but 

none stated that the Montreal or Hague Conventions already 

covered certain acts by States against civil aviation. 

In the end, the Conference and the Assembly were unable to 

agree on any new conventions or amendments to the Chicago 

Convention. 

At the September 1983 ICAO Council meeting on the Korean 

Air Lines incident, France proposed "a  full and impartial 

enquiry" of the incident and put forward "technical proposals 

aimed at preventing a repetition of such events4." In 

l~xhibit 51, p. 369 (Article 3 ( 1 ) ) .  The Commission would 
then be able to investigate the allegation and make 
recommendations to S t a t e s  to "'cake the protective measures it 
deems necessary to ensure the security of international civil 
aviation to the exclusion of penal or coercive rneasures." 
IbidL, p. 3 7 0  (Article 3(6}}. 

3a, -, Exhibit 51, p. 147 (statement of Argentinal, P -  
156 (statement of Mexico). 

 inut ut es, ICAO Council (Sep. 1983), pe. a., Exhibit 55, 
p .  10. 
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addition, France requested "al1 States, through this Council, 

to adopt with the highest priority an amendrnent to the 

Convention on International Civil Aviation involving an 

undertaking by al1 Member States of the Organization to refrain 

from recourse to the use o f  force against civil aircraft 

subject to the provisions of the Charter of the United 

~ationsl." 

Many representatives spoke in support of the French 

proposal to arnend the Chicago convention2. In their staternents 

of support, some representatives referred to the similar 

proposals raised in 1973 at the Rome Conference, and expressed 

their disappointment that those proposals had not been 

approved3. Notably, no representative referred to the Montreal 

Convent ion. 

l~xhibit 5 5 ,  p. 10; Working Paper, ICAO Council (extra. 
s e s s . ) ,  I C A O  Doc. C-WP/7694 (text of  French proposa1 with 
addendum) (Exhibit 56). 

2&g, u, Exhibit 55, p p .  14-15 (statement of dapan), p. 
17 (staternent of the Federal Republic of Germany), p. 29 
(statement of Colombia), p ,  31 (statement of Denrnark), p. 53 
(statements oE Venezuela and the United States). 

3~xhibit 55, p. 17 (staternent of Nigeria), p. 21 (statement 
of Venezuela) . 
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The Council agreed by consensus "to include in its work 

programme and examine with the highest priority the question of 

an amendment to the Convention on International Civil Aviation 

involving an undertaking to abstain from recourse to the use of 

force against civil aircraftl." The Council then voted to 

convene an extraordinary session of the ICAO Assembly to meet 

in 1984 to consider the amendment2. 

The ICAO Assembly met from 24 April t o  10 May 1984. After 

discussion of ways to prevent unlawful interference by States 

with civil aircraft, the ~xecutive Cornmittee proposed that the 

Assembly approve a new Article 3 hj5, which states in part, 

"The Contracting States recognize that every State must 
refrain £rom resorting to t h e  use of weapons against civil 
aircraft in flight and that, in case of interception, the 
lives of persons on board and the safety of aircraft must 
not be endangered. This provision should not be 
interpreted as modifying in any way the rights and 
obligations of States set forth in the Charter of the 
United ~ations~." 

2~xhibit 55, pp. 55-56. 

3~eports and Minutes. Exec. Comm., ICAO Assembly (25th 
sess. - extra., Apr, - May 19841, ICAO Doc. 9438, p. 3 (Exhibit 
60); Protocol Relating to an Amendment to the Convention on 
International Civil Aviation, signed at Montreal on 10 May 
1984, ICAO Doc. 9436. Sef Exhibit 61. 
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The Assembly approved the proposa1 and submitted it to member 

States for ratification1 

Again, neither the resolutions nor the discussion in ICAO 

stated that the Montreal Convention already covered acts by 

States against civil aircraftZ. 

The fact that ICAO has never applied the Montreal 

Convention to acts of States against civil aviation, even when 

it has condemned those aets as contrary to international law, 

unequivocally confirrns that the Montreal Convention does not 

address the actions of States against civil aircraft. When 

'~rt. 3 bis has not yet entered into force although 61 
States have ratified it. In accordance with p a r a .  4(d), the 
Protocol shall corne into force on the date of deposit of the 
lOZnd instrument of ratification. (Exhibit 61). Neither the 
United States nor Iran ha6 ratified Art. 3 Lis at the time of 
the incident. 

2~ large number of deleqates stated that the obligation for 
States not to use force against civil aviation already existed 
in general international law. Exhibit 60, p. 3 (statement of 
France), p. 19 (statement of the Republic of Korea), p. 22 
(statement of Jarnaica), p. 30 (statement of Canada). p. 36 
(statement of Australia), p. 44 (statement oE the United 
States), p. 4 5  (statement of the Netherlands), p, 47 (statement 
of Ireland), p. 61 (staternent of Switzerland), p. 75 (statement 
of Brazil). None, however, suggested that the Montreal 
Convention w a s  one of the sources of that obligation, much less 
stated that the provision sirnply incorporated Article 1 of the 
Montreal Convention into the Chicago Convention. 
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ICAO's affirmative steps to draft provisions in the Chicago 

Convention to provide for such action are also considered, it 

is clear that the subsequent practice with respect to the 

Montreal and Chicago Conventions demonstrates that Article 1 of 

the Montreal Convention does not apply to such State action. 

Section III. The Montreal Convention Was Never Intended to 
Address the Actions of Military Forces Engaged in Active 
Hostilities. 

As dernonstrated above, the Montreal Convention was 

intended to prevent and deter saboteurs and terrorists from 

unlawfully interfering with civil aviation and endangering 

innocent lives. The drafters of the Convention did not discuss 

the actions of military forces acting on behalf of a State 

during hostilities, and there is no reason to believe that they 

intended the Convention to extend to such actions. Indeed, if 

the drafters had intended t o  address such actions, they would 

necessarily have had to address many other aspects of the 

actions of military forces during arrned conflict. 

The laws of arrned conflict are firmly established in 

customary international law as a well-developed body of law 
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separate from the principles o f  law generally applicable in 

times of peacel. 

One fundamental aspect of the laws of armed conflict is 

the inherent right of self-defense, recognized in Article 51 of 

the Charter o f  the United ~ations'. This right includes the 

right of individual military units to defend themselves from 

attack. The conditions calling for the application of this 

inherent right of self-defense must be exercised in the 

judgment of the officers responsible for the safety of those 

military units and their personnel. The application of these 

F. Kalshoven, Çonstraints on the Waaina of w u ,  P. 7 
(1987) (Exhibit 77). 

'~rticle 51 provides: "Nothing in the present Charter 
shall impair the inherent right of individual and collective 
self-defense if an armed attack occuts against a Member of the 
United Nations, until the Security Council has taken rneasures 
necessary to maintain international peace and security. 
Measures taken by members in the exercise of this right of 
self-defense shall be immediately reported to the Security 
Council and shall not in any way affect the authotity and 
responsibility of the Security Council under the present 
Charter to take at any time such action as it deems necessary 
in order to maintain or restore international peace and 
security." Following the events of 3 July 1988, the United 
S t a t e s  submitted a letter to the President of the Security 
Council reporting the actions that its rnilitary forces had 
taken in the exercise oE its inherent right of self defense. 
Letter dated 6 July 1988 from the Acting Permanent 
Representative of the United States of America to the United 
Nations Addressed to the President of the Security Councii, 
United Nations Document S/19989 (Exhibit 27). 
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laws of armed conflict does not depend on the recognition of 

the existence of a formal state of "war" ,  but on whether an 

"armed conflict" existsl. Although it may be difficult to 

define in the abstract al1 of the cireumstances that constitute 

an armed conflict, there is universal agreement that hostile 

operations carried out by military units of one country against 

the military units of another (such as was occurring between 

the military forces of the United States and Iran at the time 

that Iran Air Flight 655 was downed) constitute an armed 

confiict2. 

The United States consistently applied the law of armed 

conflict, including the 1949 Geneva Conventions, to al1 of its 

hostile encounters with Iranian forces during this period. For 

example, Iranian crewmen captured during the incident involving 

the Iran Ajr (see Annex 1) were accorded prisoner of w a r  status 

and were released to the Omani Red Crescent Society for their 

return to Iran. 

l~nternational Committee of the Red Cross, CDmmentarv on 
onal Protocols of B Jwe 1977 to the Geneva 

Conventions of 12 Auaust 1942 (Y. Sandoz, C. Swinarski, B. 
Zimmermann, eds,), p p .  39-40 (1987) (hereinafter the " ï C K  

entaries") (Exhibit 78); F. Kalshoven, m. U., Exhibit 
7 7 ,  p .  2 7 .  

'ICRC CO-. QQ. m., Exhibit 78, p. 40. 
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Infringements on the laws of armed conflict through 

international agreements primarily addressing situations other 

than armed conflict are not to be presumed. There is no 

indication that the drafters of the Montreal Convention 

intended it to appLy to rnilitary forces acting in armed 

conflict. If they had so intended, they would have had to 

address a myriad of issues relating to acts by military 

forces. For example, the First Additional Protocol to the 

Geneva Conventions of 1949 applies to medical aircraft during 

armed conflictl. It addresses, inter alia. the status of 

medical aircraft in areas controlled by an adverse Party 

(Article 27). in areas not controlled by an adverse Party 

(Article 25). and in zones in which opposing forces are in 

contact (Article 26), It lists restrictions on the use of 

rnedical aircraft (Article 2 8 ) ,  provides for means of 

lm~rotocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 
August 1949, and Relating to the Protection of Victims of 
International Armed Conflicts (Protocol 1)". reprinted in 72 
m.  J, fnt'l Law (1978), pp. 457, 467-470 (Exhibit 79). 
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notification of the aircraft's presence to a Party (Article 

2 9 ) ,  and provides for inspection of the aircraft by Parties to 

ensure that it is a medical aircraft acting in accordance with 

the Frotocol (Article 30). 

Similar provisions on identification, restrictions, 

notification, and inspection would have been required if the 

Montreal Convention had been intended to apply to acts by 

military forces in armed conflicts. Most obviously, the 

Convention would have had to address civilian aircraft that 

stray into combat zones, and under what conditions such 

aircraft were no longer protected by the terms of the 

Convention. Article 26 o f  the First Protocol, for example. 

States that medical aircraft flying over a combat zone "operate 

at their own risk" absent an agreement between the competent 

military authorities to the conflictl. Similarly. the 1923 

Hague Rules of Aerial Warfare stated that if: 

"a belligerent commanding officer considers that the 
presence of an aircraft is likely to prejudice the success 
of the operations in which he i s  engaged at the moment, he 
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may prohibit the passing of neutral aircraft in the 
irnrnediate vicinity of his forces or may oblige them to 
follow a particular r o u t e .  A neutral aircraft which does 
not conforrn to such directions, of which it has had notice 
issu d b y  the belligerent commanding officer, may be fired f upon . "  

It is inconceivable that the drafters of the Montreal 

Convention, who never mentioned any of these issues, let alone 

addressed them in the Convention, intende.d it to apply to the 

actions of of the armed forces of States. 

When, 14 years Iater, the I C A 0  Assembly drafted Article 3 

of the Chicago Convention, discussed above, it was careful 

to include in the Article a statement that it "should not be 

interpreted a s  modifying in any w a y  the rights and obligations 

of States set Eorth in the Charter of the United Nations;' 

which included the inherent right of self-defense. The 

participants at the Montreal conference would have included a 

similar provision if they had intended the Montreal Convention 

to modify the laws of armed conflict, and particularly if they 

had intended to address actions by military Eorces in armed 

conflict. There i s  no such provision in the Montreal 

Convention. Quite to the contrary, the only reference to 

lçommission of Jurists to Co& 
. . &vision of the Rules of Warlare, p~~r2~;f2::D(:i2:)~E~??bit 

80). 
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military forces in the Convention is Article 4(1), a provision 

that effectively excludes €rom the definition of offenses 

actions directed at military aircraft. 

The subsequent practice of States with respect to the 

Montreal Convention confirms that it was the understanding of 

ICAO and its member States that the Convention does not apply 

to actions of the armed forces of States. As noted above, ICAO 

did not condemn either the 1973 Israeli action or the 1983 

Soviet action as a violation of the Convention. Nor did any 

delegation suggest during the extensive deliberations in ICAO 

that the pilots of the military aircraft involved violated the 

Convention. This practice simply confirms that the Convention 

was not intended and has not been understood to apply t o  

actions taken by members of the armed forces of a S t a t e  acting 

under military command. 

There have been a number of instances since the Montreal 

Convention in which military aircraft have destroyed civilian 
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aircraft in the context of an armed conflictl. The ICAO 

Council has never condemned any of  these actions as violations 

of the Montreal Convention. 

It is noteworthy that one of these incidents occurred in 

February 1986, during the Iran-Iraq War, when Iran reported 

that Iraqi fighters had shot down an Iranian civilian 

aircraft. In Iran's letters reporting the incident to the 

President of the ICAO Council and to the U.N. 

Secretary-General, Iran did not describe the action as a 

'sa, u, "Downed French Aircraft Found in Gaza 
Province", W. 4 Aug. 1981, p. U1; "Government Confirms Role 
in French Plane Downing", m, 5 Aug. 1981. p. U3 (French 
civilian airliner reportedly shot down by Mozambique in 
Mozambique airapace); "Iraqi Troops Push Back Iranians in Key 
Gulf Arean,  N.Y, Times, 21 Feb. 1986; "6 M.I.P. Died on Plane, 
Iran Says", p . Y .  Ti-, 22 Feb. 1986, p. L+5 (Iran reported 
that Iraq shot down an Iranian civilian airplane); "Mozambique 
Downs Plane", N.Y. Timeg, 8 Nov.  1987, p. 26; "Communique 
Issued on Malawi Aireraft Incident, 30 Nov. 1987, p. 10 
(Air Malawi aircraft shot down hy Mozambique). S& Exhibit 35. 
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violation of the Montreal Convention, despite the fact that 

both it and Iraq were at the time parties to the Convention. 

Instead, it cited only the Chicago convention1. 

It is clear that Erom the plain meaning of the terms in 

their context and in light of the object and purposes of the 

Convention, the history of the Convention and subsequent 

practice of States in regard to it, not only that the Montreal 

Convention does not address the actions of States against civil 

aircraft, but also that the Convention was not intended in any 

way to affect or add to the laws of armed eonflict. 

As clearly demonstrated above in Part 1, Chapter II, the 

actions of the United States upon which Iran's claims in this 

case rest were taken by the military forces of the United 

l~etter dated  10 Mar. 1986 £rom the Representative of the 
Islamic Republic of Iran to the ICAO Council President, ICAO 
Doc. PRES AK/106; Letter dated 20 Feb. 1986 from the 
Representative of the Islamic Republic of Iran to the 
Secretary-General, U.N. Doc. S/17850; Letter dated 25 Feb. 1986 
Erom the Representative of the Islamic Republic of Iran to the 
Secretary-General, U.N. Doc. S/17863; Letter dated 5 Mar. 1986 
Erom the Representative of the Islamic Republic of Iran to the 
Secretary-General, U.N. Doc. S/17896 (Exhibit 81). 
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States engaged in active hostilities with military forces of 

Iran. Under customary international law and relevant 

conventions, the actions of t h e  parties in such a situation are 

governed by the laws of armed conflict. 

It follows from the above that the Convention does not 

apply to the actions of the USS V i n c u  an 3 July 1988. The 

actions of the United States that occurred in regard to t h e  

incident of 3 July 1988 were taken by the captain and crew of 

the USS Vincenncg, with the authorization of the U.S. Commander 

of the Joint Task Force Middle East. while they were engaged in 

active hostilities provoked by Iranian armed forces. These 

were actions of the United States, and not of "personsm a s  

contemplated by Article 1. 

It is clear that the Montreal Convention was not intended 

to address such actions, whether under Article 1, prohibiting 

certain actions by.individuals, or under Articles 3 and 10(1), 

imposing certain affirmative obligations on Contracting States 
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in r e g a r d  to such individuals1. (Again, this is not a 

situation where individual terrorists might have been covertly 

directed or assisted by a State.) 

l ~ h e  formal investigation by United States military into 
the circumstances surrounding the downing of Iran Air Flight 
655 included an investigation into and recornmendations 
regarding possible disciplinary and administrative action 
against any United States naval personnel associated with the 
incident. Based upon an exhaustive analysis of al1 of the 
available information, that investigation concluded that no 
disciplinary or administrative action should be taken. ICA0 
Report, Appendix E, p. E-55. In approving the recornrnendations 
regarding disciplinary and administrative action, the U.S. 
Chairrnan of the Joint Chiefs of Staff stated: 

"It is my view that, understanding the entire context, 
reasonable minds will conclude that the Commanding Officer 
did what his nation expected of him in the defense of his 
ship and crew. This regrettable accident, a by-product of 
the Iran-Iraq war, was not the result of culpable conduct 
onboard VINCENNES." 



PART V 

THE TREATY OF mIm PROVIDES NO BASIS 
FOR JUREDICTION IN THIS CASE 
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I n  its Memorial, Iran asserts for the f i r s t  time that the 

1955 Treaty of Amity between Iran and the United States 

constitutes a n  additional basis of jurisdiction for the 

court1. Iran's inclusion of the Treaty of Amity in its 

Memorial as a basis of jurisdiction is striking because Iran, 

through its words and actions, for many years has consistently 

treated this Treaty as no longer in force. Nevertheless Iran 

expects this Court to ignore Iran's previous conduct under the 

Treaty and accept that it is "entitled to invoke its 

provisions2." The United States is compelleà to bring to the 

Court's attention Iran's prior conduct with respect to its 

obligations under this Treaty, which shows that Iran is now 

asserting in bad faith its rights under the compromissory 

clause of the Treaty o f  Amity. 

In the case concerning United S t a t e s  Di~lomatic and 

lac Staff in w3, the United States filed an 

Application before this Court asserting that i t  had 

 ranian an Memorial, para. 2.72. 

2~ranian Memorial, para. 2.77. 

319801.C.J. p. 3 .  
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jurisdiction inter alia under Article XXI of the Treaty of 

Amity, the same basis of jurisdiction now pied by Iran in this 

case. The Government of Iran informed the Court that the 

United States' claims were not properly before the Court; 

indeed, Iran did not even appear before the Court in that 

case1. When the Court ultimately rendered its judgment, Iran 

did not comply with it. Now Iran expects this Court to allow 

Iran to bring the United States before the Court on the basis 

of the very same cornpromissory clause of the Treaty of Amity. 

This manifest abuse of its obligations under the Treaty should 

bar Iran from prevailing now in asserting its rights under the 

Treaty. As Sir Hersch Lauterpacht has written: 

" A  State cannot be allowed to avail itself of the 
advantages of the treaty when it suits it to do so and 
repudiate it when its performance becornes onerous. It is 
of little consequence whether that rule is based on what in 
English law is known as the principle of estoppel r the 9 more generally conceived requirement of good f a i t h  ." 

'W., pp .  1 8 - 1 9 .  

2~pecial Rapporteur Lauterpacht, "Report on the Law of 
Treaties", II Y.B. Int'l L. Comm'n, p. 90 at p. 144 ( 1 9 5 3 )  
(Exhibit 82); m, T ~ B Q L ~  of Pereah Vihear, Merits. Judarnent, 
I.C.J. Reaorts 1962, p. 6, at p. 32; u r a l  Award Made bv the 
fins of S ~ a i n  on 23 December 1 9 0 6 .  J u d m t .  I . C , J .  Reports 
m, p .  1 9 2 ,  at p.  213. See aenerally I.C. MacGibbon, 
"Estoppel in International Law", 7 Ln_til si Q m w ,  L .O . ,  p. 468 
(July 1 9 5 8 ) .  
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Equally, a skate cannot repudiate a treaty when it suits it to 

do so, and then assert it when it appears to be a useful basis 

of jurisdiction. 

In a variety of cases before the Iran-U.S. Claims Tribunal, 

Iran also has asserted that the Treaty of Amity was terminated 

long before the incident of 3 July 1988. The Tribunal has 

rejected Iran's assertion and found that the Treaty was in 

force at the time the claims before it arose, that is, prior to 

January 1981, but never passed on the question of the Treaty's 

continuing validity after that time1. 

Nonetheless, the United States will not similarly engage i n  

this type of manipulation by reversing its own past positions 

and asserting before this Court that the Treaty is not now in 

force between the United States and Iran, even though the 

previous decisions of the Court and the Claims Tribunal do not 

foreclose that possibility. In light of Iran's conduct, 

however, Iran is barred from now invoking the compromissory 

clause of the Treaty of Amity. At a minimum, in light of 

lm, a, phel~s Dodae v. I r a ,  Award No. 217-99-2, at p. 
15 ( 1 9  Mar. 1986) ("No Party cnntends that the Treaty was ever 
terminated in accordance with its terrns, but the Respondent 
suggests that the Treaty has been terminated by 'implication' 
as a result of economic and military sanctions imposed on Iran 
by the United States in late 1979 and 1980"); &IIQCQ 
I n t e r n a t i o n a l e  COKD. v .  I-, Award No. 310-56-3, at p p .  
38-39 (14 July 1987) (Exhibit 84). 
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Iran's conduct, it is appropciate for the Court to be rigorous 

in determining whethei Iran's sudden introduction of this 

Treaty as a basis of jurisdiction is sustainable. 

The United States maintains that the Treaty does not 

provide such a basis for jurisdiction. First, by invoking the 

Treaty o f  A m i t y  in i t ~  Memorial, Iran is seeking to transfocm 

the dispute brought before the Court in the Application into 

another dispute which is wholly different and much more 

expansive in character. Second, the Treaty of Amity is wholly 

irrelevant to the dispute that is the subject oE Iran's 

Application. Third, a s  was the case for the comprornissory 

clause of the Montreai Convention, Iran has made no effort to 

adjust by diplomacy its alleged dispute under the Treaty, as is 

required by the Treaty. 
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CHAPTER 1 

IN INVOKING THE TREATY OF AMITY IN IT5 MEMORIAL, IRAN IS 
TRANSFORMING THE DISPUTE BROUGHT BEFORE THE COURT IN ITS 
APPLICATION INTO ANOTHER DISPUTE WHICH IS WHOLLY DIFFERENT AND 
MVCH MORE EXPANSIVE IN CHARACTER. 

In its Memorial, Iran for the first time asserts the 1955 

Treaty of Amity as a basis of the Court's jurisdictionl. 

Throughout Iran's efforts at the United Nations and ICA0 to 

obtain eondemnation of the United States for the incident of 3 

July 1988. Iran never once asserted that the United States had 

violated the Treaty of Amity. In its Application. Iran neither 

referred to this treaty as a basis for jurisdiction nor 

asserted any claims arising under the treaty. Iran should not 

be permitted to raise the Treaty of Amity now. 

In proceedings instituted by means of an Application 

pursuant to Article 40 of the Statute of the Court, the 

jurisdiction of the Court is founded upon the legal grounds 

specified in that Application. Article 38 of the Court's Rulea 

requires that the Application "specify as far as possible the 

legal grounds upon which the jurisdiction of the Court is said 

to be based." Iran asserts that after the Eiling of the 

l~ranian Memorial, p a r a .  2.72. 
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Application an additional ground of jurisdiction may be brought 

to the Court's attention and rnay be taken into account by the 

Court; Iran supports this by citing to Militarv and 

paramilitarv Activltles i n  and aaainst Nicaraaua {Nicarawa 
. . . . .  . 

v .  

LJnitnd S t a t e s e r i c a ) .  Jurisdictron aod Adrnissib~litv, 
. . .  , . . .  

U q m e n t  (hereinafter Nicaraaua, Jurisdiction . . . 
)l. 

By introducing the Treaty O£ Amity in its Mernorial, Iran in 

Eact is transforming the dispute with respect t o  that Treaty 

into another dispute which is wholly different in character 

from that presentea to the Respondent when it first appeared 

before the Court in this matter. In its Application, Iran 

stated that the facts of this case arose £rom a single 

incident: the destruction of an Iranian aircraft by a United 

l ~ . ~ C ~ .  Reaorts 1984, p. 392, at pp. 4 2 6 - 4 2 7 .  Iran . , .  misinterprets the Court's ruling in the Nicaraaua. J u r ~ & c t l O U  
case. Although it is possible under the Statute and Rules of 
the Court for "the parties to transform the character of the 
case" through amendrnents in both their subrnissions, Societe 
Commerciale de Belaiaue. Judmer~L1939. P.C.I.J.. Series A/B A 
No. 78, p. 160, at p. 173, it is not possible for one party to 
unilaterally transforrn the case in the face of an objection by . . .  the other party. The decision in picaraaua. J u d ~ c t l o n  
recognized this when it stated that additional grounds may not 
be taken i n t o  account if the result is "to transforrn the 
dispute brought before the Court by the applicction into 
another dispute which is diEEerent in chacacter." I.C.J. 
Reuorts 1984, p. 427. 
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States warshipl. Based on these facts, Iran requested a 

judgrnent Erom this Court on three points. First, Iran asked 

this Court to decide that "the ICA0 Council decision" of 17 

March 1989, regarding the destruction of the aircraft was 

erroneous. Second, Iran asked this Court to decide that the 

United States had violated the Montreal Convention by 

destroying the aircraft. Third, and finally, Iran asked to 

Court to declare that the United States is responsible to pay 

compensation t o  the Islamic Republic, in the arnount to be 

deterrnined by the Court, for these violations. Iran made 

absolutely no claim in its Application that the United States 

infringed upon its r i q h t s  of commerce or navigation, 

In its Mernorial, however, Iran goes far beyond its initial 

factual statement to assert a new argument under the Treaty of 

Amity. NO longer does Iran focus solely on the shootdown of 

Iran Air Flight 655, nor on the issue of the lawful use of 

force, but instead expands its cornplaint to cover the effect Of 

U.S. rnilitary deployments in the Gulf, and of other U.S. 

'1ranian Application, section 1. 
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actions not involving military force, on the commerical 

relations of Iran and the United States over an extended period 

of time. 

In the Memorial's statement of Eacts, Iran discusses in 

depth the deployment of U.S. forces to the Gulf, the issuance 

of certain notices to airmen, the U.S. economic sanctions 

against Iran, and the " U . S .  interference in civil aviation" in 

the Gulf, particularly involving Iranian aircraftl. None of 

these aileged factual matters are the basis of the claims set 

forth in Iran's Application. 

Iran then discusses in its Memorial the applicable 

principles and ruies of law in the case. In this section, with 

respect to the alleged failure to accord "fair and equitable 

treatrnent" under Article IV(1) of the Treaty, Iran refers to 

the "obligation not to interfere repeatedly with Iranian 

commercial aircraft2." With respect to the alleged failure 

under Article V I 1 1  to afford unrestricted trade, Iran states 

that this Court "bas already held that the imposition oE a 

1 

l1ranian Memorial, paras. 1.36 - 1.57 
2~ranian Memorial, p a r a .  3.66 
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qeneral trade embargo violates the terms o f  a similar treaty 

provision calling for freedom of commerce1." In discussing the 

alleqed violation of Articles IV(1) and XII), Iran States that 

"the question arises in the context of this case whether 

repeated interferences with civil and commercial aircraft by 

one State's rnilitary forces, resulting in the destruction of a 

commercial airliner over the interna1 and territorial waters of 

the other State, is any less o f  a violation of Articles IV(1) 

and (X)1 of the Treaty of ~ m i t g ~ . "  Iran's application of the 

Tceaty of Amity to the actual incident of 3 July 1988 is at 

best cursory. In stretching to find legal principles in the 

Treaty that connects it to the incident, Iran is reduced to 

introducing an entirely new factual elernent never discussed 

before by Iran relating to "the Islarnic Republic's ability to 

purchase a replacement aircraft3." 

In its section that purports t o  apply the law to the facts, 

Iran cites only one article of the Treaty of Amity, in a 

subsection entitled "The Deployment and Conduct of the U.S. 

Flee t  in the Persian Gulf." According to Iran, this subsection 

deals with "the deployment and  conduct of the U.S. fleet in the 

l~ranian Memorial, p a r a .  3.66 

'1ranian Mernoriai, para. 3.68. 

3~ranian Memorial, para. 3.65. 
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Persian Gulf leading up to the incident"; this subsection is t o  

be distinguished from the section dealing with "the actual 

shooting down of Iran Air Flight 655l." Iran asserts that, 

under ~rticle X ( 1 )  of the Treaty, the United States breached 

its obligation "to guarantee to the Islamic Republic freedom of 

commerce and navigation2." Likewise in its submissions to the 

Court, Iran pays lip service to the idea that the shooting down 

of Iran Air Flight 655 was a violation of Articles IV(1) and 

X(1) of the Treaty of ~ m i t y ~ .  but is much more thorough in its 

description of the alleged Treaty violations completely outside 

the context of the shootdown. The eighth submission states: 

"[Tlhe United States, in stationing its warships in the 
Persian Gulf within the Islamic Republic's interna1 waters 
and territorial sea and in the international waters, and in 
issuing and operating under the NOTAMs discussed herein, 
has violated its legal obligations to the Islamic Republic 
to guarantee freedorn of commerce and navigation under 
A r t i c l e  X(1) of the Treaty of Amity." 

In raising the Treaty of Arnity, Iran has departed entirely from 

the shootdown of Iran Air Flight 655 to try to establish that 

l~ranian Memorial, para. 4.01. 

2~ranian Memorial, para. 4.12. 

3~ranian Memorial, fourth submission, p. 292. 
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U . S .  military forces in the Gulf over a long period of tirne 

threatened and hindered commercial activities in violation of 

the Treaty of Amity. 

Furthermore Iran seeks to depict the shootdown of Iran Air 

Flight 655 itself as some Eorm of interference with commercial 

relations between the United States and Iran in the sense 

contemplated by the Treaty of Amity. In doing $0, Iran is 

trying to transforrn this dispute €rom one that involves a 

single incident involving the use o f  force, and that incident's 

relation k o  two aviation conventions, into a dispute that 

atternpts to implicate UnS.-Iran commercial relations throughout 

the Gulf War. 

. . . . .  , In Militarv and Paramilitar-st 

Picaraaua. the Court permitted the Applicant to plead an 

additional basis of jurisdiction after the filing of the 

Application. In that case, however, Nicaragua only asserted 

that the T r e a t y  of Friendship, Commerce, and Navigation (FCN) 

had been violated "by the military and paramilitary activities 

of the United States in and against Nicaragua, as described in 
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Ucaraaua's ~DDlicationl". Not only did the Application in 

that case describe the activities that the Memorial alleged 

violated the FCN Treaty (the mininq of Nicaraguan ,ports and 

territorial waters, attacks on Nicaragua's airports, and 

military operations that endanger and limit trade and traffic 

on land), but the Application itself specifically alleged that 

the United States had infringed the "freedom of the high seas" 

and interrupted "peaceful maritime commerce2." Consequently, 

in its Memorial Nicaragua argued that the FCN Treaty was "a 

complernentary foundation for the jurisdiction of the 

Court . . . insofar as the Application of Nicaragua implicates 
violations of provisions of the ~ r e a t ~ ~ . "  

In the present case, Iran is now raising Eactual 

circumstances and allegations of conduct ( i . e .  interference 

with commerce) that are in no way reflected in Iran's 

lpii . . .  , Mernorial of Nicaragua, para. 165 
(emphasf~r:%:~)?rlsdlctlOn 

ZWilitarv and Paramilitarv . . Act ivities in and aaainst 
Picaraaua, Application of Nicaragua, para. 26(e). 

3Nicaraaua ~~~~~d~~~~~~ . . .  , Memorial of Nicaragua, para. 164. 
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Application. It i s  understandable that Iran feels compelled to 

introduce activities other than the shootdown of Iran Air 

Flight 655, since the incident of 3 July 1988 is not the type 

of situation addressed by the Treaty of Amity. Nevertheless, 

Iran cannot be permitted to so deviate £rom the Eactual and 

legal basis stated in its Application so a s  to transform the 

nature of this dispute. The new Iranian cause of action would 

of necessity require an examination oE the entire pattern of 

military actions during the Iran-Iraq War, the details and 

justification for the alleged U.S. commercial embargo, and the 

circumstances concerning civil air operations in the a r e a  

during this entire period. To allow such a departure Erom the 

basis of fact and law established in the Application would 

'chreaten the ability of this Court to maintain an orderly 

judicial process. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE TREATY OF AMITY 1s WHOLLY IRRELEVANT TO THE DISPUTE 
THAT IS THE SUBJECT OF IRAN'S APPLICATION. 

The true subject of Iran's Application and Mernorial is the 

incident of 3 July 1988 as it relates to the lawful use of 

force; that incident, however, is wholly irrelevant to the 

Treaty of Amity. As this Court held in makielos, " [ i l t  is 

not enough for the claimant Government to establish a remote 

connection between the facts of the claim and the Treatyas upon 

whose cornprornisçory clause it relies1. Iran must establish a 

reasonable connection between the Treaty o f  Arnity and its claim 

against the United States f o r  the incident of 3 July 1989. 

Iran has failed to do so. 

The Treaty of Amity is concerned with the commercial 

relationship between the two countries and their nationals, not 

with darnages resulting Erom an incident involving armed force 

between the two Parties. In Article X X ( l ) ( d ) ,  the Treaty 
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explicitly states that it "shall not preclude the application 

of measures . . . necessary to fulfill the obligations of a 

High Contracting Party for the maintenance or restoration o f  

international peace and security, gr necessarv to D r o t e c t  its 
. . ~ssential securltv inte-" (emphasis added), As stated in 

aaal-t Nicaracrua 

lNicarasua v .  United States oflaetira), M ~ r i t s .  Judament 

(hereinafter Mcaraaua.  M e & ) ,  this Court "cannot entertain . 

. . claims of breach of specific articles of the treaty, unless 
it is first satisfied that the conduct cornplained of is not 

'measures . . . necessary to protect' the essential security 

interests of the United statesl." 

Action taken in self-defense is without question a part of 

the category of measures "necessary to protect" essential 

security interestsZ. The USS V- was engaged in 

l1.c.~. Reports 1986, p. 14, at p. 136 

Z ~ . ~ . b .  Reoorts 1986, p .  117 ("It is difficult to deny that 
self-defence agalnst an armed attack corresponds to measures 
necessary to protect essential security interests."). 
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self-defense against armed attack at the time of the incident 

of 3 July 1988, and perceived itselE to be under an armed 

attack from a hostile approaching aircraft. As the ICA0 

Investigation report concluded: "The aircraft was perceived as 

a military aircraft with hostile intentions . . . . 1 ,, 
Consequently, on the facts as pied by Iran, the Court is 

presented with exactly the type of situation the Treaty of 

Amity does not eover. 

In picaraaua. u, the Court was not faced with a 

situation involving self-defense against a perceived imminent 

armed attack. In assessing allegations that the United States 

had engaged in rnining of ports and direct attacks on ports and 

oil installations, the Court determined that such actions, even 

if not acts of self-deEense against armed attack, might still 

implicate essential security interests if "the risk run by 

these 'essential security interests' is reasonable. and 

secondly, whether the measures presented as being designed to 

proteet these interests are not merely useful but 

'ne~essar~.~'" In the context of the facts of that case, the 

'ICAO Report, para. 3.2.1. 

Merits 1 C J Reworts 1986, p. 117. 
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Court found that there w a s  no threat to the United States' 

essential security interests necessitating the mining of ports 

and attacks on ports and oil installations1. 

Furthermore, even a cursory review of the operative 

articles of the Treaty of Arnity discussed by Iran shows that 

these articles have no reasonable connection to the incident of 

3 July 1988. Although in its Mernorial Iran discusses different 

articles of the ~ r e a t ~ ~ ,  the only articles upon which Iran 

ultimately bases its claims in its Submissions to the Court are 

Articles IV(1) and X(1)  of the Treaty of ~ r n i t ~ ~ ,  

Article IV(1) provides: 

"Each High Contracting Party shall at al1 times accord fair 
and equitable treatment to nationals and cornpanies of the 
other High Contracting Party, and to their property and 
enterprises; shall refrain from applying unreasonahle or 
discriminatory measures that would impair their legally 
acquired rights and interests; and shall assure that their 
lawful contractural xights are afforded effective means of 
enforcement, in conformity with the applicable laws." 

lm., pp. 141-142. 

2~ranian Mernorial, paras. 3.62-3.68. 

j~ranian Mernorial, Submissions, pp. 292-293. 
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This article must be read in the context of Articles II and 

III of the Treaty, which provide for the rights o f  nationals 

and companies of one Party to enter and remain in the territory 

of the other Party for the purpose of conducting commercial 

activities. Article IV(1) then provides a general principle by 

which the host Party must treat t h e s e  nationals and companies: 

a principle that is designed to preclude host State actions 

that would impair ownership and managerial control, and to 

permit the vindication of contractual rights. It cannot, and 

should not, be read as a wholesale warranty by each Party to 

avoid al1 injury whatsoever to the nationals and companies of 

the other Party regardless of location and regardless of 

whether the injury relates to commercial activities. In 

Nicaragua. wl, the Court refused to read into the FCN 
Treaty a rule that a State binds itself "to abstain Erom any 

act toward the other party which could be classiEied as an 

unfriendly act, even if such an act i s  not in itself the breach 

of an international obligation." Iran has not alleged and 

'Nicaraaua Merits 1 C J Reports 1986, pp. 136-137. 
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cannot allege that there has been discriminatory treatment 

against Iranian national5 or companies. It bears noting that 

in Niearaaua. Marits, this Court did not reach the issue of 

whether the United States had violated the obligation to accord 

"equitable treatment" since the evidence did not demonstrate 

that the acts alleged to have violated that obligation could be 

imputed to the United .States1. Thus Article IV(1) has no 

reasonable connection to the incident of 3 July 1988. 

Article X(1) provides that "Between the territories of the 

two High Contracting Parties there shall be freedom of commerce 

and navigation." Iran's clairn as stated in both the 

Application and in its Mernorial does not involve commerce 

"between the territories of" the United States and Iran. 

Furthermore, Iran's claim does not in any fashion state a 

course of action on the part of the United States to hinder the 

freedom of maritime commerce. This is to be contrasted with 

the claims presented in p-, in which the Court 
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found that there bad been a hindering of the right o f  access to 

Nicaraguan ports by the laying of mines in early 1984 close to 

various ports1. 

Thus, taking Iran's claims under the Treaty of  Amity as 

relating only to the incident of 3 July 1988, these claims 

c a n n o t  sustain the jurisdiction o f  the Tribunal under that 

Treaty, since they are wholly irrelevant to the s u b j e c t  matter 

eontemplated by the T r e a t y .  
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CHAPTER 11 I 

IRAN MAY NOT INVOKE THE COMPROMISSORY CLAUSE OF THE TREATY OF 
AMITY BECAUSE IT FIAS MADE NO EFFORT TO RESOLVE BY DIPLOMACY ANY 
DISPUTES UNDER THE TREATY OF AMITY. 

The United States showed in Part IV, Chapter 1 ,  t h a t  £ r o m  

the time of the incident of 3 July 1988, until Iran's 

Application ras filed in this case, Iran never requested to 

meet with U.S. offieials to discuss, negotiate, or arbitrate 

this matter. Iran could have approached the United States 

through any number of channels, incLuding the frequent contact 

of U.S. and Iranian lawyers at the Iran-U.S. Claims Tribunal in 

The Hague. Moreover, from 3 July 1988 to the filing of its 

Application with this Court, Iran made no effort to respond in 

any meaningful fashion to attempts by the United States to make 

compensation to the families of the victims of Iran Air Flight 

Nevertheless, Iran asserts that this Court has jurisdiction 

pursuant to the compromissory clause of the Treaty of Amity. 

Article XXI of the Treaty states: 

"1. Each High Contracting Party shall accord 
sympathetic consideration to, and shall afford adequate 
opportunity for consultation regarding, such 
representations as the other High Contracting party may 
make with respect to any manner affecting the operation of 
the present treaty. 
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2. Any dispute between the High Contracting Parties 
as to the interpretation or application of the present 
Treaty, pot s~tisfactorilv adiusted bv d i ~ w ,  shall be 
submitted to the International Court of Justice, unless the 
High Contracting Parties agree to settlement by some other 
pacific means." 

(Emphasis added.) 

This cornprornissory clause is cornmon to the bilateral 

investrnent treaties negotiated by the United States in the 

post-World War II era. The structure provides that two 

conditions rnust be fulfilled in order to open the w a y  to 

recourse to the Court. First, there rnust be a dispute between 

the Parties a s  to the interpretation and application of the 

Treaty. Second, it must be the case that the dispute has not 

been "satisfactorily adjusted by diplornacy." 

Neither condition has been fulfilled. It cannot be said 

that there is a dispute between Iran and the United States when 

Iran has never approached the United States and asked for the 

relief sought Erom this Court under the Treaty of A r n i t y .  Even 

if one believes that there is a dispute between the parties 

that can somehow be fit into the terms of the Treaty, Iran 

likewise has not in any way fulfilled the second condition. 

Iran's allegations must have been the suhject of negotiations 

of sorne kind prior to the institution of these proceedings for 

this Court to conclude that the dispute has not been 

"satisfactorily adjusted by diplomacy." 
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Iran would like to use this Court's ruling in Nicaraavh, 

On t0 support its position, but Iran fails to note 

critical difierences with the dispute now before the Court. In 

Nicaraaua. Jurisdsçtion S . .  , the Court held that "it does not 

necessarily follow that, because a State has not expressly 

referred in negotiations with another State to a particular 

treaty as having been violated by conduct of that other State, 

it is debarred £rom invoking a compromissory clause in that 

treatyl." In that case, there were, however, bilateral talks 

between the United States and Nicaragua, as well as 

multilateral discussions in the Contadora Group, over their . 

general differences2. In the present case, however, Iran not 

only did not discuss with the United States alleged violations 

of the Treaty of Amity, it never entered into any discussions 

or negotiations whatsoever relating to the incident of 3 July 

1988, prior to the filing of its Application. 

2Niearaaua Jusdiction . . .  , Counter-Mernorial of the United 
States, para. 182 and footnote. 
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The purpose in limiting the reference of disputes to this 

Court to only those that are "not satisfactorily adjusted by 

diplomacy" is to ensure that the parties first attempt to 

resolve matters directly through diplornatic discussion. It is 

only through diplornatic negotiations or discussions of some 

kind that the respondent State can learn of, and either accept 

or reject, the basic legal and factual assertions of the 

cornplainant State. It is the essence of the concept of dispute 

resolution that discussions between the interested States 

should preeede the institution of proceedings before the Court 

because such discussions or the adjustment by diplomacy fix the 

points of fact and law over which the Parties disagree. 

In assessing its jurisdiction under this sarne treaty in 

United States Di~lornatic and Consular Staff in TW', this 

Court found critical the fact that the United States had tried 

to negotiate with Iran and that Iran had refused to enter into 

any discussion of the dispute. In that case. the United 5tates 

offered to send a former Attorney General of the United States, 

~I.c.J., Pp. 3. 
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Mr. Ramsey Clark, to Iran to deliver a message from the 

President of the United States to the Ayatollah Khomeini; Mr. 

Clark was  authorized to discuss al1 avenues for resolution of 

the crisis. Although the Government of Iran initially aqreed 

to receive Mr. Clark in Tehran, it subsequently refused to do 

so. Shortly thereafter, Tehran radio broadcast a message Erom 

the Ayatollah Khomeini stating that no Iranian oEficials could 

meet with U.S. officiais. Al1 other efforts by the United 

States to make contact were rebuffed a s  welll. Vnder these 

circumstances, the Court stated, "[iln consequence, there 

existed at [the date of the Application] not only a dispute 

but, beyond any doubt, a 'dispute . . . not sakisfactorily 
adjusted by diplornacy' within the meaning of Article XXI, 

paragraph 2, of the 1955 Treaty. . . . 2 .. 
The circumstances in this case are just the opposite. Iran 

has made no effort to approach the United States on this matter 

and bas ignored U.S. efforts to discuss compensation for the 

incident and to pay such compensation. Therefore the Court 

should reject Article XXI  as a basis for its jurisdiction in 

this case. 

lSlnited Çtates D w t i c  and Consular staff  in Tehran 
U.S. Mernorial. pp. 24-25. 

21.c .J .  Reports 1980, p. 2 7 .  



The United States of America requests t h a t  the Court uphold 

the o b j e c t i o n s  of the United States to the jurisdiction of the 

Court. 

4 March 1991 

Edwin D. Williamson 
Agent of the United States 
of Arnerica 



ANNEX 1 

IRANIAN ATTACKS ON INNOCENT SHIPPING 

DURING THE IRAN-IRAQ WAR 
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In the Statement of Facts, the United States noted that the 

Government of Iran conducted extensive attacks against innocent 

shipping during the Iran-Iraq war. These ships, which were 

travelling on the high seas to and frorn non-Iraqi ports, were 

almost never stopped and searched by Iran to determine whether 

they were trading with Iraq or carrying contraband destined for 

Iraq. The following is a description of some of the Iranian 

attacks against shipping primarily in the 18 rnonths preceding 

the incident of  3 July 1988. The Court may also wish to refer 

to the reports of the Secretary General pursuant to U.N. 

Security Council Resolution 552 of 1 June 1984 (Exhibit 32). 

Section 1. Iranian Gunboat Attaeks Caused Extensive Damage to 
Merehant Vessels and the Deaths of Numerous Merchant Seamen. 

Iran predominantly attacked merchant vessels by using 

small gunboats, typically equipped with machine guns, rocket 

launchers (including rocket-propelled grenades), and small 

arrns. For instance, throughout 1987, Iranian gunboats 

conducted extensive, unprovoked attacks on ships of various 

nations, causing extensive damage and the deaths of numerous 

merchant seamen. The more egregious attacks are as follows. 
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On 26 February 1987, Iranian gunboats attacked a Chinese 

cargo vessel, leaving four crewmen dead1. Off the Coast of the 

United Arab Emirates. on 12 March 1987 a Saudi-registered 

tanker Arabian was attacked by missiles launched from an 

Iranian vessel, while on 28 March 1987, the Singapore- 

registered tanker was attacked by what appeared to be an 

Iranian gunship using a Seakiller missile; at least seven 

seamen were killed2. On 29 March 1987, Iranian gunboats 

attacked a Singaporean-registered tanker, killing at least 

eight crew members3. 

On 4 May 1987, an Iranian gunboat fired on a 

Panamanian-Elagged tanker, the petrobulk Reaent, that had l e f t  

Kuwait. One member of the tanker's crew was wounded in the 

attack4. On 5 May 1987, the Japanese-registered Shuho t3a-u was 

attacked by an Iranian gunboat; the next day the Soviet cargo 

'~xhibit 32, S/16877/Add.5, p.5; "7 Killed in Attack on 
Gulf Tanker", Wash. Post, 29 Mar. 1987, p. A - 2 1 .  

3"~ranian gunboat attacks tanker in Persian Gulf", . . 
rastian Science Monitor, 30 Mar. 1987, p. 2. 

4"~unboat Attacks Tanker Carrying Kuwaiti Oil", mI.5, 
Middle East & South Asia Review, 6 May 1987, p. Cl; Exhibit 32, 
S/16877/Add.5, p.6. 



ship Ivan Korotvve~ was attacked with rockets by Iranian patrol 

boats in the southern Persian Gulf, suffering moderate 

darnage1. On 11 May 1987, Iranian gunboats attacked the 

Kuwaiti-bound, Indian-registered Ambedkar off the coast of 

the United Arab I3miratesZ. On 18 May 1987, an Iranian ship 

attacked the Liberian-registered tanker Çolar R m  en route to 

~ u w a i t ~ .  On 2 2  May 1987, Iranian revolutionary guard units 

attacked and seriously darnaged the Qatar-registered tanker 

Rashidah northwest of I?ahrain4. 

On 26 and 30 June 1987 respectively, Iranian gunboats 

attacked the Norway-registered Mis m r .  and 

Kuwait-registered Neraaab5. On 9 and 13 July 1987 

'exhibit 3 2 ,  S/16877/Add.5, p. 6 ;  "Soviet Ship Attacked by 
Iran in ~ u i f ,  U . S .  Says*, -m. 9 May 1987, P. 1- 

'"1ran Raids Tanker in the Gulf and   gain Threatens 
Kuwait", N.Y. T d ,  12 May 1987, p .  A-8; Exhibit 3 2 ,  
S/16877/Add.5, p. 7. 

3"~ranian Ship Attacks Liberia" Tanker off Kuwait", EUS,  
Near East & South Asia Review, 19 May 1987, p. Cl; Exhibit 3 2 ,  
S/16877/Add.5, p . 7 .  

4"~issiles Hit Qatari Freighter off Bahrain", FIUS, Middle 
East & South Asia Review, 22 May 1987, p. Cl; Exhibit 32. 
S/16877/Add.5, p.7. 
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respectively, Iranian gunboats attacked the Liberian-registered 

peconic and French-registered V i 1 1 ~  m l .  By 3 August 

1987, the Iranian Navy was conducting "Martyrdom Maneuvers" 

which involved training suicide squads to ram warships with 

explosive-laden speedboatsZ. On 18 August 1987, two Iranian 

gunboats attacked the kiberian-registered psco Sierra outside 

the Strait of ~ o r m u z ~ .  

On 3 September 1987, Iranian gunboats attacked the 

Japanese-registered Pisshin with rocket-propelled grenades 

and the Italian-registered Jollv Rubiw with bazookas4. On 10 

September 1987, Iranian gunboats raked the Cypriot-registered 

Hav~ai  with rocket and machine gun On 20 September 1987, 

an Iranian speedboat attacked the Saudi-registered tanker 

l m q ~ i t  Ship is Liberian-Owned", mpost, 11 July 1987, p. 
A-19; Exhibit 32, S/16877/Add.5, p.8. 

2 " ~ . ~ .  Plans to Send Elite Units to Gulf", Wash. U, 
5 Aug, 1987, p. A-1; "Iran Concludes Naval Exercises", WashL 
m, 8 Aug. 1987, p. A-13 (Exhibit 35). 

3"1ran Said to Attack Ship in Gulf of Oman", Wash. Fost, 
19 Aug. 1987, p. A-1; Exhibit 32, S/16877/Add.5, p.9. 

4"1~an, Iraq Attack More Gulf Ships", wash. Post. 4 Sep. 
1987, p. A-1; Exhibit 32, ~ / 1 6 8 7 7 / A d d . S ,  p p ,  10-11. 

5'~ulf Foes Attack on Land and Sea", Wash. P o s t ,  11 Sep. 
1987, p. A-27. 
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Petroshi~ R in the Strait of ~ormuzl. On 7 October 1987, an 

Iranian speedboat attacked the Saudi-registsred tanker Ehha 

krv ~ 1 1 1 ~ .  On 14 October 1987, Iranian gunboats attacked 

the Liberian-registered tanker Atlantic Peaca off ~ u b a i ~ .  Iran 

used rocket launched grenades to hit the Panamanian-registered 

Pros~erventure L o f f  the United Arab Emirates on 23 October 

19874. On 23 November 1987, Iranian speedboats attacked the 

Romanian-registered cargo ship Fundulea. seriously injuring 

three crew members, and the Panamanian-registered container 

ship m - ~ a s ~ ~ .  On 26 Novernber 1987, an Iranian speedboat 

off Dubai attacked the Romanian oil tanker u6. 

l"~rab League Postpones Move Against Iran", -, 
21 Sep. 1987, p. A-20; Exhibit 32, S/16877/Add.5, p. 11. 

2"~ranian Boat Attacks Saudi Tanker in Dubayy", EUS,  7 
Oct. 1987, p. 14; Exhibit 32, S/16877/Add.5, P. 13. 

3"~ew Raids by Iran and Iraq are Reported in Gulf". JL.L 
u, 15 Oct. 1987, p. A-7; Exhibit 32, S/l6877/Add.5, p.14. 

4fl Y T i w ,  Oet. 25, 1987; Exhibit 32, S/16877/Add.5, 
p .  14. 

5 n ~ r a n  Strikes Panamanian, Rornanian Vessels", m. Near 
East & South Asia, 24 Nov. 1987, p. 34; Exhibit 32, 
S/16877/Add.5, p. 16. 

 ranian an Speedboat Attacks Romanian Tanker", EELS, Near 
East & South Asia, 27 Nov. 1987, p. 19. 
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In early December 1987, Iranian gunboats hit, set 

ablaze, and sank the Singapore-registered Norman At-, and 

attacked the Danish-registered tanker Es,kUg ~aerskl. On 18 

Decernber 1987, an Iranian gunboat opened Eire on the 

Liberian-registered supertanker Fiaudi-r off Dubai and 

the Norwegian-registered tanker BaDDv Kara in the Strait of 

~ o r r n u z ~ .  On 23 December, Itanian gunboats attacked and set 

a h l a z e  the Norwegian-registered tanker Berae ajg3. 

Several nations took steps to protect their shipping. 

After the 13 July 1987 attack by Iranian gunboats on the French 

container sbip Ville d'Anvers, France broke diplornatic 

relations with Iran and announced on 29 July 1987 that the 

aircraft carrier Clemenceau and three support s h i p s  were heing 

lnlranian Speedboats Attack 2 Tankers", p . Y ,  Ti-, 7 Dec. 
1987, p. A-3;  "Iraq reports making hits in Iran and in the . , Gulf", çhrlstian Science Monito~, Il Dec. 1987, p. 2; Exhibit 
32, S/16877/Add.5, p. 16. 

2"~xanian Boats Attack Norwegian, Saudi Tankers", EUS, 
18 Dec. 1987, p. 22; Exhibit 32, S/16877/Add.S, p. 17-18 

3"~ranian Gunboats Attack Norwegian Supertanker", F U .  
24 Dec. 1987, p. 15. 
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dispatched to the Gulf area1. AÉter the 3 september 1987 

attack on the Italian cargo ship a, Italy announced 

that it would send ships to the Gulf to prorect Italian 

rnerchantmen2. On 3 October 1987, Iran launched about 60 armed 

speedboats, apparently at the Saudi Arabian offshore oilfield 

at Khafji. Saudi Arabia sent jets and warships to intercept 

these gunboats and turn them back. No gunfire was exchanged3 

Section II. Iranian Naval Mines Damaged Nurnerous Vessels and 
Prompted the Deplayment of Minesweepers and Sealane 
Surveillance Forces to the Gulf. 

Iran also without notice seeded mines on the high seas and 

in international shipping channels to threaten and damage 

shipping. On 17 May 1987, a Soviet-registered tanker leased to 

Kuwait, the Chuvkov, suffered mine damage as it 

approached ~uwait*. By 16 June 1987, Iran w a s  reportedly 

'"~rench Ship is Attacked in GulE, Raising Paris-Teheran 
Tensions", N.Y. T m ,  14 Jul. 1987, p. A-6; "Mine-Hunter 
Helicopters Sent to GulE", Wash, Post, 
30 Jul. 1987, p. A-1.  

'"1ran Fires Missile at Kuwait", W a s h . P o s t ,  5 Sep.  1987. 
p. A - 1  (Exhibit 35). 

3"~audis Turn Back Iranian Flotilla Near Oil Terminal", 
m. Post, 4 Oct. 1987, p. A-1 (Exhibit 35). 

4-~raqi Missile Hits U.S. Navy Frigate in Persian Gulf", 
N.Y. T m ,  18 May 1987, p. A-1 (Exhibit 35); Exhibit 32, 
S/16877/Add.5, p. 7. 
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mining approaches to Kuwait's Al-Ahmadi oil terminal1. On 

24 July 1987, the Bridaeton, a Kuwait-owned U.S.-flagged tanker 

under U.S. military escort into the Gulf, hit a mine about 18 

miles west of the Iranian island of ~ a r s i ~ .  Consequently, the 

United States ordered U.S. Navy rninesweeping helicopters to the 

~ u l f ~ .  Other nations followed suit. On Il August 1987, the 

United Kingdom and France announced that they would send 

minesweepers to the ~ u l f ~ .  In Septernber, Belgiurn, the 

Netherlands. and Italy announced that they also would dispatch 

rninesweepers to the ~ u l f ~ .  

ln~hat's News", Street  J o u r d ,  17 June 1987, p.1. 

'"~fter the Blast, Journey Continues", P.Y. T m ,  25 July 
1987, p.5  (Exhibit 35). 

3 " ~ . ~ .  Acts to Bolster Gulf Mine Defenses on Several 
Fronts", ml Street Journal, 4 Aug. 1987, p.1; "8 U.S. 
Helicopters Arrive for Mission t a  Sweep the Gulf," mTimesi 
17 Aug. 1987, p. A-1 (Exhibit 35); "U.S. Orders 8 Old 
Minesweepers to the Gulf", N.Y. Times, 20 Aug. 1987, p. A-1 
(Exhibit 35). 

4"~uropeans Send Mine Sweepers", m. Post, 12 Aug. 1987, 
p. A-1 (Exhibit 35). 

5"~utch Sending 2 Ships to Hunt Mines in Gulf", N.Y. T h E S t  
8 Sep, 1987, p. A-3; "Ferez de Cuellar's Gulf Trip Ends in 
Apparent Failure", m. P o s t ,  16 Sep. 1987, p. A-l (Exhibit 
35). 
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Unfortunately, the mines continued to inflict damage 

indiscriminately to vessels. On 10 August 1987, the 

U.S.-owned, Panama-registered tanker Texaco C a r i b b e ~  struck a 

mine off Fujaira, sou th  of the Horrnuz peninsulal. On 22 

September 1987, the Panamanian-registered Marissa survey ship 

sank after hitting a mine north of Bahrain; four of its seven 

crewmen were believed dead2. 

Although at times Iran denied that it was the source of 

these mines, in a Tehran radio dispatch on 20 August 1987, Iran 

admitted that it had mined the Gulf, purporteely to "protectn 

its coastline3. Any douhts as to the origin of these mines 

were put to res t  when, on 21 September 1987, U.S. helicopters 

iàentified an Iranian ship, the m n  A ~ L ,  planting mines in 

international waters of the Gulf. The ship was incapacitated 

lnlran Says it Mines the Gulf", Wash. Post, 21 Aug. 1987, 
p. A - l  (Exhibit 35); Exhibit 32, S/16877/Add.5 ,  p .  9 .  

' .u.s.  Arranges Return of 26 Iranian Sailors", B s h .  Post, 
25 Sep. 1 9 8 7 ,  p. A-1. 

3u'~ran Says it Mines the Gulf", Wash. Post, 21 Aug. 1987, 
p. A-1 (Exhibit 35). 
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by the helicopters and then boarded by the U . S .  Navy. Ten 

mines being readied for deployment in shipping channels were 

found on board the lran-P&'. Within days, Iranian President 

Seyed Ali Khamenei declared to the United Nations General 

Assembly that "the United States will receive a proper response 

to this abominable a c t 2 . "  

Section XII. In Addition to Gunboat Attacks and the Laying of 
Naval Mines, Iran Launched Silkworm Missiles Against Kuwait 
Shipping and Shore Facilities. 

Along with its use of gunboats and mines, Iran constructed 

missile sites and launched Silkworm missiles to disrupt 

shipping of oil. On 4 September 1987, Iran fired a Silkworm 

missile Erom the Faw Peninsula toward Kuwait; the missile hit 

an uninhabited beach area two miles south of an oil loading 

'"u.s. Helicopters Hit Iranian Navy Ship in Persian Gulf", 
Wash. Posk, 22 Sep. 1987, p. A-1; " U . S .  Reports Firing on 
Iranian Vessel Seen Laying Minesw, P.Y. Tlrnes, 22 Sep. 1987, 
p. A-1 & "26 Iranians Seized with Mine Vessel; More U . S .  
Shooting", P . Y .  Times, 23 Sep. 1987, p. A-1.  

'~ddress by the President of the Islamic Republic of Iran, 
Seyed Ali Khamenei, to the United Nations General Assembly, 
22 Sep. 1987, A/42/PV.6. 
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terminal1. On 15 October 1987, however, an Iranian Silkworm 

missile fired frorn the Faw peninsula hit the U.S.-owned, 

Liberian-flagged oil tanker m g j ,  anchored off Kuwait's Mina 

al-Ahmadi port in Kuwaiti territorial waters. There were no 

casualties2. The next day another Iranian Silkworm missile hit 

the Sea Isle City, a Kuwait-owned, U.S.-registered tanker also 

anchored off Mina al-Ahmadi. Eighteen seamen, including the 

U.S. captain, were injured3. On 22 Octoher 1987, an Iranian 

'"Iran Fires Missile at Kuwait", W a s h - ,  5 Sep. 1987. 
p. A-1 (Exhibit 35). 

2 n ~ r a n  Hits U.S.-Owned Tankerm d , 16 Oct. 1987, 
p. A - 1  (Exhibit 35); Exhibit 32, 1 p, 14. 

3 ' ' ~ ~  Head Told of Attack", m, Middle East & South A s i a  
Review, 19 Oct. 1987, p. 17. In response to Iraq's unlawful 
use of force against shipping -- especially its October 16 
Silkworm attack -- four U.S. destroyers on October 1 9 .  1987. 
destroyed an inactive Iranian oil platform used as a base for 
Iranian speedboat attacks against Gulf ships. The U.S. Navy 
gave the Iranian occupants of the oil platform 20 minutes t o  
evacuate before shelling the platform, which was sorne 100 miles 
south of Lavan Island. " U . S .  Destroyers Shell Iranian Military 
Platform in GulfR, Wash. Post, 20 O c t .  1987, p .  A - 1 .  
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Silkworrn missile hit Kuwait's Sea Island terminal1 

Section IV. The Most Damaging of Iran's Attacks Against 
Shipping Were Attaeks by Iranian Fighter Aircraft, Which 
Resulted in Notices by the United States That Al1 Aircraft for 
Their Own Safety Should Avoid Approaching Milftary Vessels. 

Although most of Iran's attacks against merchant shipping 

were through use of small boats, there had been very damaging 

attacks as well hy Iranian military aircraft, particularly 

during 1984-1986. Iranian fighter aircraft conducted a 

rnajority of these attacks using Maverick missiles and iron 

bombs2. Maverick missiles can be launched £rom ranges of 0.5 

to 13 nautical miles and are television guided. The launching 

aircraft must be able to keep visual track of the target, but 

does not have to scan its target with radar3. For example, on 

2 February 1988, two Iranian F-4s launched two Maverick 

missiles at the Liberian tanker Petrobulk pilot about 30 

nautical miles south-southwest of the area where the incident 

l"~ilkworm Hits Kuwaiti Oil Terminal", W h .  Post, 23 Oct. 
1987, p .  A-1 .  

2~xhibit 9, Appendix E, p. E-12. 

3 ~ .  
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of 3 July 1988 took place1. In addition to Maverick missiles, 

military forces in the Gulf knew that aircraft, including 

Iranian F-14s. could be configured to drop iron bombs on naval 

vessels if they could approach within two nautical miles of the 

target2. 

Section V. Iranian Attacks on Innocent Shipping Continued into 
1988. 

Iranian gunboats attacked the Norwegian tanker Jaloo ESDOQ 

on 15 January 1988, near the Strait of ~ o r m u z ~ .  Agence 

France-Presse reported a 15 January 1988, Iranian attack on a 

Norwegian tanker, and 16 January attacks on the Liberian- 

reqiatered Atlantic Chari= and Liberian-registered ~ a i n b p w ~ .  

On 21 January, Iran attacked the Norwegian-owned H a f v e l  in 

lwlran Tries Aerial Attack on Cargo Ship in Gulf", . . istian S c i w m ,  3 Feb. 1988, p. 2 (Exhibit 35); 
Exhibit 9, Appendix E, p. E-10. 

2~xhibit 9, Appendix E, p. E-12. 

3"~ranian Gunboats Attack Norwegian Tanker", Near 
East b South Asia, 15 Jan. 1988, p. 20. 

4"~ran-~raq War", m. Neai East & South Asia, 19 Jan. 
1988, p .  2 .  
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the Strait of Hormuz and set ablaze the Panamanian m. Iran 
asserted that its attack on the B a P ~ e l  was a miçtakel. Iranian 

gunboats on 23 January 1988, attacked the ernpty Danish-flagged 

Torm ~ o t n a ~ .  On 3 February 1988, Iranian gunboats hit and set 

ablaze a Norwegian freighter approximately ten nautical miles 

£rom the United Arab Emirates port of ~ l - s h a r i g a h 3 .  On 5 

February 1988, Iranian gunboats attacked the 

Panamanian-registered Tavistock near ~ u b a i ~ .  On 

7 February 1988, the U.S.-owned, Liberian-registered Diane was 

set ablaze in an attack by gunboats off the coast of the United 

Arab ~rnirates~. On 10 February 1988, an Iranian speedboat 

'"Panamanian Tanker Attacked" & "Reportage on Iranian 
Attacks on Oil Tankers", m. Near East & South A s i a ,  22 Jan. 
198.8. p. 19. 

2 n ~ w o  Ships Attacked in Gulf; fraqi General Dies in Crash", 
Wash., 24 Jan. 1988, p. A-24. 

3''~ranian Speedboats Attack Noregian Ship", E U S ,  Near 
East & South A s i a ,  3 Feb. 1988, p. 18. 

4"~ranian Boats Attack Tanker Off Dubayy", m. Near 
East & South Asia, 5 Feb. 1988, p. 27. 

5"~ranian Gunboats Attack U.S.-Owned Tanker", 68LS, Near 
East & South Asia, 8 Feb. 1988, p. 20. 
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attacked a Liberian tanker1. 

On 12 February, Iranian military units fired.on U.S. 

helicopters on reconnaisance over a Kuwaiti convoya. On 

7 March 1988, U.S. helicopters on reconaissance flights came 

under machine-gun £ire Erom an oil platform and several boats 

in the central ~ u l f ~ .  

In March 1988, Iranian gunboats attacked Norway's tanker 

Beroe Lord, Liberia's m, Spain's Derian Reefe~, and Cyprus' 
tanker Odvsseus in the Strait of Hormuz, as  well as Norway's 

l"1ran-1raq War", m, Middle East & South A s i a  Review, 
11 Feb, 1988, p. 1. 

2 * 1 ~ . ~ .  nelicopters Fired on From Oil Platforms", E U 5 .  Near 
East & South Asia, 16 Feb. 1988, p. 6 0 .  

3"~hat's News" (U .S .  Helicopters Drew Machine-gun Fire in 
the Central Persian Gulf), Wai1 Street Journal, 7 M a r .  1988, p. 
1; "U.S. Helicopters Corne Under Fire in the Gulf", N.Y. T i r n a ,  
7 Mar. 1988, p. A-5 .  
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Hukumit 12 miles off the Dubai coast (killing two crewmen), 

Liberia's Atlantic PeacP near Sharja, and the Singapore- 

registered Neptune Subarul. 

In May and June of 1988, Iranian gunboats in the Strait of 

Hormuz attacked the Japanese -; the Norwegian-owned 

Berae Strand; the Liberian -O Gas Rip; the West German 

phaulaairi; and a U.S.-owned, British-registered supertanker2. 

1 - 3  Tankers Hit hy Gunboats", I F ' ,  Near East & South Asia, 
18 Mar. 1988, p. 56; "Norwegian Tanker Attached*, EUS, Near 
East 6 South Asia, 23 Mar. 1988, p. 17; "54 Feared Dead on 2 
O i l  Tankers in f r a q i  Attack on Iran Terminal", N.Y. Times, 
22 Mar. 1988, p. A-1; "Liberian Oil Tanker Attacked", m. 
Near East 6 South Asia, 22 Mar. 1988, p. 1 & 67; "Iranians Hit 
Cypriot Ship" ,  Ur Near East b South Asia, 24 Mar. 1988, 
p. 33; "Iranian Gunboats Hit Liberian Tanker in Gulf*, W ,  
Near East h South Asia, 28 Mar. 1988, p. 17. 

2"Speedboats Attack Japanese Chernical Tanker," ILIUS, Near 
East & South Asia, 19 May 1988, p. 11; "Teheran Claims Gains in 
Northeastern Iraq", N.Y. T w ,  1 9  May 1988, p. A-11; "Iranian 
Boats Attack Tankern, I . Y .  T w  . . , 20 May 1988, p. A-3; "Iranian 
Speedboats", Çhrlstian Science m. 27 May 1988, p. 2; 
"Reportage on Iranian Gunboat Attacks on Tanker", U, Near 
East 6 South Asia, 27 May 1988, p. 14; "UK Supertanker ~ttacked 
Near Saudi Port 11 Jun", m. Near East  b South Asia, 13 Jun. 
1988, p. 69; "Iranian Gunboats Launch Attacks on Freighters", 
m, Near East & South Asia, 14 Jun. 1988, p. 16. 
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Section VI. Efforts by the United Nations to End the Gulf War 
Were Unsuccessful. 

Efforts in the United Nations to end the attacks on 

merchant shipping wete unsuccessful. On 20 July 1987, the U.N. 

Security Council, acting under Chapter VI1 of the U.N. Charter, 

passed unanimously Resolution 598 calling for a cease-£ire in 

the Iran-Iraq War and calling f o r  further meetings if the two 

States did not comply with the resolutionl. On 12 November 

1987, resolutions at the Arab League summit meeting in Aman, 

Jordan, stated that the Arab countries condemned Iran for 

attacking Kuwait and condemned Iran's interference in the 

interna1 affairs of the Arab gulf states2. 

As a result of the United States' efforts to pzotect its 

vessels in the Gulf, Iran repeatedly charged ( a s  i t  aoes in its 

Mernorial) that the United States was not a neutral in the 

Iran-Iraq war3, The United States certainly worked to bring 

~ u . N .  Security council Res~luti~n 598 of ~ u ï y  20, 1987 
(S/RES/598); "U.S.  Warships Set to Begin Escorts of Gulf 
Tankers", P.Y. Ti=, 22 J u l +  1987, p. A-2.  Iraq responded to 
the Resolution as "positive" while Iran called it "nul1 and 
void". "Iraq is Warm to Truce Call; Iran is Harsh", LL 
m. 22 Jul. 1987, p. A-20. 

2"~ulf Conflict", m, Near East & South Asia, 12 Nov. 
1987, p. 2; "Arab Summit Conference", m, Near East & South 
Rsia, 13 Nov. 1987, p. 1. 

3~ranian Mernorial, paras. 1.36-1.45. 
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the war to a negotiated end, leaving neither victor nor 

vanquished, but any concerted U.S .  pressure on Iran reflected 

Iran's intransigence to negotiate with Iraq despite Security 

Council Resolution 598, and not an attempt by the United States 

to intervene in the wax on behalf of lraql. 

l ~ h e  United S t a t e s  position was that the Security Council 
should impose an arms embargo on either Iran or Iraq, whichever 
failed to cornply with Resolution 598. See "U.S. Policy in the 
Persian Gulf", pe. çiI., Exhibit 36, pp. 3 - 4 .  Even Mernbers of 
the Arab Gulf Cooperation Council urged the imposition of 
sanctions against Iran for its aggressive tactics in the Gulf. 
"Arab Nations on Gulf Urge Sanctions Against Iran", LL 
w, 30 Dec. 1987, p. A - 3 .  
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U.S. ISSUANCE OF NOTAMS REGARDING AIRCRAFT 

IN THE GULF AREA 
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Out of concern for the safety of its vessels, and the need 

£or those vessels to respond to perceived threats, the United 

States in early 1984 wished to inform civil aircraft in the 

Gulf about U.S. defensive precautions with respect to air 

attacks. Annea 15 of the Chicago Convention provides that 

origination of civil Notices to Airmen (NOTAM) is the 

responsibility of the State which exercises air traffic service 

authority over the affected a r e a l .  Consequently, in January 

1984, the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration, in cornpliance 

with Annex 15, provided the proposed a Special Notice to States 

controlling Flight Information Regions in the affected areas, 

so that they they could issue an appropriate NOTAM'. The 

'chiCago Convention, Annex 15, ParaS. 3.1.1.1, 3.1.2. 
3.1.4, and 5.1.1.1 (Exhibit 5). 

'u.s. Special Notice of Information, Jan. 1984 (Exhibit 
85). The designation "KDCAYN" in this notice represents the 
V.S. Federal Aviation Administration International Notice to 
Airman office in Washington, D.C. The designation "KCNFYN" 
represents the Central Notice to Airmen Facility, CarswelL Air 
Force Base, Ft. Worth Texas. The designation "SVC" represents 
the term "service message" which distinguishes the notice £rom 
a notice to airmen. 
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Special Notice stated that U.S. naval vessels in the Persian 

Gulf, Strait of Hormuz, Gulf of Oman, and Arabian Sea (north of 

20 degcees north) were taking defensive precautions. The 

Special Notice stated that aircraft approaching within Five 

nautical miles of U.S. vessels should establish and maintain 

contact with the U.S. vessels on either the international civil 

air distress Frequency (121.5 MHz VHF) or the international 

military air distress frequency (243.0 MHz UHF)~. 

Under Annexes 11 and 15 of the Chicago Convention, the 

aeronautical information service of each State should obtain 

and publish (in the Form of NOTAMS and other publications) 

critical information that they receive concerning the safety of 

civil aviation in their territories, as well a s  areas over 

which they have responsibility2. The Government of Iran, 

however, objected to this Special Notice and in February 1984 

sent messages to al1 States in the region denouncing the 

~u.s. Special Notice, Jan. 1984, Q.Q. a., Exhibit 8 5 .  

2h Chicago Convention. Annex 11, para. 2.15.3 (Exhibit 
4); Chicago Convention, Annex 15, paras. 3.1.4 and 5.1.1.1 
(Exhibit 5 ) .  
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Special Notice as illegall. Further. Iran lodged a cornplaint 

at the ICA0 Middle East Regional Air Navigation meeting in 

March 1984 urging that steps be taken in response to the 

Special ~ o t i c e ~ .  The Gulf States did not publish the special 

notice provided by the United States. 

Faced with the fact that Iran did not intend to comply with 

its obligation under the Chicago Convention annexes to 

promulgate this safety information, and that Iran was actively 

denouncing it as illegal to other States in the region, the 

United States felt compelled to publish the Special Notice a s  a 

U.S. international civil NOTAM~. Following the USS Stark 

l~otice from the Civil Aviation Organization of Iran, 
27 Feb. 1984 (Exhibit 86). 

2"~estrictions Irnposed in the Airspace over the High Seas 
and over Territorial Waters of other States in the Mid Region," 
presented by Iran to the Third Middle East Regional Air 
Navigation Meeting and U.S. Amendment. Working Papers, Third 
Middle East Regional Air Navigation Meeting (Mar. - Apr. 1984), 
ICA0 Docs. MID/3-WP/108, MID/3-WP/77 (Exhibit 87). 

3~~~~ Report, p a r a .  2.2.2. International Civil Notice to 
Airmen, 11 Jan. 1985 (Exhibit 88). The designation "KFDC" in 
this notice shows that the originating agency of  the NOTAM is 
Washington, D.C. The designation "A0002/85" is the 
international NOTAM identifier number. 
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incident, in which an Iraqi military aircraft attacked a U.S. 

naval vesse1 and killed 37 crewmen, the United States updated 

its N O T A M ~ .  The NOTAM was Eurther updated in September 1 9 8 7 ~ .  

The NOTAM was current on 3 July 1 9 ~ 8 ~ .  The NOTAM and its 

updates were distributed to States on the distribution l i s t  for 

NOTAMs issued by the United States and through official civil 

and rnilitary channels, as well as through the U.S. Embassies in 

the area4. 

l~pdated International Civil Notice to Airmen, 19 Aug. 1987 
(Exhibit 88). 

2~pdated Notices to Airrnen, 8 and 9 Sep. 1987 (Exhibit 8 8 ) .  

3~~~~ Report, para. 2.2.2; ICAO Report, ~ppendix F, p. F-4. 

4~~~~ Report, para. 2.2.3. The United States transmitted 
the updates to U.S. Embassies in the Gulf for hand delivery to 
the civil aviation authorities of the host countries with 
responsibility for the affected areas, with a request that they 
publish it. By using U.S. Embassy channels the United States 
could verify receipt of the notice and lend emphasis and 
urgency to the need for the appropriate States to publish the 
notice. As a result oE these efforts, Iran again complained to 
ICAO about the matter in September 1987. Telex dated 14 Sep. 
1987 £rom Iranian Civil Aviation Organization to ICAO CounciI 
President (Exhibit 8.9). 
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Iran argues that the promulgation of these NOTAMs was not 

in conformity with the provisions of Annex 15, but neglects to 

note that Iran's refusal to publish such critical information 

is inconsistent with Annexes 11 and 15l, and that Iran's 

objection to the Special Notice discouraged other States from 

publishing it. Although it would have been more appropriate 

for Iran to disseminate such information, under the 

circumstances it was a reasonable. appropriate, and necessary 

step  taken by the United States since Iran refused to comply 

with its responsibility to warn the civil aviation public of 

the potential danger in overflying U.S. naval vessels in the 

Gulf. Further, Annex 15 does not state that other countries 

are  prohibited £rom issuing an their own such information by 

NOTAm or atherwise. 

Iran's suggestion that increased dangers to civil air 

traffic in the Gulf was attributable to U . S .  naval activities 

is incorrect2. A t t a c k s  by both Iran and Iraq in the Gulf 

lsee Footnote 4 of this Annex. suPra. 

2 ~ r a n  complained to ICAO about an incident that aliegedly 
occurred on 26 May 1987 involving U.S. naval aircraft. The 
U.S. Navy, however, did not have any fighter aircraft in the 
Gulf on that d a y ,  nor any record of a radio transmission 
tellinq an aircraft not to proceed on course, ICA0 took no 
action in this matter. 
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created the climate of danger, in part due to the establishment 

and realignment of some Air Traffic Service (ATS) routes at 

variance with the ICAO regional air navigation Yet most 

important, countries such as Iran failed to establish and 

maintain close cooperation with foreign military authorities in 

the Gulf responsible for activities that could affect civil 

aircraft2. 

l~etter o f  ICAO Preaident Kotaite, Working Paper, ICAO 
Council (extra. sess., July 1988). ICAO Doc. C-WP/8642, 
Appendix B (Exhibit 12). 

'Under Chicago Convention, Annex 11, para. 2.14.1, ATS 
authorities are supposed to establish and maintain close 
cooperation with military authorities responsible for 
activities that may affect flights of civil aircraft. Indeed, 
arrangements are to be made to permit information relevant to 
the safe and expeditious conduct of flights of civil aircraft 
to be promptly exchanged between ATS units and appropriate 
military units. Chicago Convention, Annex 11, para. 2.14.3 
(Exhibit 4 ) .  Similarly, the appropriate ATS authorities are 
obliged to initiate the promulgation of information regarding 
military activities that that are potentially hazardous to 
civil aircraft. W., para. 2.15.3. The objective of such 
CO-ordination is to achieve the best arrangements which will 
a v o i d  hazards to civil aircraft and minimize interference with 
the normal operations of such aircraft. Although the United 
States had sought to establish guidelines for the safe 
interaction of civil aircraft with U.S. military forces, Iran's 
only efforts in this area consisted of denouncing the United 
States' efforts. 
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After extensive consultatians with the affected states, on 

1 March 1989, the United States withdrew the NOTAM it had 

issued for the Gulf and again asked regional States t o  issue 

the NOTAM themselves. This tinte virtually al1 the Gulf States 

(including Iran) issued NOTAMs pursuant to the U.S. request. 



TABLE OF EXHIBITS ' 
Pursuant to Article 50 of t h e  Rules of Court, t h e  United 

States h a s  also deposited several documents in the Registry in 
connection with these Preliminary Objections. The documents so 
deposited are noted below. 

1. Convention on International Civil Aviation of 1944 (the 
"Chicago Convention"). 
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